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SUMMARY

This research e)was concerned with laser/optical techniques for

size and velocity measurements of particles and droplets in spray combustion

systems. The initial efforts were directed toward a novel method for

simultaneous size and velocity measurements of individual particles. A

prototype instrument was designed, constructed, calibrated, and successfully

applied. Our efforts to verify the performance and accuracy of this

diagnostic led to a parallel research eftort on the laser diffiaction

droplet sizing technique. Significant contributions to the calibration anl

scattering inversion aspects of this technique were made. Discussed below

are the contributions to the problem of aerosol characterz a.tolnwmade as a

direct rejult of this research, -- ,, ., .

DISJSSION OF RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS (LSV).' , .2p ) [, , .-. ,h, ,

1. Laser Particle-sizing Velocimeter"-

The clear need for simultaneous particle size and velocity measurements

has prompted considerable research on the topic. We investigated a

particular light scattering method for simultaneously measuring two-velocity

components and the size of in ividual particles in the range 0.3 um- 20u

um. The LSV technique, originally proposed by Hirleman (1978), uses a novel

non-Doppler technique for velocity determination. The method relies on a

single beam transit-time velocity measurement termed the LIV as discussed by

-. Hirleman (1980a), Hirleman (1981). One contribution of the work was a new

optical system design which is applicable to conventional laser two-focus

. (L2F) velocimeters in addition to the LSV as discussed by Hirleman (19dzc) 7]
El

and Hirleman and Yue (1983). Other researchers have adopted the velocimeter -

concepts developed under this project.
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A major consideration for a particle sizing system is that of

calibration. The calibration problem is particularly challenging for the

LSV which requires particles of known and controlled velocity, trajectory,

- and size. Conventional methods cannot satisfy these criteria and it was

.- necessary to develop a new calibration technique by modifying a commercial

TSI Model 3050 Vibrating Orifice Particle Generator. The standard generator

produces a stream of monodisperse droplets which, unfortunately# are spaced

about 4 diameters apart. This close spacing places 2 particles in the LSV

probe volume at once which is unacceptable. We developed a programmable

n
charge deflection system which takes 1 out of 2 droplets out of the stream

using selective electrical charging and a pair of high voltage deflection
L

plates. The system is described briefly in Yue et al. (1984) and a follow-

up publication with more detail should be published by Anderson and Hirleman

(1984).

Once an adequate calibration system was available we then initiated a

detailed study of the performance of the LSV. Theoretical and experimental

analyses of the instrument agreed well and indicated the ability of the LSV

to measure two velocity components and size of individual droplets using an

optical system comparable to that of a single component laser Doppler

Velocimeter (LSV). We achieved size broadening of about 20% with non-

Doppler velocity measurements accurate to about 1%. A unique feature of the

LSV is an inherent capability of characterizing on-line the physical extent

of the optical sample volume through the particle trajectory determination.

The results of the LSV study are presented in detail by Yue et al. (1984),

with some discussion by Hirleman (1984a). An updated version of Yue et al .

(1984) will be submitted soon to an archival publication.

.- " . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . o - . . . . -. * - . - .-. - . .. . ... . . . . . . . . .-.
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Laser diffraction methods for particle sizing are line-of-sight methods

which analyze the scattering properties of an ensemble of particles. The

electro-optical system required is considerably less complex than that used S

.* in single particle counting instruments and for that reason the system is

more robust. We developed an in-house version of a laser diffraction

instrument to use in aerosol analysis for comparison with the LSV. In the

process of researching the laser diffraction technology we observed some

serious deficiencies. In particular there were problems with calibration,

operation in evaporating or combusting sprays, and inefficient scattering

inversion algorithms. During the tenure of this project we made some

original research contributions in these areas.

The problem of calibration of particle sizing instruments is always S

difficult. There are, however, some nice features of the laser diftraction

technique which we exploited in developing a new calibration procedure.

Laser diffraction methods are limited to particles larger than the

wavelength and in that scattering regime the diffractively scattered light

(described by Fraunhofer diffraction theory) dominates over refracted and ..-

reflected light in near-forward detector configurations. For that reason R .

the forward scattering signature of a spherical particle is accurately

approximated by the diffraction from either an opaque circular disc or a

circular aperture of the same diameter. Our approach was to fabricate 2-D

arrays of chrome discs using photomask technology from the integrated

circuit industry. The particles were deposited on a glass substrate with a

specified and accurately known size distribution. The concept was

originally proposed by Hirleman (1982a, 1983a). This calibration device has

since become a defacto standard for commercial laser diftraction Instruments

and is used by over 30 laboratories worldwide. The calibration method was .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .,

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..
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and is used by over 30 laboratories worldwide. The calibration method was

further used with the support of this grant to make a caretul

characterization of laser diffraction instrument performance by Hirleman

et al. (1984b).

A major weakness of laser diffraction instruments in general is a

susceptability to errors induced by beam steering caused by refractive index

(thermal) gradients along the beam. This problem has been observed by

ourselves during some laser diffraction experiments performed on a burning

spray. However the line-of-sight nature of laser diftraction anu the

requisite extended sample volume make it possible to verify instrument

performance and calibration on-line using the calibration devices discussed

above. The known diffraction signature from a calibration source is

modulated and superimposed on the actual diftraction pattern from the spray.

Phase-sensitive detection al lows one to verify that the calibration size

distribution is reconstructed correctly to verify proper instrument

operations. This idea and some proof-of-concept experiments are reported by

Hirleman (1983a).

Another consideration with laser diffraction instruments is the

scattering inversion software. The need for kHz temporal resolution for

turbulence studies requires an improvement of about 3 orders of magnitude in

processing speed over that available commercial ly today. For that reason we

studied detection strategies in conjunction with inverse scattering

algorithms to impact this problem. Our results are reported by Ruscel io ano

Hirleman (1981), Hirleman (1984a) and Koo and Hirleman (19,4). We have

studied an integral transform approach which potential ly can provide the

speed necessary. Our publications report on some detector configurations

which can be used to implement this fast reconstruction algorithm.

...........................................................* .- % *.
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K Abstract

The problem or droplet sizing in fuel sprays has been the subject of much

research in recent years. The size distribution of particles and droplet& are

of crucial importance to the combustion processes in gos-turbine engines,

combustion of coal slurries. liquid-fueled ramjets. and solid propellant

-rocket motors. The objective of this paper is to study the merits of the

integral transform approach for measuring particle size distribution.

Detailed parametric studies were made on both ideal and noisy data. Factors

affecting the reconstruction of particle distribution were examined.



I. Introduction

The problem or droplet sizing in fuel sprays has been the subject of much

research in recent years.1-4 The size distribution of particles and droplets

are or crucial importance to the combustion processes in gas-turbine engines,

combustion of coal slurries, liquid-fueled ramjets, and solid propellant

rocket motors. Several books have been written covering general aspects of

particle size measurement and analysis$- 7 and problems specific to fuel spray

combustion systems.7 -10 The overall aim or detailed spray analysis in

combustion systems is to increase combustion efficiency and to reduce emission

of pollutants.

A number of different imaging methods have been uses for droplet sizing in

sprays, such as photographic and holographic methods. A disadvantage of these

methods is the very tedious post-processing or data although some progress on

quasi-real-time digital image processingll-1 2 has been made. Single particle

size/velocity analyzers based on light scattering have been developed over a

number of years for clean room monitoring, pollution research and other

studies.13.14 Ensemble (multi-particle) methods using light scattering or

extinction generally involve relatively simple electro-optical systems. As a

result, these techniques are better suited for applications requiring

autonomous operation. The trade-off here is the loss of information as the

data is generally averaged over a line-of-sight and droplet velocity can not

be ootained. The large number of potential applications and the wide-spread

acceptance or the NalvernlS laser diffraction particle sizing instruments by

both the combustion research and industrial communities warrant further

research on the method.

The objective or this paper is to study the merits of the integral

transform approach for measuring particle size distribution. Detailed

-.- o
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parametric studies were made on both ideal and noisy data. Factors affecting

the reconstruction of particle distribution were examined.

- II. Particle Sizina by Laser Diffraction

For measurement of size distribution of clouds of particles in fuel spray,

the Fraunhofor diffraction method has proven to be one of the most convenient

and reliable techiques. The classical Fraunhofer diffraction theory is only

rigorously valid for particle sizes large compared with the wavelength

(i.e 0). It has been demonstrated that for near-forward scattering

(small 0) can actually be approximated 14 by Fraunhofer diffraction even for

particles with d v 1. This phenomenon is the basis for a number of small

particle sizing instruments based on light scattering. 14,16

A. Theoretical Aspects

Dobbins et all have shown that for particle distributions defined by an

Upper Limit Distribution Function (no particles larger than D), the scattered

intensity vs the parameter 7 was independent of most probable diameter

where D3 2 is the Sauter Mean Diameter. For this reason,D32 can be obtained

from the laser diffraction measurement independent of the form of size J

distribution. The authorl estimated D32 by measuring the radial distance at j

which the scattered intensity falls to 101 of its on-axis value 10.

Roberts and WObb2 carried out a study to determine the sensitivity of

Dobbins' method to different forms of size distribution. They concluded that

the method was applicable to essentially any non-monodisperse particle

* distribution. Lefebvre et al have proven the practical usefulness of the

. method by an extensive series of measurements on fuel atomizers using Dobbins'

-2-



method.3,17.18 One drawback of Dobbins' technique is the fact that only the -

D3 2 rather than the complete distribution is measured.

Swithenbank et all 7 , 1 8 have proposed a modified version of Dobbins' method

based on the measurement of the scattered ''energy distribution'' rather than

the intensity distribution. Light is collected in an entire annular ring at a

given angle in the focal plane rather than by a small detector. The general

result is that one can determine the entire size distribution rather than

only D3 2 .

The near-forward scattering intensity 1e = 110)/1(0) from a general

polydisperse aerosol is given by:

2 2I C 32 (0O)x nnxdx 11
0

irdwhere: x is the particle size parameter given by -d

S
.
. n(x) is the particle size distribution function,

0 is the scattering angle (approximation sine 0 has been made),

j is a Bessel function of the first kind and of order unity,

1C 1 is a constant.

- -Equation (1) assumes that multiple scattering is insignificant and Fraunhofer

- . diffraction applies.

The essence of the general laser diffraction particle sizing problem is to

invert equation (1) to determine n(x) from the measured values of 10.

-.'- Equation (1) can be rewritten in a discretized form

n

a

IO -C 1  1 2 (1iO)n(zi)I Ax (2)

-3-



where n is the number of discrete particle sizes. Now let N = n(x i)Ax, be

the number of particles is the ith size interval and define A N.z" which

is proportional to the projected particle area in the ith size interval. Then

equation (2) can be rearranged as follows:

n
5

I0 C1  Ai112(uiO) (3)

i=l

For a series of measurements at nd separate scattering angles. Equation (3)

can be represented as a system of nd equations in ns unknowns:

I= CA (4)

where: I is the scattering intensity measurement vector of length nd,

C is an nd by ns scattering influence coefficient matrix;

and A is the unknown area distribution solution vector of length ns.

Real detectors do not measure intensity but radiant flux, or intensity

integrated over the finite area of the detector. Thus, the measured

scattering pattern will not be just proportional to I., but will require

integration of equations (2) or (3) over the finite AG window for each

detector.

B. Experimental Anarstus

The basic concept ot the laser diffraction particle sizing method is

illustrated in Figure 1. A collimated monochromatic laser beam is passed

*" through the particle field. A Fourier transform lens is usea to direct the

light pattern onto a photodector. When particles ot different sizes are

present in the light beam, a series of dark and light

-4-
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rings are generated at various radii, each light ring being a function ot

particle size. The analysis of the measured light intensity distribution into

particle size distribution is done by using appropriate numerical inversion

techniques.

C. Numerical Scheme

The diffraction pattern is the suam of Bessel-squared terms, each with a

different weighting coefficient given by the particle number or surface area

distribution.

There are two basic approaches in solving the equations for n(i), either

an integral (or series) Bessel transform on Equation (2) or a matrix inversion

process on Equation (3). The two approaches are discussed below:

a. Bessel Transform Inversion

Chin et ail 9 (1955) were the first group of workers that attempted to

perform an integral transform on Equation (2) for droplet sizing. Equation

(2) is a classical Fredholm equation of the first kind.20 An inversion

relation due to Titchmarsh 21 gives the distribution functionl9 :

n(z)x 2 = C2 f 1 (xo)Y1( o)4 d(O3 1 )dO (5)
dO

where Yl is the first order Bessel function of the second kind,

C2 is a proportionality constant.

For practical purposes, intensity measurements can only be made over a

finite range or scattering angles 0. In the case of minimum angle Gmin, it is

limited by the overwhelming intensity of undiffracted light near the axis at

oe- 0. For upper boundary, Gmax will be controlled by decreasing scattering

-6-.... .
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intensity at larger angles, i.e. signal/noise detection considerations. Based

on the above, the Bessel transform integral of Equation (2) is approximated

as:

max

n(x)x2 = i f (I (xO)!1 (zO)xOdO (6)

mndO

Chinl9 at al, Abiss2 2, Fymat23 and Rusoello and Iirlsaan2 4 studied the

scattering problem and found that this integral transform method is feasible.

The accuracy of reconstructing size distribution of different types of

particle size distribution will be discussed in the last sections. Potential

parameters of importances are Omin. max, AS and the experimental errors in

Ie. Results of some computer experiments in the solution of Equation (5) are

shown in the following section. The results in the following section indicate

that droplet size distributions can be accurately reconstructed with this

technique.

b. Matrix Inversion Methods

The second approach to the problem is to solve a discrtizeoa version of

Equation (2) by inverting the influence coefficient matrix C. Unfortunately C

is ill-conditioned and near singular, making it impractical to invert

directly. Due to the above nature, this becomes an ill-condition inverse

problem. For this reason, least squares or minimization of error solutions

are generally attempted. A set of values for ni(x) are found which minimize

the am square error between the experimental measurement vector I and the

matrix product CA in Sq. (2). Numerous workers have studied this

approach, including Felton2S , Alger26 , Caroon and Borman27 , Ruscollo and

fHirlaman240 and many others. The accuracy of the method of previous workers

shows satisfactory results.

-7-
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III. Particle Size Distribution Functions for Svrays

A number of mathematical expressions28,29 have been developed to model the

droplet size distributions of sprays. Generally measured size distributions

are discretizea. Four typical size distributions are shown in the following;

a, Arithmetic normal distribution29 by number

dN 1 Ud-4) 2  (7)

dd a42W @ Ta

where i is the mean size. a is the standard deviation

b. Log-normal distribution

This equation has resulted from the application of a statistical analysis

of the breakup of liquids. The size distribution is based on an expression

such as the following:29

dN 6 1 1 d~- = ep(-*l (8)

where i is the median for the log-normal distribution and a is the standard

deviation.

c. Rosin-Rammler distribution

This equation was originally developed to express tko size distribution of

pulverizer fuel and is usually expressed in the form,31

R- exp (-(d/c1N) (9)

i21 -8-""
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where R is the volume fraction of particles with diameters greater than d, a
is the Rosin-Ramuler mean diameter, and N is a parameter related to the width

of the distribution.

Differentiating equation (9) gives2 9 :

dV NdN - 1  N

a -- exp(-(d/d) ) 
(10)

d. Nukijama-Tanasawa distribution

This equation has the following form.29

dN ax exp(-bdo) (11)
dd

where a is a constant and p varies little from unity.

The above form types of size distribution wore used in the computer

experiments and results will be discussed in Section IV.

IV. Factors Affectina Reconstruction of Particle Size Distribution

Some examples for the reconstructing of the size distribution will now be

discussed.

In general, only three major factors will be affecting the inverting of

the scattering data. They are (a) Maximum allowable angle (0max), (b) Angular

Resolution (AG), and (o) Noise.

In actual experiments, the ideal behavior of scattered light intensity

I(0) would be degraded by optical, electronic or mechanical noise. Different

workers have proposed various methods in modelling noise in their analyses.

-9- -



In practice. the measured light intensity I(S) is equal to the theoretical

intensity It(O) with added noise in the following manner,

S It(e) + s() z)

The s(S) term can be simulated to include three contributions:

(a) a normally distributed random error with a standard deviation

proportional to the magnitude of It(0).

(b) a normally distributed random error with a constant standard

deviation independent of the local value of 1(9)22. The standard

deviation can be normalized by the on-axis scattering intensity 1(0)

or by the I(Omax) at the maximum scattering angle.

(c) a normally distributed random error with standard deviation (0) which - .

is a function of this scattering angle as in sCO) = Cs(O)Om.

The above contributions can be represented with an error expression

in the following form,

8(S) a a + bem + 0It) ()3)
t

where a, b, a, and m are arbitrary constants.

In all the computer experiments, the initial conditions for the random

number generator were made the same, so that identical sequences of random

numbers were produced and the effects of errors arising from the background

and intensity-dependent noise sources can be separately investigated.

A log normal particle size distribution with a geometric mean size equals

45 ps and a geometric standard deviation of 1.1 (denoted by LA-4$, 1.11 was

used for the parametric studies throughout this paper.

-- : -10-
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Maximum Allowable Anale

Figure 2 shows a typical noiseless plot of intensity. IM()/1(O) with

°d(0 3 1()
scattering angle, 0 for ax 3 and X = 0.6328 pm. The - term in

dO

equation (6) was plotted against (0) in figure 3 to serve as a criterion in

determining the Onex value for experimental and numerical purposes.

Figures 4-6 clearly shows that when One, departs from its optimal value.

the quality of reconstruction of particle size distribution degrades.The

values of Omsa were set at 1°. 30 and 100. In the present case m.x - 30

seems to be an optimal value for reconstruction of the particle size

distribution. Saller values underpredicted the assumed size distribution.

Higher values do not provide a sufficient improvment in accuracy to justify

the increase in computational time.

Anaular Resolution

After determining the optimal forward cons value we investigated the

effect of the angular resolution, AS. The results are illustrated in Figures

7-9 which show that independent of AG, the mode radius seems to be accurately

located in position but not in magnitude. This indicates that with a proper

choice o *max, even a rough experiment with a small amount of data collected

would yield the mode radius. For finer resolution (smaller AG values) the

results improve considerably across the whole distribution, and tend

asymptotically to the assumed distribution. However, beyond a certain AS.

there does not seen to be any substantial

improvement in the retrieval. Numerically. AS is restricted by the need to

3d(O I(M)
compute accurately in equation (S).

dO

-11-. :
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Figure 2. Typical plot of noiseless intensity I(0)/1(0) va scatterinfg
angle, 0.
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* LOG NORMAL (LN-45., 1.1)
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LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION (LN-50.,1.1) ERR= 0,0.
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Noisy Data

Size distributions were also reconstructed from the inversion of noisy

data generated by the methods discussed in the previous sections. For this

study, Gmax was set at 30 and, AS at . 0.02990.

Figures 10 and 11 show the plot of intensity vs. scattering angle and

d(d3 I(S)) term vs. 0 with random noise added.

dO

Normally distributed random noise was added as a constant percentage of

the local value of I(M). 5. 10 and 20% of the local values of I() were used.

Figures 12-14 show the reconstitution of particle size using 5, 10 and 20% of

the randomly generated noise. The results clearly show that it is possible to

reconstruct the particle size distribution with up to 20% localized noise.

Figures 15-18 show the reconstruction of particle size distribution using

normally distributed random errors with a constant standard deviation based on

the peak intensity. 1(0). The noise levels simulated detector dynamic ranges

of 102, 103, 104 and 105. Adequate reconstruction of the size distribution

can be ootainod at a dynamic range of 104. By way of reference, note that

specifications ot dynamic range for typical linear photodiode arrays (e.g.

Reticon) with equal area detector elements are of the order 100:1. The

corresponding results in Fig. 15 suggest that a standard diode array will not

be an acceptable detection system for size distribution measurements by this

method.

VI. Conclusions

This study has led to the following conclusions:

1. The size distribution of spherical particles can be retrieved from the

diffraction of light. The integral transform approach provides a good

solution for low noise levels.
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2. With proper forward cone angle (9max) and angular resolution (A@), the

solution is not seriously affected by random and systematic noise.

3. Examination of the integrand of the inversion formula can give insigat

in determining the Gmax to adequately reconstruct size distribution.
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Nonintrusive Laser-Based Particle Diagnostics

F. Dan Hirleman"
- Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona

h Abstract

The evolution of nonintrusive optical techniques for
particle size analysis has provided an array of powerful
diagnostics. The techniques either probe the light
scattering/attenuation properties of the aerosol particles
or form photographic or holographic images. This paper
discusses the theoretical basis for in situ particle sizing
techniques and reviews some practical applications as well.
A number of subtle considerations which affect the reliabil-
ity and interpretation of data from optical particle sizing
instruments are discussed.

Nomenclature

Csc = partial light scattering cross section
d = particle diameter
D32 = volume-to-surface area mean diameter
F = differential light scattering cross section
11,12 = scattering intensity functions
I = intensity or time-averaged radiant energy per unit

area normal to the propagation direction

'sc scattered intensity

'inc = intensity incident upon a particle
31 = spherical Bessel function of first kind and first

order
k = proportionality constant in Eq. (7)
n = complex refractive index
n(o) = particle number distribution function
N = exponent parameter for Rosin-Rammler particle size

distribution

Presented as Paper 83-1514 at the AIAA 18th Thermophysics
Conference, Montreal, Canada, June 1-3, 1983. Copyright Ameri-
can Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1983. All
rights reserved.
*Associate Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.
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178 E.D. HIRLEMAN

C Psc = scattered optical power
r = distance from origin to observation point in

particle centered light scattering coordinate systeT
S = light scattering signal amplitude
x = mean diameter in Rosin-Rammler particle size

distribution
= particle size parameter 7d/X

6 = fringe spacing " -.

X = wavelength
= scattering angle measured from the incicent beam
propagation vector

,P = azimuthal scattering angle

Introduction

There are many instances when conventional Datcr
sampling methods for particle size analysis are eitrer
impractical or impossible to implement. Further, it 4s
often the case that the intrusive nature of sampling metnu .xs
introduce unacceptable levels of interference into
aerosol flow of interest. For these reasons the developr
of nonintrusive optical diagnostics for particle size
concentration measurements has been the objective o
significant amount of research and development. Successf
applications of this technology are being reported j h

increasing frequency.
Optical techniques for particle measurements car

divided into three broad areas. First, photographic anu
holographic methods analyze simultaneously recorded images
of a number of individual particles to build a discrete
particle size histogram. Secondly, ensemble or multi-
particle analyzing methods utilize aggregate light
scattering or extinction properties of a large number of
particles to determine parameters of the particle sie
distribution. Finally, single particle counters (SPC) sZe
and count individual particles traversing a relatively small
optical sample volume, and a sequence of particles arce
sampled in order to build up a discrete size distribut"or.
The three approaches are complementary in the sense th.;-
they are optimized for different types of applications.

Single particle counters are the optimum choice tc"
analyzing particles greater than about 0.3 pm in applic--
tions demanding high specificity and the potential i.,
simultaneous velocity measurements. The existing commer2i.:t
technology of imaging techniques is generally limited tc
particles larger than a few micrometers with time responsc
longer than a few seconds. Imaging techniques can prov'! ,,
information on particle morphology not retrievable witr-
light scattering methods. Ensemble methods genera',ly
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NONINTRUSIVELASER-BASEDPAhi -::,AGNOSTICS 179

require less sophisticated optical systems for implementa-
tion but inherently provide less information as the optical
characteristics of the individual particles are superimposed
and can never be totally recovered.

This paper first presents a brief discussion of the
fundamental principles of light scattering which underlie
laser-based particle sizing technology. Then details of
some of the techniques for nonintrusive particle diagnostics
are reviewed. For the purposes of this paper an instrument
is considered to be nonintrusive if no sampling probes are
involved and the working space between optical elements and
the optical measurement volume is on the order of 10 cm or
greater.

Light Scattering by Particles

An infinite, planar electromagnetic wave can propagate
through a homogeneous, nonabsorbing medium undisturbed.
This propagation is rigorously described by Maxwell's
equations.1  However it is also useful to consider Huygens'
principle 2 which states that each point on a wavefront
(surface of constant phase in the electromagnetic wave
field) serves as the source of spherical secondary wavelets
such that the wavefront at some later time is determined by
the envelope of these wavelets. The secondary wavelets
propagate with the same frequency and speed as the primary
wave would at each point in space. The fact that an
infinite planar wavefront in a homogeneous medium propagates
as a plane wave is readily visualized with Huygens'
construction. 2

If we consider the homogeneous medium to be a gas, then
the secondary wavelets derive from electrons in the mole-
cules comprising the gas which are harmonically accelerated
by the time-varying E-field in the electromagnetic wave.
This occurs because each accelerating electron, by virtue of
Ampere's and Faraday's Laws,2 produces its own secondary
electromagnetic wave (i.e. a scattered wavelet) which
propagates spherically outward. The superposition of these
scattered wavelets with the unscattered incident wave define
the entire electromagnetic field. From a quantum point of
view, the gas molecule absorbs a photon which causes an
electron to be excited into a virtual (unstable or disal-
lowed) state for a very short (< psec) time. In elastic
scattering events of interest here the electron then drops
back to its original state emitting a second photon of the
same frequency as the incident photon. This emission or
scattering process is random in the sense that the photon
can propagate with equal probability in any direction (at
least in the plane normal to the polarization vector of the
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incident E-field). The memory of the molecule retains only
the phase and polarization of the incident photon and not
the direction of incidence.

It is also possible for the energy coupled into the
electron from the incident photon to be dissipated by
collisions of the excited electron with other nuclei or
electrons. In that situation the photon energy would have
been absorbed and converted into thermal (internal kinetic)
energy. Both the scattering and absorption processes are
included in rigorous light scattering theory.

Individual Spherical Particles

The parameters controlling the scattering of planar
electromagnetic radiation by isolated spherical particles
are the size parameter a, the complex refractive index n of
the particle relative to the surroundings, and the polariza-
tion state of the incident radiation. The three scattering
regimes of importance can be delineated as Rayleigh scat-
tering fora<< 1, geometric optics fora>> 1, and Lorenz-Mie
scattering for a - 1. For visible radiation Rayleigh
scattering approximations are valid for particle diameters
d < 0.05 pm, and geometric optics approximations for roughly
d > 5 pm. In the Rayleigh regime all of the electrons (or
charge dipoles) in a particle are subjected to the same
E-field by virtue of their close proximity (relative to the
wavelength) and therefore oscillate in phase. The proper-
ties of the scattered radiation are then given in a very
simple form applicable to the harmonic oscillation of a
charge dipole. In the geometric optics limit, the wave-
length is much smaller than the particle dimensions and the
incident radiation can be considered to be a bundle of rays.
The scattered field at any point distant from the particle
(far field) can be calculated by coherent superposition of
the refracted and reflected rays with the diffracted field.

In contrast with the Rayleigh scattering and geometric
optics regimes, no approximations are possible for particle
sizes on the order of the wavelength and the complete set of
Maxwell's equations must be solved for the particle and the
surroundings. The theoretical difficulties here arise from
the fact that the E-fields experienced by the various
electrons or charge dipoles distributed throughout the
particle depend on position, and therefore these electrons
emit secondary wavelets which are out of phase. The
formulation for this intermediate case, known as Lorenz-Mie
theory, is the general solution for all particle sizes.
Exhaustive treatises of light scattering are given by van de
Hulst3 and Kerker.4  Computer codes for calculating the
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x

Fig. 1 Light scattering coordinate system. The functions II an

iare for scattered light polarized perpendicul.ar and parallel tcSar the scattering plane respectively.

*lP4'-,%'s "

scattering characteristics of spherical particles of

arbitrary size are readily available.
Consider the scattering geometry in Fig. 1 with a

particle at the origin illuminated by linearly polarizec
electromagnetic radiation propagating in the +z direction
with incident intensity linc .  The scattered intensity Isc
at some point a distance r from the origin Is given by

Isc = IlncX2 [i 1 (&,n,@)sin 2 ' + (2 (),n,9)cos 2 9] (1)
47r2 r

2

where iI and i2 are dimensionless intensity functions for

scattered light polarized perpendicular and parallel tc the
scattering plane, respectively. The functions iI and i2 are
composed of spherical Bessel and associated Legendre
functions and their first derivatives, and are integral
parts of Lorenz-Mie theory. 3 , 4  It is convenient to
normalize Eq. (1) by the incident intensity and other
constants and define the differential scattering cross

section F:

F i 1 (a,ng)sln 2 (p + 12 (o,n,O)cos 2 9' (2)

Some computations of F are shown 5 in Figs. 2-4. Figure 2
indicates the angular dependence of the scattered light for
particle diameters of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 pm, and Fig. 3 for
5.0 and 10.0 pm particles as well. Note the lobe structure
which becomes a dominant factor as particle size increases. -1
Figure 4 indicates the dependence of F on particle size. In

the Rayleigh regime F increases as diameter to the sixth
power, and then gradually changes to a diameter-squared
dependence in the geometric optics regime. The oscillations
present for 9 = 45 and 90 deg in Fig. 4 are typical for off-
axis scattering of nonabsorbing (no imaginary component of
the refractive index) particles. Forward scattering (small
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Fig. 2 Lorenz-Mie theory calculations ot differential scattering
cross-section F as a function of scattering angle 9 for various
particle diameters after Handa et al. 5

e) properties generally display much less structure as is
also evident in Fig. 4.

The radiant power Psc scattered into a detector with a
finite collection aperture is obtained by integrating the
scattered intensity over the solid angle subtended by the
detector

Psc = F(an,Qq') sing dQ dp (3)
47r

2

The partial scattering cross section for a particular

S- - detector is defined as the scattered power divided by the
incident intensity

L _ X2 "

Csc - fJF(auneg,e ) sine dQ dp (4)
4r

Note that Eqs. (3) and (4) apply in a practical measuring
system only if the scattered light wave experiences negligi-
ble distortion due to secondary scattering off of other
particles in the field before reaching the detector. in
other words Eqs. (3) and (4) are applicable in sinqle
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Fig. 3 Lorenz-Mie theory calculations ot differential scattering
cross-section F as a function of scattering angle 9 for various
particle diameters after Handa et al. 5

scattering aerosols and must be altered when multiple

* scattering (secondary scattering events) is significant.

Individual Nonspherical Particles

It is not possible at present to calculate the
* scattering and absorption characteristics of particles. of

arbitrary shape and refractive index. There has, however,
* .. been some progress on theoretical models and calculations

for certain nonspherical shapes such as ell1ipsoi ds, 4

spheroids, 6 ,7 clusters of spheres, 8 and cylinders. 9  The
p calculations are often valid for only limited values of
* refractive index.

Some experimental work on the scattering character-
istics of nonspherical particles has been performed. The
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Fig. 4 Lorenz-Mle theory calculations of differential scatt_-r'
cross-section F as a function of particle diameter for variou5,
after Handa et al. 5

use of microwave radiation with wavelengths on the order of
I cm permits the study of scattering by arb-tr:,
shapes. 10' 1 1  Forward scattering by agglomerates of spher-
cal particles has also been observed experimentally.1 2

The results of these studies indicate that
near-forward scattering characteristics of nonspherica
particles are predicted reasonably well by calculations for,
spherical particles of equal cross-sectional area. The
off-axis scattering characteristics however are strong7.
dependent on the detailed particle shape. Concernin
extinction (scattering plus absorption) spheres of equal
volume or surface area have been used to approximate thps:-:
optical properties of nonspherical particles.1 3II

Scattering by an Ensemble of Particles

Often in particle diagnostics experiments it is either
undesirable or impossible to define an optical sample vclume i
small enough to ensure that less than one particle on
average is in the volume. In that case the aggre3atc
scattering properties of a number of particles are measured.
Interpretation of the resulting ensemble or multipartiol-
scattering measurements (not to be confused with nultipl,
scattering) is straightforward if the detected light has
undergone only one scattering event. That is, if sir-iie
scattering is predominant then the presence of oth er
particles in the aerosol cloud has a negligible effect. Ir

I. I
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that situation light scattering in the far field is just tr
superposition of isolated single scattering contrilutiors
from each particle in the scattering volume. If thert2 art-- :
very large number of randomly positioned particles in t'.:
optical sample volume then superposition of tle scittere:

j. -: -, intensity contributions (incoherent scatter) descri:,es
ensemble scattering properties. Conversely, if there Frt

either relatively few particles or the particles are
positioned in regular or quasi-ordered fashion then irter-
ference phenomena become important and the superposition
must use scattered E-fields (coherent scatter) rather that,
I ntens i ties.

There are practical situations where single scattering
approximations are not valid. For example two particles
spaced closer than a few diameters apart will scatter as a
single entity and Lorenz-Mie theory would not apply.
Fortunately this situation occurs rather infrequently. Of
more practical concern is the case where the particles on
average are well separated but particles adjacent to the
sample volume distort the scattered wave before it reaches
the detector.

Multiple Scattering

As the physical size of an aerosol cloud increases, the
probability that a scattered photon or ray will encounter
another particle and be scattered again before leaving the
aerosol increases as well. This phenomenon, termed multiple
scattering, will clearly alter the characteristics of the
scattered light which finally reaches the detector of a
diagnostic instrument. Therefore the presence rf multiple
scattering significantly complicates the interpretation of
light scattering measurements. The level of multiple scat-
tering can be ascertained from the level of attenuation of
the incident beam. For an axisymmetric aerosol with a
centered optical sample volume the fraction of detected
scattered light which has undergone only one scattering
event is approximately equal to the square root of the
fraction transmission of the incident beam. Some degree of
multiple scattering is inherent in all measurements and the
significance of this effect depends on the application. In
particular, the anisotropy of the single scattering signa-
ture of the aerosol of interest plays a significant role in
determining the sensitivity of measurements to multiple
scattering. For example, Felton1 4 performed a series of
laser diffraction particle size measurements on 45 pm poly-
styrene latex spheres in a water flow cell. The ensemble
scattering method assumed that the particle size distri-
bution was Rosin-Rammler and determined the mean diameter

3SNJdXi IN31lNU3AOD LV 0331iUOd3bi
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and a width parameter. Measurements were taken for a series
of latex particle concentrations which gave transmission
fractions from 0.92 to 0.03. With increasing concentrations
(decreasing optical transmission) the mean diameter
decreased as expected since the secondary scattering events
further diffused the forward scattered light giving the
appearance of smaller particles. At 50% transmission
Felton14 observed approximately a 5% decrease in apparent
mean diameter relative to the high transmission (single
scattering) limit.

Ensemble (Multiparticle) Sizing Techniques

Optical techniques which analyze the light scattering
and extinction properties of an ensemble of particles are
invaluable in some applications. For measurements of
particles smaller than about 0.1 jm, ensemble methods are
the only viable options since SPC and imaging techniques
generally cannot distinguish these particles. The loe.t.r
size limit of a typical SPC is determined by one of i
factors. First, scattering signals from indiviaual sra
particles become rapidly indistinguishable from dete c(
shot noise since the scattering cross sections decrease a'
d6 in the Rayleigh regime. Second, typical particle nur'er
densities increase as d-4 (Junge distribution) makin%
eventually impossible to maintain the presence of only c,
particle in the optical sample volume. Imaging techni: es
are useless for particles smaller than several wavelencs.
and since visible or in some cases near ultraviolet
radiation is generally used imaging methods are limitec tc
particles several p m and above.

Ensemble measurements inherently contain less informa-
tion than SPC and imaging data as the scattering or
extinction is averaged over all particle sizes in the
aerosol. In some situations it is possible to mathemati-
cally invert the set of ensemble measurements an-
reconstruct or estimate the size distribution. The maxium
resolution possible for the reconstructed size distribution
is determined by the number of optical property measurements
(e.g. the number of scattering angles), but practical
considerations often limit here. It is often advantageous
to estimate average parameters of the aerosol such as a meat
diameter rather than perform the complete inversion.
Similarly the form of the size distribution can be assume,.
and the measurements used to estimate the best fit
parameters for the assumed size distribution.

Several ensemble-averaged optical properties of
aerosols can be used in size analysis. These include
spectral extinction, the angular dependence of scattered

f~3SNidXl 1N3V*NIJ AOD 1v U JOU' jdJl = l ",
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light, and finally for very small particles the spectral
properties of the scattered light as Doppler-shifted by the
Brownian motions of the particles. The following paragraphs
discuss in further detail these ensemble methods.

Extinction Methods

The amount of light removed from a beam passing through
an aerosol directly indicates the extinction cross sections
of the particles along the beam path. If the refractive
index and the volume concentration of the particles are

known, then the volume-to-surface area mean diameter D32 (or
Sauter Mean Diameter, SMD) can be determined from a single
transmission measurement.15  Further, the authors 15 studied
the ratio of the transmittance at two probe wavelengths and
found that it exhibited monotonic behavior when plotted as a
function of D32 for nonabsorbing particles in the range X1/3
< D3 2 <X2 . Ariessohn et al. 16 also studied this two-wave-
length approach and found that the specific form of the
particle size distribution, if it was not very narrow, hac
little influence on the measurement. The authors 16 consid-
ered measurements on coal ash particles which are weakly
absorbing and found a compressed but useful sizing range ol
roughly X2/10 < D32 < 1.3X2 for X1 = 0.325 pm and X2 = 3.39
pm. Lester and Wittig 17 and Bro18 utilized a similar method
in shock tube studies of soot formation. Powell et al. 1 9

used spectral transmission data coupled with scattering
measurements to study smoke particle sizes. Although in the
works referenced above only mean diameters are determined,
there have also been a number of studies on the use of
spectral transmission measurements to determine the size
distribution as well. 20  For optimum sensitivity the
wavelengths used must roughly bracket the particle sizes of
interest, so these techniques are in general useful for
intermediate particle sizes near practical wavelengths.

Multiangle Scattering Measurements

It is clear from Figs. 2-4 that the angular scattering
characteristics of an ensemble of particles will contain
information on the particle size distribution. For smaII
particles, say several pim and below, it is necessary to
measure scattering characteristics over a large range cf
scattering angles. This can be accomplished for G from -
deg to 178 deg using a polar nephlometer as discussed by
Hansen and Evans. 21  Hansen then used this technique 22 to
estimate size distributions and refractive indices of an
atmospheric aerosol. In some situations it is impractical
to traverse a detector around the aerosol to measure angular
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Fig. 5 Generalized schematic of a laser-basec single pa-t ,
counter.

scattering characteristics, and a few detectors at selec-E
scattering angles are used.

Multiangle ensemble scattering techniques are utilize,.

in some situations where SPC and imaging methods are ncr
applicable. Measurements in sol i d-propel lant rcc t:
exhausts where the particle velocities are very high an: the
run times very short have been made by McCay et al. 23 usin,,
multiangle scattering and extinction. Measurements of soo:
particle sizes in flames require ensemble methods because of
the small sizes (<100 nm). Recent studies on soot cr
Santoro and Semerjian24 and Chang and Penner 25 have beer-.
completed although the presence of nonspherical agglomerat"cs
complicate interpretation of the data. The authors 2 3 - 2 5

used an optical system similar to that in Fig. 5 but with
some detectors oriented in the backscatter direction becaLse
of the small particle sizes. Measurement of the polariza-
tion state of the scattered radiation is also useful
particle size analysis by ensemble multiangle scattering.

One problem for all multiwavelength or multiaricle
diagnostics for particle sizes of several micrometers an2
below is that the scattering characteristics can be stroncly
influenced by the refractive index which is in general not
known. By increasing the number of measurements annd
assuming that the size distribution is monodisperse or of
some particular form it is possible in theory to determine
the refractive index along with the size distriru-
tion. 2 2 , 2 4 , 2 6

As particle size increases it can t seen from Fig.
that the energy is scattered predominan.,y into the nea -
forward directions. Further, for particles greater thir
several um the dominant contributor to the forward lobe is
diffractive scatter as opposed to refraction or reflection.
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Fig. 6 Schematic of laser diffraction particle slzirc
instrument.

Analysis of the forward diffraction lobe has become a common
diagnostic for particles and droplets larger than several
micrometers in diameter.

The generalized schematic of a laser diffraction
particle sizing apparatus is shown in Fig. 6. The bean frori
a laser, typically a several mW He-Ne model, is spatially
filtered, expanded, and collimated to several mm diameter at
the i/e 2 intensity points. This collimated probe beam is
directea through the aerosol of interest and the transmitted
(unscattered) portion is focused on-axis to a spot at the
Dack focal plane of the receiving lens. Light scattered by
particles in the probe beam which passes through the
aperture of the receiving lens is directed to off-axis
points on the observation or detection plane. A monodis-
perse ensemble of spherical particles large compared to the
wavelength would produce the characteristic Airy diffraction
pattern shown in Fig. 6 as described by FraunhofEr
diffraction theory

(9)= Iinc (5)

16-r2  a-

where J1 is the first-order Bessel function of first kind.
The obliquity correction (1 + cos2 e)/2 has been neglected in
Eq. (5) and the small angle approximation of sin E = 9 has
been made.
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coefficient equal to the number of particles of that size
the sample volume. The diffraction signature of a polydis-
perse spray is given by

_ _X I J _ _ _ _)

1(9) Inc nJ(9 n(a) do, 0

o 167r ~

where n(ae)da is the number of particles in the laser bearr
with sizes between a~ and a~ + dci and tr uncati on of Ii ght
diffracted at large angles by the receiving lens has beer
negl ected. 27  A primary effect of broadened size distritou.-
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At-,' AFig. 8 Reproduction of the photosensitive elements of a rnonc-
lithic P on N photodiode array detector after Hirleman.27

tions is elimination of the contrast in the diffraction
pattern as shown in the diffraction signatures calculated
for several Rosin-Rammler particle size distributions ir
Fig. 7. The two parameters in a Rosin-Rammler distritution
are the mean diameter x and the exponent N. The width of
the distribution increases with decreasing N, and as N
approaches infinity the distribution becomes monodisperse.

The basic task in laser diffraction particle sizing is
to detect and analyze the diffraction signature 1(9), anc

then mathematically invert Eq. (6) to determine parameters
of the particle size distribution. Chin et al. in 195528

proposed several detection techniques, one of which was to
traverse a pi nhol e/photodetector assembly across the
diffraction pattern. Due to the mechanical traverse this
detection approach requires a significant amount of time to
cover the entire diffraction pattern. Further, the large
dynamic range of the diffraction signature given by Eqs. (5)
and (6) is another difficulty for such systems.

The advantages of real time analysis of the entire
diffraction signature as opposed to traversing a detector
across either the diffraction pattern itself or a photo-
graphic image thereof are obvious. Developments in

monolithic solid state multielement detector arrays in the
1970's improved the situation by allowing the entire
diffraction signature to be analyzed instantaneously. A
monolithic detector designed for forward scattering measure-
..ments is shown in Fig. 8. Note the increasing thickness of

the annular detector elements which, when coupled with
increasing length (circumference), result in a significant
increase in detector area as radius increases. This effect
compresses the dynamic range of the scattering measurements.
A detector similar to that in Fig. 8 designed for parts
recognition applications 2 9 is utilized in a commercial laser
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diffraction particle sizing instrument 3 0 based on the work
of Swithenbank et al. 3 1

A number of data processing methods have been used to
extract particle size information from measured diffraction
patterns. Chin et al. 2 8 utilized the integral transform
derivation of Titschmarsh3 2 to analytically invert Eq. (5)
to obtain n(a). Dobbins et al. 3 3 somewhat paradoxically
observed that the diffraction signatures were relatively
independent of the form of the droplet size distribution and
depended primarily on D32. The authors3 3 utilized a single
parameter of the diffraction pattern, the angle at which the

; scattered light intensity is down to 10% of the on-axis
value, to determine D32. Others 3 4 , 3 5 have since modified
slightly this approach and it is still in use today.

Swithenbank et al. 3 1 analyzed the diffraction pattern
with the annular ring detector discussed above and subse-
quently did a numerical inversion (as opposed to integral
transform) of a discretized form of Eq. (6) to obtain the
volume distribution in 7 discrete size bins. The inversion
problem is ill-conditioned and as a second approach the
authors 3 l assumed that the size distribution was of the
Rosin-Rammler form with two independent parameters. Recent
data processing developments do not require an assumption of
the form of the size distribution.

3 0,

Diffusion Broadening Spectroscopy

One problem with spectral extinction and multiangle
scattering measurements of small particles is the dependence
on refractive index which is generally unknown and might
even vary between particles. One diagnostic which for
certain applications does not require knowledge of the
refractive index is diffusion broadening spectroscopy.
Light scattered by molecules or particles is Doppler shifted
due to Brownian motion. The magnitude of the frequency
shift depends on the velocity of the particle and the angle
at which the scattered radiation is collected. Light scat-
tered from a large number of particles undergoing Brownian
motion in a medium with a mass mean velocity of zero
contains a distribution of frequencies centered around the
incident laser frequency. If the light scattered by these
particles is collected and mixed on a single detector
(homodyne detection) then the frequency differences betweer
waves scattered from the various particles will be present
in the detector output with a resulting spectrui centerec
around zero frequency. The theoretical analysis for
predicting the power spectrum and autocorrelation function
of the homodyne scattered light signal for particles
suspended in a stagnant or laminar flow is well known. 3 7
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The predictions depend on the scattering angle, the particle
diameter, and the diffusion coefficient which in turn
depends on temperature and viscosity. By measuring the
half-width of the power spectra38 after Penner et al. or the
correlation time39 from photon correlation after King et al.
the diffusion coefficient of the particles can be deter-
mined. Introduction of some assumptions concerning the
diffusion coefficient then allows the particle size of a
monodisperse aerosol to be determined.

The optical system required for diffusion broadening
spectroscopy is rather simple as shown in Fig. 5. The laser
focus diameter is selected to minimize broadening effects
due to finite particle residence time.3 9  The output from
the detector would then go to a spectrum analyzer or a
digital photon correlator.

Diffusion broadening spectroscopy has been used suc-
cessfully in flames37 -3 9 and other particle systems. It is
only useful for particle diameters less than about 100 nm
because the frequency shifts become very small as the
Brownian diffusion velocities decrease for larger particles.
Further, this technique is only independent of refractive
index for monodisperse aerosols, and successful application
in polydisperse systems seems unlikely.

Laser/Optical Single Particle Counters (SPC)

A generalized schematic of an optical SPC is presented
in Fig. 5. The output beam from a laser or other source of
radiation is directed (and typically focused) into the
optical sample volume. This sample or probe volume can be
thought of as that region of space where a single particle
can generate a sufficient detector signal to be discrimi-
nated or "seen" over the background noise. As individual
particles pass through the sample volume they interact with
the incident radiation beam (i.e., scatter, absorb, and/or
fluoresce light) and are observed by detection optics
oriented at some angle(s) 9 with respect to the beam propa-
gation direction. The single particle signals obtained at
the photodetector(s) are processed to provide information on
the size and possibly the velocity of each particle. The
various SPC approaches to particle sizing are discussed
below.

Light Scattering Cross-section Measuring Techniques

The most common approach to particle sizing involves
the principle that the amount of the light scattered by a
particle is a nominally monotonic increasing function of
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Fig. 9 Partial light scattering cross sections for spherical
particles with refractive index n=1.47 for f/1.96 receiving optics
oriented for 10 deg off-axis collection in the plane normal to the -
direction of polarization of the incident beam. The Lorenz-Mie -
theory calculations used X = 0.6328 j m.

particle size. It follows that measurement of a scattering
or extinction cross section cai be used to infer particle-.
size. The SPC scattering signal response S to a particle in

an incident radiation field (uniform over the particle) of
intensity Ilnc is given by

S = k Iinc Csc (7)

where k is the system gain in transducing radiant energy to
voltage using a photodetector and Csc is the partial light
scattering cross section as determined from Eq. (4). The
partial cross sections, as opposed to total cross sections,
depend on the specific finite aperture detector configura-
tion in use. A response function S(d) relating measured
signal levels to the diameters of spherical particles of
known refractive index passing through a SPC sample volume
of known incident intensity linc can be determined from
theoretical calculations of Csc(d). Here the factor k must
be determined by calibration.

A plot of partial light scattering cross section for
spherical particles illuminated by a coherent uni hase wave
calculated using a Lorenz-Mie theory computer code is given
in Fig. 9. The calculations are for an off-axis f/1.96
collection lens centered at 9 = 10 deg from the incirient
radiation propagation direction (forward scattering). The

oscillatory behavior is due to resonance interactions in the
scattering process and results in ambiguities in particle
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size determination from SPC scattering measurements. Another
problem inherent in using the laser as a SPC radiation
source is the nonuniform intensity profile across the

beam. 1 2 ,4 0  An ambiguity in signal levels arises for in situ
SPC since the particles are free to traverse the sample
volume at any position. Thus, particles will experience
different peak incident intensities lInc depending on the
trajectory and even a monodisperse (uniform size) aerosol
will generate a broad distribution of signal amplitudes S.

A number of methods have been devised to eliminate the
unknown incident intensity effect in cross-section measuring

, techniques. The basic approaches include: 1) analysis of
'',. only those particles which pass through a selected portion

of the beam of known and constant intensity, 2) analysis of
all particles and later correction for the known distribu-
tion of particle trajectories and corresponding incident
intensities, 3) use of the ratio of scattering signals at
two or more angles to cancel the incident intensity effect.

For in situ measurements various optical methods of
discriminating those particles which pass through a control
portion of the beam have been used, including coincidence
detectors at 90 deg by Ungut et al. 4 1 and in the forward

direction by Knollenberg.4 2  It has also been suggested that
-•a pointer laser beam tightly focussed within a larger probe

beam be used to discriminate those particles which pass

through the center of the probe beam.43  This latter
. approach does not eliminate the ambiguity, but rather shifts

- - the problem to the pointer beam where the effect is less
significant. It is also possible to change the intensity
profile across the laser beam from Gaussian to something
approximating a tophat using specially designed filters.
However any beam degradation due to windows or refractive
index fluctuations would spread the profile and reintroduce
the intensity ambiguity. It appears that no definitive
studies on the use of tophat profiles have been reported.

Another somewhat similar technique proposed by
Hirleman44 involves the use of signals generated by parti-
cles traversing two adjacent laser beams. The dual peak
signature is used to determine two velocity components and
the trajectory of each particle. Given known laser beam
properties the incident intensity history for a particle is
then completely determined which permits a real time correc-
tion for the intensity ambiguity. After linc in Eq. (7) is
determined a calibrated response function prediction such as
Fig. 9 would be used to relate signal amplitudes to particle
size. This technique44 has been proposed for light scat-
tering, extinction, and fl uorescence cross-section
measurements although experiments to date have used only
light scattering.
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Fig. 10 Response functions for ratio-type SPC. The data apply to
spherical particles with n=1.56-O.47i (soot) and X 0.6328 Pm.
The scattering angle pairs are a)48/24 deg, b)24/12 deg, c)12/6
deg, d)6/3 deg, e)3/1.5 deg, f)1/0.5 deg, g)0.5/0.25 deg. All but
the 48/24 deg curve were truncated after the first minimum.
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Fig. 11 Schematic of optical system for particle sizing interfer-
cineter after Houser. 51

A second general approach to the ambiguous incident
intensity problem is to correct after the fact. One
implementation of this approach proposed by Holve and Self45

is to first consider the distribution of scattering signal
* -. pulse heights generated by particles of one size passing

with equal probability through all portions of the laserKbeam focus region. The optical system required again is
like Fig. 5 using a single near-forward off-axis detector.
The signal height distribution from a polydispersion is then
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Fig. 13 Calculations for the fringe visibility V as a function of
particle diam to fringe spacing ratio d/5 for particle sizing
intereferometers (PSI). The data apply to a PSI collecting ail of
the forward scattered light and to an off-axis PSI with ar f/2
collection lens oriented at 0 = 20 deg.

signals from two or more scattering angles to determine
particle size. This approach is often used in ensemble -

multiangle scattering measurements where the relative
scattering profile rather than the absolute scattering at
some angle is used. Hodkinson4 6 suggested and Gravatt47

implemented an SPC based on the ratio technique which usec
scattering ratios from near-forward scattering angles where
the sensitivity to particle shape and refractive index is
minimized. The optical configuration of ratio counters can
be similar to that in Fig. 5, although annular detection
schemes are often used. 1 2 ,4 8  A set of response functions
for a ratio SPC is plotted in Fig. 10. One problem evident
from Fig. 10 is the multivalued response function plottei

for the largest angle pair. Outsize particles, or those i
larger than the first minimum in the ratio response
functions in Fig. 10, will be incorrectly sized by ratio <'
instruments which utilize only a single pair of scattering
angles. The multiple ratio concept (MRSPC) developed by
Hirleman and coworkers 12 ,4 8 was designed to eliminate this
ambiguity problem.

Ratio counters still have an optical sample volume
which depends on particle size and corrections for this
effect must be considered.1 2 Also, since forward scattering
is generally used, ratio counters are relatively insensitive
to particle shape and refractive index.1 2

A possible advance for ratio schemes may be to inte-
grate photodiode array detectors to allow more scattering
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Fig. 14 Schematic of imaging particle sizing system after Fleeter
et al. 6

0

data to be collected without simply adding photomultiplier
tubes. Bartholdi et al. 4 9 used a linear photodiode array i4
an SPC application and we are studying the use of intensi-
fied versions of the detector in Fig. 8.

Ratio SPC are apolicable in the nominal size range o-
0.3 - 10.0 prm for practical laser sources. They have bee
successfully applied in engine exhausts,4 8 flame studies,5

fluidized bed off-gas, 5 1 and in several other applications.

Particle Sizing Interferometry

Another approach which can provide particle siz
information independent of incident intensity is partic
sizing interferometry (PSI). A schematic is shown in Fi-
11. As a single particle passes through the intersecti:
region of two nonparallel laser beams, Doppler-shift.,
scattered light waves from each beam emanate from :h

particle. Heterodyning the two contributions of scattere
light at a detector will produce the Doppler-differec.,

. . frequency which is directly related to the particle velcc4,
and the angle between the laser beam propagation vectored.
This principle underlies the laser Doppler velocimct-.r
(LDV). A particle crossing the LDV beam intersection reci-
will produce an approximately Gaussian signal (pedesta".
with the modulated Doppler-difference component writter :r -
the pedestal 5 2 as shown in Fig. 12. The ratio of the
modulated signal amplitude to the pedestal amplitude, w1.

is termed the visibility, provides a measure of parti,_-:
size as shown by Farmer5 2 and others 53 ,5 4 who usec a sca
description of the process. For large apertures wn:i ,

collect all of the forward scattered (diffracted) liht t
visibility V as a function of particle diameter d and frir:., -
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Fig. 15 Schematic of holographic particle sizing system after
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6 2

spacing 6 was shown by Robinson and Chu 54 to be

V - 2J1(d/6) (8)
7d/6

where J1 is a first-order Bessel function of first kind. A
plot of V is given in Fig. 13.

Calculations considering the complete problem of
scattering by a sphere simultaneously in two coherent,
collimated laser beams 55 predicted a strong dependence of
the visibility on particle refractive index, the detector
aperture, and detector position relative to the beams. A
number of experimental studies have confirmed the importance
of careful receiving optics design 55 ,56 although conflicting
observations have also been made.

57

Another related approach is the off-axis PSI proposed
by Bachalo 5 8 which utilizes the interference of refracted or
reflected light scattering contributions rather than the
diffractive scatter of a conventional PSI. 5 2 This method is
applicable to particles significantly larger than the wave-

length and is based on the difference in optical path length
traveled by refracted rays from the two crossed beams which
pass through the particle and arrive coincidently at the
detector. The visibility response function for a -typical
off-axis PSI collection angle 5 / of 20 deg is also shown in
Fig. 13, and the expanded d/6 sizing range for this concept
is apparent.

Although the visibility is a relative measurement,
absolute light scattering cross sections and inciGent laser
beam intensity distributions still control the PSI. Only
those particles which scatter enough light to be detectec.
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above the background noise level will be si,-J. Thus a PSI
will "size" the particles using a relative measurement but
the frequency at which particles are "seen" or counted is
biased toward large particles.

To correct some serious problems in sizing particles
traversing the edge of off-axis PSI probe volumes, it has
been suggested that the amplitude of the Doppler bursts from
PSI instruments be used to size particles. The incident
intensity ambiguity is reintroduced and a correction must be
made. Those particles traversing the center of the inter-
section region can be discriminated using coincidence detec-

,* tion with small aperture detectors or using an additional,
tightly focused pointer beam. Unfortunately the latter
approach merely shifts the trajectory ambiguity problem from
the PSI beams to the Gaussian pointer beam.

Photographic and Holographic Methods

Several different imaging methods have been used for
particle and droplet sizing. These rely on a short light
pulse to "freeze" the particle images so that direct
measurements of size may be made. In the case of double
flash photography two closely spaced light pulses are used
to obtain double images of each droplet so that velocity can
also be determined. Single and double pulse holography have
been used as well, with the advantage that a volume of the
aerosol can be captured rather than the limited depth of
field afforded by photographic methods. The problem with
both photographic and holographic methods is the tedious and
expensive post processing needed to extract the data. Also,
quantitative measurements of particle size distr;uutions
with imaging techniques are realistic only for particle
sizes greater than 5 Wm at best.

Automated data processing for particle photography has
been reported by Simmons and Lapera5 9 and Fleeter et al. 6 0

In the first system5 9 a strobe light was used to form the
image on a vidicon tube. The image is scanned to obtain
drop size information and the cycle repeated roughly 10
times per second. Mean diameters and size distributions,
were obtained at each point in the spray. 5 9  Fleeter et
al. 6 0 utilize a pulsed ruby laser as shown In Fig. 14 to
illuminate the particles which are imaged onto a 512x512
diode array camera. The image is then digitized6 0 ana],

transferred to a computer memory for processing. Knollen-
berg 4 2 analyzes individual particles by projecting images
onto a linear photodiode array.

One correction factor required in the data analysis of
incoherent imaging techniques is the effective depth of
field vs droplet size. (Large particles are visible over a
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larger axial distance from the exact ooject plane than small
particles.) This correction is analagous to sample volume
corrections required with SPC and is mandatory before useful
data can be obtained.

Photographic image analysis is a very convenient method
of particle and droplet sizing under cola flow conditions.
One limitation is the typical resolution limit of about five
micrometers. In hot flows one would expect substantially
poorer results due to image distortion by refractive index
fluctuations in the flow. Performance also suffers in

! applications where windows must be located between the spray
and the camera, particularly when the optical aperture is
limited. In a recent study of optical methods for Diesel
engine research, the threshold of size detection was 35 m
-or high-speed photography and 8 pim for holography.6 1

Pulsed holography eliminates the sample volume correc-
tion required for photographic methods since the holograms,
which contain three-dimensional information, can be observed
in two dimensions while the third is scanned. A schematic
diagram of a holographic system is shown in Fig. 15. Holo-
graphic methods for particle and droplet size analysis have
apparently been used to observe particles down to about
5 p-m.63 ,64  Note however that the resolution of a holo-
graphic system is typically several micrometers so that the
accuracy in sizing such small particles is very poor.
Another problem encountered in particle holography is
performance degradation when the laser beam transm.ission
drops below about 10%.65

Conclusions

Laser-based techniques for nonintrusive diagnost'cs of
particle size and concentration distributions have been.
reviewed. The most common diagnostics are imaging and light
scattering techniques, and each instrument has its ow-
unique set of limitations and range of applicability. It iS
imperative that the subtle factors which control th2, accu-
racy and reliability of cata obtained with laser/optical
instruments be understood by the user.
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Response Characteristics of the Multiple-Ratio
Single-Particle Counter
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The importance of aerosols and aerosol processes has prompted considerable research into tech-
niques for particulate characterization. As batch sampling probe techniques often introduce unac-
ceptable perturbations into the flow and can have serious uncertainties associated with possible
alterations of the aerosol in the sample line, in situ optical methods have received much interest.L This paper is concerned with a laser light-scattering technique for in situ analysis of individual
particles, the multiple-ratio single-particle counter (MRSPC). In particular a thorough study of the
response characteristics of the MRSPC was completed, including both experimental and theoretical
analyses of nonideal effects associated with particle size distribution measurements. The effects of

V - unknown refractive index, nonspherical particle shape, size-selective sampling bias, and instrument
resolution were considered. Theoretical predictions of MRSPC performance for these nonideal con-
ditions were found to agree quite well with experiments performed here. The overall analysis indicates
that the MRSPC can make in situ measurements of volume-equivalent size distributions of moderately
nonspherical particles of unknown refractive index with uncertainties on the order of 50%.

I. INTRODUCTION The numerous methods for particulate
characterization have been reviewed else-

Aerosol concentrations and size distribu- where (I). Briefly, most of the conventional
tions are of fundamental importance to the particle analyzers such as cascade impac-
study of particulate emissions and fuel spray tors, commercial optical particle counters,
combustion. The environmental impact of and electrical mobility analyzers require
particulate emissions has been a serious batch sample extraction and thus suffer from
problem since large-scale use of combustion the common problems of flow interference
began. This problem will become even more and alteration of aerosol properties in the
acute as alternate fuels such as coal, syn- sampling probe lines. In situ optical tech-
thetics, and heavy residual fuels furnish in- niques are clearly superior for combustion
creasing portions of the expanding U. S. en- applications where performance criteria like
ergy requirements. Particulates represent a minimal flow interference, real time analv-
large fraction of the primary pollutants sis, and high-temperature operation are imi-
emitted from coal combustion, and evalua- perative. The three classes of in situ optical
tion of improved particulate control devices methods include imaging or holographic
will require continued development of ad- techniques; ensemble analyzing method':
vanced particulate analysis techniques. The and single-particle analyzers. In general.
implications of particulate emissions are also these optical techniques eliminate the dis-
severe for advanced open-cycle gas turbine advantages of conventional sampling meth-
power plants, as combustion exhaust parti- ods, but unfortunately also introduce their
cles can drastically reduce the life of turbine own set of limitations and uncertainties. For
blades. example, optical techniques can be quite sen-
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sitive to particle shape and composition or angles for ratio measurements as suggested
refractive index (2, 3, 4). This is important, by Hodkinson (5) and initially implemented
for example, in combustion applications by Gravatt (6) has some advantages. First,
where particle characteristics are generally the ratios are relatively weak functions of
unknown and variable, particle shape and refractive index, which

In order for the data from an optical par- is important in the analysis of generally non-
ticle analyzer to be reliably interpreted, sev- spherical combustion particulates of ur-
eral performance characteristics of the in- known and varying composition. Second, the
strument must be well understood. These ratio approach eliminates some of the prob-

. . V: - ; include: lems associated with particle-to-particle
2,1". Resons to a- very-plydi variation in incident illumination intensity N

S - " ". Response to a very polydisperse aero- introduced either by the nonuniform inten-

sol, i.e., one with particle sizes outside the itrofie eith er be orm ien
nominal sizing range of the instrument. sity profile across laser beams or by beam

2. Response to particles of unknown and energy fluctuations fA typical response function prediction for
variable refractive index and composition. the ratio-type SPC is shown in Fig. 1. Th

3. Response to nonspherical particles, data in Fig. I assume annular detectors
-7 . 4. Properties of the optical sample vol- a ti ith tosum e lar eo

ume, including possible dependence on par- axisymmetric with respect to the laser beamo
ticle size and the corresponding probe vol- collecting equal solid angle conical sheets o

scattered light of constant scattering ang-
ume correction. 0 (measured from the laser beam propag,,

5. Resolution, or the instrument response corresponding
to a monodisperse aerosol allowed to flow reratvec es or10(pia othoghalpoton fth aml olm. refractive indices of n =1.40 (typical of .. "
through all portions of the sample volume, liquid hydrocarbon) and n = 1.56-0.4

A discussion of the performance of a num- (soot) (7) were computed using Lorenz-M-.
ber of single-particle counters with regard theory for the scattering of plane elect.-
to these factors has been presented recently magnetic waves by spherical particles (8.
by Whitby and Willeke (2) and Hirleman 10). Oscillations in the response function I
(3). In the present paper, response charac- the nonabsorbing (real index) hydrocarb
teristics of a particular laser light-scattering particles are typical of those encountered
single-particle counter, the multiple-ratio all scattering SPC which utilize monocir"
single-particle counter (MRSPC), were in- matic light (2, 11, 12, 13). In contra t, ir
vestigated both theoretically and experimen- absorbing soot particles the oscillations 't
tally. clearly damped out. Also plotted in Fig.

is the 120/60 ratio as calculated from 0
theory for Fraunhofer diffraction of p!art

2. MULTIPLE-RATIO SINGLE-PARTICLE waves by circular disks (5).
COUNTER (MRSPC) The good agreement between diffractio

"" __....._-_...... That subset of laser/optical instruments calculations and Lorenz-Mie predictions f-
for aerosol characterization known as single- soot is not necessarily expected as diffractie.
particle counters (SPC) in general analyze theory is valid only when d > X, a conditioi.
light scattered by particles passing individ- which is clearly not satisfied for the particl.
ually through focused light beams to deter- size range of Fig. I. However, if the sct-

mine particle size. Ratio-type SPC in par- tering process is considered to consist of the

4 .. , ticular derive size from a ratio of the amount superposition of reflection, refraction, and
of laser light scattered by single particles diffraction contributions (admittedly non-
into two separate viewing or detection an- rigorous for d - X) then small angle forward
gles. The use of two near-forward scattering scattering by absorbing spheres should be

3oN3l o .d .. d VM A I I. q
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" '. 4 ,j126 HIRLEMAN AND MOON

predominately the diffraction contribution. .0

Note also that Fig. 1 indicates only that the _ e -

shape of the forward scattering lobe (i.e., <
ratios) is predicted reasonably well by dif-
fraction theory; absolute forward scattering Z 0. 5

cross sections will not, in general, be ade- -,LU

quately modeled by diffraction theory.
For very small particles in the Rayleigh <\\ x-

scattering regime, d ,4 X, the scattering at (/)
small forward angles is nominally isotropic, 0.0.05 . .
and the scattering ratios approach 1.0. As IA $

particle size increases the scattered energy Fi..Repnefctnfoartotpelhtci-
" , " " :" : .'. , . .sh-fa s t o w a r s a t ei ng ra rio ap r a h .0 A sI . ,. ' -,- " -" : ' arti l i e i e s s t es cat io nre su ln gy F iG .2. R espo nse function for a r atio-t yp e light c at-

shifts toward the forward direction resulting tering SPC. The data were calculated for spherical par

in the familiar Mie lobe structure (2, 16) ticles with n = 1.56-0.47 (soot) and X 0.488 sim. The

and lower ratios. Finally, as the first mini- scattering angle pairs are (a) 480/24'. (b) 24' ' 12.

mum in the scattering pattern moves in to (c) 120/6. (d) 6/3', (e) 30/.5', (f) 1 / 0.5' , and

120 at a _ 18, the ratio for 12/6 ° becomes (g) 0.5/0.25. The latter curves were truncated at the
sml.Ufotntlya atil.ie first minimum although all of the response curves have

very small. Unfortunately as particle size oscillations after the first minimum similar to the data
increases past the first minimum in the re- for 480/24'.
sponse curve, the ratio continues to oscillate
at nonzero values as shown in Fig. 2. Thus tice, a particle is sized using the scattering
a measured 48°/240 ratio of say 0.5 corre- ratio measured with the largest angle pair
sponds to many possible particle sizes (mul- which indicates a size consistent with that
tivalued response), and a 48°/24* single ra- determined by all smaller angle pairs. This
tio SPC with a nominal size range of 0.06 procedure eliminates multivalued response

to 0.6 pm will incorrectly size particles larger errors and ensures that a particle is sized
than 0.6 ;&m. It was this problem that pro- using the most sensitive possible response
vided impetus for the multiple-ratio SPC curve. A dynamic range of 10 is typical for

(4, 13), where additional ratios are used as adequate sensitivity using one particular an-
on-line consistency checks to detect this non- gle pair, and with the use of several angles
unique response problem. In MRSPC prac- the MRSPC can potentially cover sizes front

about 0.1 to 10 um (3).
A schematic of a typical MRSPC contig-

,. ,uration is shown in Fig. 3. The incident laser
F beam is focused by a lens of typically 10-

to 40-cm focal length to a focus spot of' 10-
to 200-um radius at the I /e' intensity points..
The receiving system collects light scattered

, ;;dby particles passing near the focus spot. sep-
arates it into the various scattering angles,
and directs it to photodetectors. Signals from
the various photodetectors are then pro-

" T r : ' ' cessed to determine the scattering ratio.; of
FIG. 1.Scattering ro r e c for 1 interest. MRSPC working spaces of 20 60

cm are typical allowing for true in situ op-
The curves for n = 1.40 and n = 1.56-0.47i were cal- eration.
culated for spherical particles using Lorenz-M ie theory. 

.-. -1

The third curve was calculated using Fraunhofer dif- The simplest optical receiving system for

fraction theory with the obliquity correction, a ratio-type SPC would consist of several

Jonawl of (olloid and Interface Sciee, Vol 87. Nor I, May 1982
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OPTICAL
LASER FIBERS

.... l I -SENSITIVE - --

"--1

O LENS IRISES

PHOTOMULT IPLIER
. TUBES TO O, TA

ACQUISITIONLEND VIEW

ANNULAR IRISES

(TWO SHOWN)

FIG, 3. Schematic of MRSPC with a lens/annular iris plate recei~ing s stcn"

off-axis lens/pinhole/photodetector combi- errations in the receiving lens can cause a\iai
nations. However, it is advantageous to use misalignment of the fields of view of tile :Ir-
coaxial annular detection as in Fig. 3 be- ious detectors resulting in decreased re,,o-
cause some of the orientation effects present lution. This problem was solved rccentl\ ( I .
with nonspherical particles are averaged out by designing and photoetching annular irise,"
There are a number of effectively equivalent which inherently correct for the lens aher- -

optical techniques for separating scattered rations and eliminate the misalignmncnm.
light into portions of constant scattering an- problem.
gle 0. Gravatt (6) used a set of conical irises Several signal processing methods for ra-
to mask the scattered light. Another general tio-type SPC are possible. Gravatt (6) per-
approach which decreases the physical di- formed an analog integration of the scatter-
mensions of the receiving optics is to place ing signals produced by particles travcrsin. "
a lens one focal length behind the laser beam a Gaussian (TEMoo) laser beam before per-
focus and refract the angularly scattered forming the ratio operation. This has some "
light to be nominally parallel to the laser advantages over simple peak height dctcc-
beam axis. This method has been used in a tion which would be more sensitive to high-
large number of investigations (4, 14, 15, frequency noise on the signals. In the prcsent

Ill ......... __ 16). The scattering angles can then be sep- study digital signal processing technique,
POW" arated using a series of lenses with increasing with high-speed (20-M Hz) analog-to-digit ]

diameters (15) or by using series of plates conversion coupled with digital peak hci:,,!
with concentric annular irises to separate the estimation techniques were used ( o) The
scattered light into annular rings (4, 16). A microcomputer controlled system Ihen ci-
fiber optic receiving head as originally pro- culates the various ratios, makes the logic ..
posed by McSweeney and Rivers (18) and decision about which ratio to use for /ing.

adopted by others (4, 6, 16) can then direct determines the size from the approprilh. ro
I - "the concentric rings of scattered light to sep- sponse calibration curve, an lInh Nu t,

arate detectors. Unfortunately spherical ab- the size distribution histogram.

J.-JWa 4 , dnd. 1,,,ra,, N,-'. '. ~
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,• 128 HIRLEMAN AND MOON

3. RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS and imaginary parts of n. When using the

It is imperative to fully understand the MRSPC to analyze aerosols of unknown re-

response characteristics of any optical par- fractive index it is advantageous to use the

ticle analyzers designed for in situ operation. n 1.56-0.47i data (or something similar)
This is true because in general there is no as the assumed response curve in order to
o i r a y h distribute sizing errors both plus and minusSo p p o rt u i ty fo r re d u n d a n t a n a ly s s ; th e p a r - ( 4 . A e n l o e f r s p s e c v s f r a
ticdes can only be studied for the short time (4). An envelope of response curves fkr a
they are resident in the light beam. The fol- broad range of practical refractive indices

lowing discusses some of the most critical will typically fall within ±25'; of the soot

nonideal effects which must be considered curve. Boron and Waldie (20) studied the

when interpreting in situ particle counter problems introduced by assuming the dit-
data. In particular theoretical and experi- fraction theory curve for the response modei
mental investigations of MRSPC response and found sizing errors up to 40'. for pol
characteristics are presented. styrene latex spheres in air (n 1.60i)

However, it is clear from Fig. I that th,
3.1 Refractive Index Effects diffraction prediction distributes si/ing cr3Irors unevenly toward large sizes.

It is an unfortunate characteristic of light Quantitative results for sizing errors d u
scattering by small particles and hence of to variations in refractive index are shov.
most optical aerosol analyzers that the par- in Table I. To calculate the data in T.Jhi:
tide refractive index (or composition) is an I a Lorenz-Mie theory computer code ', >
important parameter. Generally, an SPC is used to determine the actual scattering rar,:,
calibrated with spherical particles of some for a particular refractive index and particke
particular index of refraction, but in prac- size. This actual ratio was then used in cor-
tical application different refractive indices junction with the assumed ratio res,,ov,
may be encountered. Sizing errors due to curve for n = 1.56-0.47i to determine the
variations in refractive index depend on the corresponding "measured" particle sie. Ihc
SPC configuration, a worst case is probably (normalized) sizing error as then deiined

.. the 900 (right-angle) scattering SPC where as the difference between the "measrc •' .
errors on the order of 300% are possible (4) size and the actual size divided b the acti "ii
if absorbing particles are analyzed using a size assumed for the calculation. The ,_ i-
calibration curve for nonabsorbing particles. culations were carried out at n intervalN of
Ratio-type SPC configurations are relatively 0.25 over one decade in particle siue up to

insensitive to refractive index variations the first minimum in the diffraction pttc-l
since forward scattering is used. Figure I for each respective angle pair. Decrca',1rL-
demonstrates the refractive index effects for the step size was found to have little el'cj-
the 12"/6' scattering ratio which are quite on the data of Table I.

-___-_ indicative of those for other scattering angle The data in Table I indicate the iare."
pairs. Response curves for nonabsorbing and or worst case errrors to he about CTI-
weakly absorbing particles typically oscillate countered for nonabsorbing uicro,:a' as ex-
about the corresponding predictions for pected. However, for absorbing paric. ""s
strongly absorbing particles and diffraction, such as other estimates for soot (0 1 .7
As the complex portion of the refractive in- 0.56i, n = 1.74 0.74i) and graphit Ite
dex increases the ratio response curves col- 2.51-1.36i) the errors are maximum .ibmt
lapse onto the monontonic decreasing func- 10% but with root mean square errors of oil.
tion for soot to within a few percent a few percent. It is clear that the MRSP".
regardless of the specific values of the real does provide a reasonable measurement o"

Journeal of Colloid and Interfa.e Senr. Vol 87. No I. May 192
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SINGLE-PARTICLE COUNTER

TABLE I + ,-i

MRSPC Particle Sizing Errors for Spherical Particles of Various Refractive [ndic- s Ith

n = 1.56-0.47, as Assumed Response Curve

6-/3- 12*,6*
°  

2
4

,

tlex of Max 9Y rmts Max M Ma
refraction error error error error rrr

1.56-0.47i 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 (1
1.57-0.56i 0.8 0.1 1.6 0.5 I 6 4 4

1.74-0.74i 3.1 0.7 4.9 1.6 4 8
2.51-1.36i 4.5 1.0 10.7 2.7 104 4-

1.57-0.0i 28.4 8.3 30.1 12.1 350 , "
1.40-0.0i 25.3 9.2 28.5 13.6 1 1 3 0

1.40-0.05i 11.1 4.0 12.5 7.1 1.
.7  

-

1.40-0.1i 8.7 2.4 10.0 5.0 9,

1.40-0.25i 5.7 1.3 5.8 2.6 5.8

1.33-0.0i 24.1 10.1 32.2 14.8 18.9

particle size even for unknown refractive cynospheres. To actually predict thc
index. sponse of a particular instrument WuulI

quire a general solution to the prohicm

3.2 Nonspherical Particle Effects light scattering by irregular particlc kthi
is presently not possible except for clccz

Laser-based SPC measure an optical special cases. Fortunately, the for% ,trd \c:
equivalent particle diameter, i.e., the diam- ter configuration makes it possihic to :ilt
eter of a sphere of refractive index corre- retically approximate MRSPC reponc t"
sponding to the assumed response function nonspherical particles.
which has the same light-scattering prop- As previously mentioned light scalteriM

.. -erties as the particle being analyzed. This by particles can be viewed (to first ordcr

.. optical dimension is important for radiation the superposition of three contribution-:
and visibility considerations but often the flection of radiation from the partice eur-
aerodynamic equivalent diameter is of more face; refraction (and absorption) of radim or
interest. To reliably interpret SPC data, the passing through the particle, and inW,,.
equivalent particle size actually determined diffraction of the light passing around ;h
by a particular instrument must be under- particle. Scattering patterns for ,ph.

stood. Inference of an equivalent diameter particles considerably larger than the ,: c-

other than that explicitly measured is then length have in fact been qoantitativcl% :-
a justifiable possibility. culated by summing contributions trom .,

Practical aerosols deviate significantly three effects (22) and found to be it; re!,
* , from the ideal case of spherical particles. tively good agreement with the rigorous Lor-

Soot and diesel smoke particles are chained enz-Mie theory. In the case of near-forv, -::
agglomerates of tens or a few hundred pri- scattering (small (1) utili/ed in the MRS t'.
mary soot nuclei (21). The primary soot par- the diffraction contribution is dominnt "
ticles are nominally spherical with diame- Unfortunately, classical Fraunhofer diffr>.
ters 0.01-0.05 jim and agglomerate to tion theory is not rigorously valid for paut..i
dimensions up to several micrometers. Other sizes on the order of the wavclcngth, ;ri.i
possible particle shapes can range from absolute scattering intensit. calculttio.,
needle-like asbestos fibers to hollow fly-ash from scalar diffraction theory for stiall paIr-
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130 HIRLEMAN AND MOON

ticles can be in considerable error. However, microscope slides. Figure 4 shows the "irn-
the shape of the forward scattering lobe, as ages" of 2.02-mr polystyrene spheres (note
indicated by scattering ratios, can be pre- that 2.02 um is approximately the imaging
dicted quite well for spherical particles (5) resolution limit) projected onto a ground
using diffraction theory as indicated by Fig. glass plate using a microscope objective. By
1. The good agreement between diffraction traversing the microscope objective along the
and Lorenz-Mie calculations for highly ab- laser beam axis, images of far-field scatter-
sorbing refractive indices is not surprising ing patterns from the particles of Fig. 4
since most of the radiation incident on the could be observed as shown in Fig. 5. In Fig.
spherical particle cross section would be ab- 5 contributions from the single particles are
sorbed, leaving a very small refraction con- quite difficult to resolve and the far-field
tribution to the energy scattered in the for- scattering patterns from the multiplet par-
ward direction. Since very little surface ticles approach a nominally symmetric forml
reflection will occur in the forward direction, indicative of a sphere of diameter larger than
only the diffraction contribution from a that of the individual particles. Note the
"disk" remains. When the complex portion progression of diameters of the first dark ring
of the refractive index goes to zero (negli- (or first minimum) in scattering patterns of
gible absorption), the transmitted or re- the singlet on the left, the doublet in the top
fracted energy becomes significant and re- center, and the triplets in Fig. 5. The de-
suits in a fringe structure of constructive and creasing ring sizes and corresponding angles
destructive interference due to coherent mix- of the first scattering minima demonstrate
ing of the refracted and diffracted waves, increasing equivalent particle sizes as e\-
This phenomenon is indicated by the oscil- pected. Further experiments with 1.011 -Pm
lations in the ratio responses shown in Figs. spheres and other multiplct particle formla,-
I and 2. Similar behavior is observed for all tions (4) also supported the postulate 11,1t
other angle pairs of Fig. 2 with nonabsorbing the dominant properties of fort .ird Nca1tce
particles. ing by nonspherical particles %ith dinC!'-

On the basis of applicability of diffraction sions on the order of the xavclcngth c...
theory to forward scattering calculations for estimated with reasonable ccrtlint\ UIilT
spherical particles with diameters on the or- diffraction theory. The MR.SP( c,::,

der of the wavelength, it is reasonable to scattering in concentric annular rineg, .:;-
postulate that forward lobe scattering ratios tered in the nonspherical pairticlcaticro.
as measured by the MRSPC for individual patterns such as Fig. 5 and "-sccs" an cilul,
nonspherical particles can also be approxi- alent spherical particle.
mated using diffraction theory. Hodkinson After establishing the sahchtt ol t ,;i
(22). Zerull el al. (23), and Pinnick et al. fraction approximation, its impit %%;v
(24) have obtained sonic experimental re- make some predictions of M RSlI( rc-,'v-
suits for forward scattering from a cloud of to specific nonspherical particle ge onlcr'..
nonspherical particles which support this Predictions of the scattering rtios from sc

postulate. Unfortunately there is no exact eral two-dimensional particle 1.ipc ,
theory for light scattering by irregular par- tions of practical interest in coiiibut,,: -
ticles to check the diffraction approximation plications are presented in Talie II The '
as is possible for spherical particles using two agglomerates in Table II cr proLc.:
.orenz Mie theory. of actual particle shapes ohscr ed in * Ic'.

Some further indication of the validity of micrographs of dicscl exhut partic,.
this postulate was obtained by observing the Vuk and Johnson (271 The ci,,.u t' -

scattering characteristics of clusters of summed the Iraunhofcr (fit- eld) sc., I i

spherical polyst)renc particles deposited on light amplitude contrihkt imI fromn c:.c:

J.... , (,4,l,, a.1d 1~,-1-, S, ., Vol. A. 1, 1., .M .,, I' .1..:
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SINGLE-PARTICLE COUNTE~R1

Yhc,. 4. Photograph of 2.02-jAm polystyrene spheres on a microscope slide. i"ith the p:irtic>. n ~~
focus and illuminated with an argon-ion laser beam.

ff 5 1 ar"-feld scaftring patterns froin pairticlc% sh,,.n in I ig 6 1 hie iimaged plane hcrc ,,i
front the particles than that in I ig
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132 HIRLEMAN AND MOON

TABLE 11

MRSPC Response to the Nonspherical Particle Shapes Indicated

Patie shape t2'/6 6/3- 12/6- 6/3- 12-/6- 6*/3* 126

1.15 1.17 1.07 1.10 1,02 1.08 0.92

1.05 1.060.98 0.99 0.980.99 096

0 0 1.32 1.33 1.18 1.29 1.05 1.20 076

1.05 1.06 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.99 19 1

0 ~1.48 1.50 1.28 1.43 0.96 1.18 o,77

I.00 1.00 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 094

1 6 17 109 1.12 1.07 1.11 9

1.29 1 .25 1.15 1.21 1.07 1 I'l

Note. The quantity ap,1/ is tabulated as calculated using diflraction theorN.

cular subparticle (4). The results apply to the cluster projected normal 1o the:
plane electromagnetic waves incident on par- beam, and 0Y and di :,re thlear-quv.

* -~ ~tidles with indicated cross sections normal size parameter and diameter. rc~pec:w\.2
to the radiation and for axially symmetric For the at= 3 doublet, each individual h;
annular detectors. This symmetric detection would be of size parameter , 3, 2) l
geometry utilized in the MRSPC is advan- give the appropriate total area. AlSO .aviU
tageous in reducing the effects of nonspher- for ap,,d,d/Oy Of 1.0 koUIl indlicate th'it

ical particle orientation on the measured MRSPC would -measure" a parlice ;C
size, as the results in Table 11 are indepen- ameter corresponding exactly to thc cr,
dent of particle rotation about an axis nor- sectional area of the irrcgiilar particlec. I ablet
mal to the plane of the paper. Note, however. 11 indicates that the N MRSK~ doe'; quite k
that three-dimensional nonspherical parti- in indicating cros\,-sectional area for n1C,9'-

'90-s"WWW~ss, des will have different projections and hence spherical shapes with increas ino diskcpti-
* ~ ~ different responses if rotated about an axis cies as the aspect rat io incrcatscs.Nvc ii.

in the plane of the paper. that the sizes as sen I)-% I ' 6 2

The size of the particles in Table 11 are 6sO/ 3' ratios arc equal to i pie. I l .

presented on an area-equivalent diameter about 10";'.
basis, such that A set of experimcent, \ocro: Am, per temecd

7r 4A 2 to provide further a adcist mnding ol' tht
~~ , ~ M RSPC response it) nionsphcricalad sl

Nonspherieal particles, of a knoxs n mid con
where A is the total cross-sectional area of stant shape would has a( hccn bestl 1orths

K - Jo,&r~~/ "f(.11.,d &.d it.,&r& , ~' V.i 97, N.- 1. Mav1 082
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Fli,. 6. Scanning Electron micrograph of I. I5-gmn (volume-equivalent dia meterl (.N~ HJ rt i1!C
on a Nucleopore filter at lO.OOOX magnification.

[1(, 7. Scanning ILieciron nicrograph of 2.6-pMi (volumnc-cquivalent diiietcr) N:! 1 f1.i 111, -:
Nuclcoorer filter at 520fx magnification.
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134 HIRLEMAN AND MOON

calibrations but unfortunately such particles
are very difficult to produce. We utilized
constant-volume particles of NaCI and
(NH 4)2S0 4 produced from isopropanol so-
lutions with a Thermo-Systems Inc. Model
3050 vibrating orifice droplet generator.
Scanning electron micrographs of the non-
spherical crystals used in these experiments

A are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The MRSPC response to these particles , . - .

': . ,' .' '+ ., was measured for 12'/6' and 60/30 scat-
tering ratios and the results are plotted at FIG. 9. Scatterig ratios for 6/3' (upper curve) and

12'/6' (lower curve). The solid curves are Lorenz- %lie
corresponding volume equivalent diameters theory predictions for spherical NaCI particles. The m-
in Figs. 8 and 9. Also plotted for reference dicated data points for particles as shown in lig. Q arc
are Lorenz-Mie theory calculations for plotted as volume-equivalent diameters. The standard

spherical particles of the bulk refractive in- deviations of the data averaged over all measurement-
Sdex of NaCI or (NH 4)RSO". Each symbol for each of the two angle pairs are indicated h. the t,,

.ex of ,, •rsymbol sies.

represents the mean value of measurements

of at least 450 particles, and the 95% con-
fidence interval is also indicated by the sym- Also of interest is the fact that the NaCIl

bol dimensions. The larger standard devia- data seem to agree with predictions as well

tions for 60/30 were due to less off-axis as for (NH,) 2SO despite a greater degree

overlap of the sample volumes at the smaller of nonsphericity for sodium chloride crystals

scattering angles. as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The standard de-

As expected, the data differ from the the- viation of the NaCI data was somewhat

oretical predictions for spherical particles, greater indicating a greater sensitivit\ to

although surprisingly the experimental re- varying particle orientations in the sample

sults seem to follow to some extent the larger volume for the more irregular geomctr\.

- ' scale oscillations in the Lorenz-Mie curves. These experimental and theoretical resuh-.
confirm that MRSPC response is indeed rel-
atively insensitive to particle shape. We con-
clude that light-absorbing particles with as-

S" .pect ratios up to 4:1 and nonabsorbing
particles with deviations from spherical as
much as NaCI in Fig. 7 will be sized by tLc

• MRSPC to within about 40% of the cross-
sectional area equivalent diameter. The si/-
ing uncertainty for cases of nonsphcric.i.

WWI,. , particles with aspect ratios close to one \ III
be much better, on the order of 10 20'; . I n

practice the shape contribution to MRSP(

Hoi. 8. Scattering ratios for 6'/30 (upper curve) and response uncertainties is quite comn"paratble

12°/6° Clower curve). Thesolid curves are Lorenz Mie in magnitude to unknown refractive indc, -

- theory predictions for spherical (Nll,)SO, particles effects.
The indicated data points for particles as shown in Fig.
8 are plotted as volume-equivalent diameters. The stan- 3.3 Sample Volume ('orrecti, '
dard deviations of the data, averaged over all measure-
mients for each of the two angle pairs are indicated b% In order to resolve scatlering from irdi-

the two symbol si/es. vidual submicron particles hith an SP( it

J ,, ,, ,,lod -nd Vofoe, .,,. 'ol 97. No 1. b, 102
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SINGLE-PARTICLE COUNTER ! j
is generally necessary to use a focused laser radially (at the I/e 2 intensity points) ard
beam as the incident light source. The most several millimeters axially.
common laser mode is the fundamental A theoretical discussion of TEM,, lasci
TEMo, which possesses a Gaussian radial beams and intensity distribution propertie,
intensity distribution across the beam. In near a focus with emphasis on in situ SP(
that case the optical sample volume of an applications has been presented else\w here b%
SPC designed for in situ operation becomes Hirleman and Stevenson (25). Technique-
somewhat poorly defined. Here the optical for experimentally measuring lascr f,,cu'
sample volume can be considered as that proprties include traversing a small \ ire Cr
region in space where particles are "seen" pinhole across the beam or by magnifying
by the SPC. For example, very small par- the beam onto a photodiode array. Theo.rs
ticles will generate sufficient signals to be and experiment have been found to agrc'

detected above the background or threshold quite well here (3, 4, 17. 19). In order tk
.- noise level only when passing near the focus theoretically predict the sample volume

center of highest intensity. Conversely, par- one-dimensional, uniform particle flo',% %,.a,
ticles of larger scattering cross sections can initially assumed. A plane containing th.

be detected even when passing through off- laser beam axis was divided into a t"C-d!
0 center portions of the laser beam with lower mensional grid. The light scattered bN a )Ir

incident intensity. Thus uncorrected laser ticle situated at the center of each grid c&
particle counter data are heavily weighted proportional to the laser intensit at :iu,

toward large particles and this size-selective cell, was integrated over the vieking , r
sampling bias must be considered for accu- ture of each detector. It was then nec,-
rate determination of particle size distribu- to assume a threshold or minimum ri%.
tions. nizable signal level for each detector. P,-

To adequately model this size-selective ticles at grid cells which generated sutic,
sampling effect the following aspects of an scattered energy signals at each dcte .-
SPC must be considered. would then be "seen" by the MRSPC. I n

summation of the area of all grid cc~lis %\ hi, I-i
I. Intensity distribution near the laser fo- summatio ofteare ofgall gic

cus. generated detectable signals for a given p
. 2. Light-scattering characteristics of tie size then represents the sensitive o,::h-. ... ... ---- spherical particles based on Lorenz-Mie ,A, or in other words the projection uC l

ptheory and irregular particles using the dif- optical sample volume into a plane norrai
fton ap a to the particle flow. This area is then a furc-

3. The geometry and optical properties of tion of particle scattering characteri,',ic,
the receiving optics including finite field of since better scatterers generate detect thic
hew effe tis isignals even when passing through the sheow-view effects. . ders of the Gaussian intensity distributi.:i.

4. Data acquisition electronics. Theoretical predictions of the sample vola m,

In practice the optical sample volume of sensitive area for a particular MRSC ( i 7
in situ SPC is generally defined by the re- are shown in Fig. 10. Again the response 1o

-- _ceiving optics field of view along the laser nonabsorbing polystyrene spheres (n - 1605
, m .beam axis and in the radial direction by the shows much more oscillatory behavi:or ..,

laser focus intensity distribution. This is true does the prediction for spherical soot .irt-
because equal intensity contours near a cles. The threshold scattering cross se~tn

Gaussian laser beam focus are very elon- (A, = 0) for thd polystyrene in Fig. 10 c,,r-
gated in the axial direction (25). Typical responded to a diameter at 0.422 pm for a
sample volume dimensions are 20-100 Mm He-Cd laser with X 04416 pn..A, kx

.- .
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pected this corresponds to a larger soot par- -  -

ticle size due to the absorption. [ ,
In order to experimentally verify the 10 - r

model used to predict Fig. 10 it is necessary
to generate a calibration aerosol of known 08-
and preferably constant concentration. In
the experiments reported here appropriately 0,
diluted isopropanol solutions of polystyrene / '

spheres were atomized and dried using stan- 04
, . - . .dard techniques (4) to produce a calibration

", aerosol. Since the processes of deposition and EX P D- (
agglomeration in the nonideal calibration
aerosol system are effectively impossible to -,
model, it was decided to independently mea- "-5! -0
sure the aerosol concentration at the MRSPC PARTICLE DIAMETER (. r' X 0488t.

sample volume. This was done using a con-ventional 90* , white-light SPC similar to Ftc,. 10. Plot of sensitive area .1, vs particle size for
12'/6' ratio pair. Plotted with the theoretical predic-

that of Borho (26). A 100-W mercury lamp tions are experimental data for polystyrene calibration
with a 0.25-mm2 arc size was used to illu- spheres (n = 1.605) taken at X = 0.4416 Mm. One un-

minate the particles. A 0.6-mm slit imaged determined calibration factor for the experimental data
at 1:1 served as the receiving aperture in (the same factor for all 3 data points) was fixed by 7

front of a photomultiplier tube oriented at optimizing the fit between theory and experiment.

right angles to the incident light beam from
the arc lamp. The optics defined a sensitive a 5-cm tube and passed through the SPC
area of dimensions 1.27 X 0.6 mm as pro- sample volumes. This calibration aerosol jet
jected normal to the plane of the incident was several times larger than the largest
and scattered beams for this 900 SPC. The dimension of the optical sample volume. The
incoherent light source was advantageous absolute concentration of the calibration

... d ~here in order to define a sample volume with aerosol was measured in real time with the
approximately a "tophat" intensity distri- 90' SPC. The sensitive area of the MRSPC
bution. This then eliminated the size-selec- was then easily determined from the known
tive sampling bias problems associated with aerosol velocity and the results plotted ir
Gaussian laser beam intensity profiles. An Fig. 10.
indication of the intensity profile across the The agreement between theory and c\-
white-light SPC sample volume is shown in periment in Fig. 10 is quite good for the lint-
Fig. I1. Here a 1024-element linear photo- ited number of data points. Unfortunately.
diode array (25-pm centers) was placed at particles smaller than 1.0 )m were very dif-
the sample volume, and a signal proportional ficult to detect with the 900 SPC and it k a,
to the intensity incident on each diode is not practical to atomize particles larger thanO Imp.. .- displayed by a digital oscilloscope in Fig. 11. 3.0 MAm. However, the predictions, although

The intensity profile in the sample volume tedious, are reasonably straightforward and
is nearly flat with edge effects contributing without highly speculative assumptions. \c
approximately a 15% uncertainty, therefore conclude that the model is quit-

The sample volumes of the MRSPC and adequate for use in predicting probe volume
the 90' white-light SPC were overlapped for corrections for an MRSPC.

- ,,, : the experiments. Polystyrene spheres of In practice it is necessary to assume some
I 01 1, 2.02, and 3.0 Mm flowing in air exited type of mean or averaged curve for the probe

Jo- ,,, , ,f , o.1 d ., ., o fce S.-.. Vol 87. No 1. M.y 1982
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Fit. I . Scan of output from 1024-element linear photodiode array facing the inident bcaw t t.'
sample volume of the 900 white-light SPC. The diodes are on 25-1jm centers and the incident bct:i;
width shown is about 1.27 mm.

volume correction as again it depends on the the uncertainty (or response broadening) i
unknown particle refractive index. Predic- determining the size of a particle of di;mctc
tions such as in Fig. 10 indicate that a mean d. Since SPC response functions and sen,
correction curve (e.g., of soot) for unknown tivity are functions of diameter the resol-:
particle compositions will introduce an un- tion Ad/d is dependent on d as well. Not
certainty of about 30% in size distribution that the resolution Ad/d is also relate,i . ....
with an MRSPC. the discrete size bin increments of a narti-

ular instrument, since it is clearly usele. ,

3.4 Resolution divide the size range into intervals nlac.1 '
smaller than the broadening errors .,

The resolution of a SPC is defined in terms Often the size bin inc- 'ments are tt:,c.'

of response to a monodisperse (uniform size) coarse enough to ensure that most parti;liA
aerosol. A number of factors including elec- in a monodisperse aerosol are classified int,
tronics and data acquisition system errors, one size bin. A priori information abo, th,.
multivalued response functions, illumination refractive index and the amount of dcviatwn
intensity fluctuations, finite receiving aper- from spherical particle shapes should ils,.

ture, and finite sample volume effects com- influence the size increments in reporLed tic

S- - - bine to produce a broadened SPC particle distribution.
size distribution output response even for a In order to study MRSPC resolution tw
monodisperse aerosol of spherical particles, computer simulation discussed it the p.c-
This broadening is important in determining vious section on sample volume Lffects V.

the ability of an SPC to resolve detailed utilized. A map of ratio response as a func
structure of narrow and/or bimodal particle tion of position in the sample volume %,w--
size distributions, made assuming one-dimensional partic' C

Resolution can be quantified in terms of trajectories normal to the laser beam 4.
Ad/d, where Ad is a statistical measure of This was again accomplished by tricin.:

JowdtmI ol' Colold and inerace .''ne VI 0 N, I. , "

3SN3dXj .i',4,NiAOD LV 033"l(00d38j 
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scattered light rays through the annular iris a I .

receiving system accounting for variations
in both 0 and 0 (azimuthal) scattering
angles. lOllm

A typical MRSPC response distribution 6 n.1.605

predicted for a monodisperse aerosol is
shown in Fig. 12. Broadening due to differ-
ent dependencies of collection aperture on z 4-

Zparticle position for the 12 and 60 detectors z
" - " _is clear in Fig. 12. This prediction is typical

. .. .of that expected for the range of angles and
annular receiving-system designs of in situ 2

MRSPC.
Experimental measurements of resolution

have been made by the first author at two o 1 1 I
previous laboratories in addition to data 0 o5 1o

taken in the present work. The measure- RATIO R
ments of Ad/d at 120/60 for nominally - FIG. 12. Response probability distribution function
Am polystyrene spheres were 0.41 (4), 0.40 o 2/ ° MSCt .1Iunplsyeeshrs.
(4), and 0.29 here (17). The latter two mea- in air. Here N is the number of counts at a particular

surements were for similar but not identical ratio value.
- . - _lens/annular iris plate receiving-system de-

signs. The prediction of resolution for the
0.40 data point was 0.28. Although detailed First, an analysis of the effects of un-
predictions of resolution for the latest design known particle refractive index was corn-
are not presently available, recent design im- pleted and indicated the relative advantages
provements (17) should improve the pre- of forward scattering instruments. Second,
dicted resolution to somewhat better than a model was postulted to allow prediction

A , a- the 0.28 value. We feel that experimental of the response of ratio counters to non-
errors account for the small difference be- spherical particles. Some experimental mea-
tween predicted and measured resolution surements supported the theory and a sub-
and that the computer simulation is quite sequent analytical study on a range of
adequate. In practical applications of in situ particle geometries expected in combustion
MRSPC a Ad/d of approximately 0.30 is environments confirmed that forward scat-
expected (3). tering ratio instruments are relatively insen- 1

sitive to particle shape and surface charac- .
"'I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS teristics. Next, a comprehensive computer

The development of accurate in situ tech- simulation was developed to allow complete ..

niques for measuring concentrations and size theoretical analysis of the laser NM RSPC s% s-
distributions of aerosols in combustion en- tem. Detailed predictions of the aependence

-7 --" 7wT7"T--1 - vironments constitutes a broad and funda- of sample volume on particle size and rcs-
mentally important task. Laser techniques olution were made and experimental work

. .- have great potential for this application but confirmed the validity of the model. The
a number of real effects must be considered overall analysis indicated that the MRSPC
to ensure reliable measurements. A detailed can make in situ measurements of the size
analysis of several important potential prob- distribution of moderately nonspherical par-

, - lems with emphasis on the multiple-ratio ticles of unknown refractive index with a
counter (MRSPC) was completed. total uncertainty on the order of 50%. -

JoradofCIIoida dInterfiw Scie. Vol. 87. No. 1. May 1982
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Response characteristics of laser diffraction particle size
analyzers: optical sample volume extent and lens effects

E. Dan Hirleman Abstract. The response characteristics of laser diffraction particle sizing
Arizona State University instruments were studied theoretically and experimentally. In particular,
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering the extent of optical sample volume and the effects of receiving lens

Department properties were investigated in detail. The experimental work was per-
Tempe, Arizona 85287 formed with a Malvern Instruments Ltd. Model 2200 particle size analyzer -'.' -

using a calibration reticle containing a two-dimensional array of opaque
V. Oechsle circular disks on a glass substrate. The calibration slide simulated the
N. A. Chigier forward-scattering characteristics of a Rosin-Rammler droplet size dis-
Carnegie-Mellon University tribution. The reticle was analyzed with collection lenses of 63 mm, 100
Mechanical Engineering Department mm, and 300 mm focal lengths using scattering inversion software that
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 determined best-fit Rosin-Rammler size distribution parameters. The

Malvern 2200 data differed from the predicted response for the reticle by
about 10%. The discrepancies are attributed to nonideal effects in the
detector elements and the lenses. A set of calibration factors for the
detector elements was determined here that corrected for the nonideal
response of the instrument. The response of the instrument was also
measured as a function of reticle position, and the results confirmed a
theoretical optical sample volume model presented here.

Keywords: particle sizing and spray analysis; laser diffraction particle sizing; in-
strumentation; instrument for particle sizing in sprays.
Optic I Engineering 23(5), 610-619 (September/October 1984).

CONTENTS struments based on this general approach have been available for
I. Introduction about 10 years. 6-8 *.+J
2. Theory The schematic of a common laser diffraction apparatus is shown

2.1. Diffraction by spherical particles in Fig. I. This technique has been rather extensively reviewed
elsewhere, 59 and we summarize only some important aspects here.2.2. Inerion scateroluminuata oA laser beam is collimated to several millimeter diameter and

3. Experimental passed through the particle stream or cloud. Some of the laser

3. 1. Calibration studies energy that is scattered by particles in the beam is collected by the
3.2. Effect of reticle rotation receiving or transform lens and directed to the back focal plane for
3.3. Effect of reticle position processing. The intensity distribution on this back focal or

4. Conclusions transform plane is directly related to the Fourier transform of the
5. Acknowledgments intensity distribution in the front focal plane of the lens.
6. References Interrogation of the diffraction signature can be performed using

detector(s) located in the transform plane or by using transmission
I. INTRODUCTION masks of special design at the transform planefollowed by a field

lens and single detector. Early implementations of the former ap-Light scattering by particles and droplets has been used as a sizing proach involved translation of a single detector across the
diagnostic for many years. 1 For particles significantly larger than transform plane, but more recently photodetector arrays have been
the wavelength (D/X > 10), most of the light is scattered in the for- used to simultaneously sample the entire diffraction pattern.
ward direction at small scattering angles as measured from the inci- In this paper we consider the configuration proposed by Swithen-
dent heam propagation direction. Under these conditions bank et al., 6 which is the basis for a series of commercial in-
Fraunhofer diffraction theory adequately describes the scattering struments manufactured by Malvern Instruments Ltd. Those
phenomena for most applications. 2 Analysis of forward-scattering researchers6 utiliied a monolithic photodiode array detector con-
signatures has been used to infer information about particle and posed of 31 semicircular concentric annular detectors developed by
droplet siue distributions' 3  for many years. Commercial in- Recognition Systems Inc. (Van Nuys, California). The scattering
Irlicd i',pCr PS 10 rcLccIcd tcih 11, 1984. ,cs1cd 1114mmz%1trIpl ,c. tl'd I1 2.
19X4 ... ep1cd I,,r pthI IRat 111h. ,,. 6. 19X4. r cItcd h% Maliaging I di ,,r .i.I... ,tlkt 1. .l fl trmf [ ,Tt .I id. . .... , ,rtees hirr , I nglanr d
194 q onripapuie Ind,,slricllc dc t ascr (CHll AS). %arcot,, '*i I ' tnce
19X4 sooct% -I vifhio, I)ik.l i In -ritul .,r,,tw I I ,iinrr tl ccds and Norihrup. I crolra . t 1%1on, I go. I .orida
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RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER DIFFRACTION PARTICLE SIZE ANALYZERS: OPTICAL SAMPLE VOLUME EXTENT AND LENS EFFECTS

where f, r, and 0 are defined in Fig. 1. Note that Eq. (3) is indepen-

TRANSFORM dent of scattering particle position. Consider an array of annular
LENS PLANE detector elements where rj and ro.are the inner and outer radii.

respectively, of the j ring detetor. The jth detector collects
(neglecting vignetting by the receiving lens aperture) a hollow cone

-F of scattered light defined by inner and outer scattering angles
BEAM EXPANDER PARTICLE _i. and 00., which are related to r through Eq. (3). The scattered P
SPATIAL FILTER F=IELD -, liht eneriy Sj collected by the jth finite aperture annular ring

detector is obtained by integrating 1(0) from Eq. (2) over the aper-
Fig. 1. Schematic of laser diffraction particle sizing instrument. ture, giving

inversion techniques include those which assume the form of the Sj Clinej + j i o0 1 n(D)dD , (4)
distribution function (e.g., Rosin-Rammler or log-normal) and per- 1 -4I+ -
form a least squares analysis of the scattering data to determine the 0
best-fit size distribution parameters. Other inversion methods are where
available5'9" 1° ." that do not invoke the assumption of a size
distribution form. For the present study we consider the Rosin- 7rDrpj
Rammler size distribution software and present experimental 1j j2  

(5)
results obtained using a calibration reticle designed to simulate a nPi Xf
Rosin-Rammler size distribution. However, the results and models
presented here are relevant to general laser diffraction particle siz- with n indicating the order of the Bessel function and p indicating
ing problems and are not limited to the Malvern instrument or a inner i or outer o detector radius.
particular size distribution function.

2.2. Inversion of scattering data

2. THEORY The inverse scattering problem, that is, to determine the particle
2.1. Diffraction by spherical particles size distribution n(D) from measured light-scattering signatures 1(0)2icor S:, has been studied for many years. Integral transform inver-

Consider particles illuminated by a collimated laser beam as in Fig. sions of Eq. (2) are possible,3' ,9 but are not commonly used at pres-
1. A monodisperse ensemble of spherical particles that are large ent. Generally the size distribution is divided into a finite number
compared to the wavelength would produce the characteristic Airy of discrete size classes, typically of the order 23 or 24. In some cases
diffraction pattern (neglecting anomalous diffraction), as described the size distribution function is assumed to follow some common
by Fraunhofer diffraction theory t .-: form with two degrees of freedom, such as Rosin-Rammler6  or

2 log-normal. Other approaches I° ,° do not constrain the results to a
__2D [ D 2Jl(rD0/ particular form and are termed model-independent inversion

* 1() =clic [1 .(I) methods.
16X 2  (rDO/X) In this paper we will confine our attention to Rosin-Rammler size

distribution models. The Rosin-Rammler distribution function isgiven by I
" -'

where 1(0) is scattered intensity at the angle 0 measured from the geb
laser beam axis, c is a proportionality constant, linc is the intensity NJ
of the incident beam, J is the first-order Bessel function of first R = exp , (6)
kind, D is the particle diameter, and X is the laser wavelength. The R [.J 6

obliquity correction has been neglected in Eq. (i), and the small
angle approximation of sin6 = 0 has been made. The coefficient of
the bracketed squared term is the on-axis scattering intensity 1(0). where R is the volume fraction of particles with a diameter greater

In practical systems a distribution of particle sizes, or a than D, N is a parameter related to the polydispersity of the
polydispersion, is generally encountered. The composite scattered distribution (N =cc is monodisperse), and -x is a representative
intensity profile is a linear combination of the characteristic pro- mean diameter such that 37.8%o of the total particle volume is
files of each droplet size with a weighting coefficient equal to the greater than T.
number of particles of that size in the sample volume. The diffrac- The scattering inversion problem then becomes one of determin-
tion signature of a polydisperse spray is given by ing values of ." and N for which corresponding predictions for

Sj from Eq. (4) match measured scattering data. The Malvern
SST18(X) and 22(X) instruments divide the particle sizes into 15

7r 
2 D4  2J I(rD0/X) 2 discrete size intervals and sum the scattering from pairs of adjacent

I (0) =dinc  -- / . n(D)dD, (2) ring detector elements to give effectively 15 scattering
0 16X2 ( Di) measurements. The set of diameter limits D t k and Dr~k (Table 1)

are fixed b\ the detector geometry such that the so-called "energy
w i f ld c ndistribution." or I(0)0, is in a sense optimized. Te scattering func- "" where n is a differential number distribution such that n(D)dD is tion I(O),H reaches a in'amilnunl a.t the angle Omrx given by

the number of particles in the laser beam with sizes between 1) and l by
D + dD. Note that Eq. (2) assumes a uniform intensity profile
across the laser beam (constant line); also n(D) integrated over all 1. 15 (7)
particle sizes is the total number of particles in the beam.

The scattered light that is refracted by the receiving lens ti Hg. I
is directed onto the transform plane at radial positions gien b and at a radial position on the detector plane from Eq. (3) given by
(neglecting lens aberrations)
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TABLE I. Size Class Limits for Malvern 2200 Laser Diffraction TABLE II. Dimensions of the Annular Detector Elements of the
Particle Sizing Instrument with 300 mm Focal Length Receiving Malvern 2200 Photodiode Array Detector*

Lens_ _Detector Inner radius Outer radius
Lower size Upper size ring No. (mm) (mm)

Size class No. limit DL (Am) limit Du (pm) 1 0149 (0.124) 0.218
1 261.6 564.0 2 0.254 0.3182 160.4 261.6 3 0.353 0.417
3 112.8 160.4 4 0.452 0.518
4 84.3 112.8 5 0.554 0.625
5 64.6 84.3 6 0.660 0.737
6 50.2 64.6 7 0.772 0.856
7 39.0 50.2 8 0.892 0.986
8 30.3 39.0 9 1.021 1.128
9 23.7 30.3 10 1.163 1.285

10 18.5 23.7 11 1.321 1.461
11 14.5 18.5 12 1.496 1.656
12 11.4 14.5 13 1.692 1.880
13 9.1 11.4 14 1.915 2.131
14 7.2 9.1 15 2.167 2.416
15 5.8 7.2 16 2.451 2.738

17 2.774 3.101
MaIvemo enst tenls Ltd. Manern. Vorcestershte. Etgtand 18 3.137 3.513

19 3.549 3.978
20 4.013 4.501
21 4.536 5.085

irDrmx 22 5.121 5.738
- 1.357. (8) 23 5.773 6.469

, 24 6.505 7.282

25 7.318 8.184
Note that an incorrect value of 1.375 has appeared in the 26 8.219 9.185
literature'" as the right-hand side of Eqs. (7) and (8). A particular 27 9.220 10.287
annular detector element with rij. and rj specified is most respon- 28 10.323 11.501
sisc to particles in a finite size range with diameter limits deter- 29 11.537 12.837
mined by Eq. (8). For example, from Table II consider composite ring 30 12.873 14.300

detector No. 14 comprised of elements 27 and 28 with ro 14  'The only discrepancy s the iner radius of Ri Ng . 1 whch was reptfedl1
4 

as 0 124
11.501 mm. For f = 300 mm and X = 0.6328 m, the value D m4nm However. the corresponding elements ,f the scattering matrix used in ihe Maivern1.5 1 m . F r f = 3 0 m an h 0.328#mtheval e D 14 = 2200 instrument (Malvern Instruments Lid, Malvern W rcestershife England) are G-15ss

Dk I = 7.224 kmsatisfies Eq. (8,with the incorrect constant 1.375. enl wee the value olD 0149 mm shown heee
Once the set of D: and D, is determined, it is useful to define a

scattering influence coefficient matrix C such that a unit volume of
particles in the size interval from Dt k to DtTk produces a scattering Rammler distributions typical of liquid sprays is the presence of
signal Ckj on the jth detector element. Ckj is given to within a con- significant particle volume below the smallest DI . In contrast, there
stant by is very seldom significant volume above the largest DL . To account

for this problem another column of the C7 matrix can be generated,Dtk and another entry in the V vector representing the particle volume
7D2 ( +rD 3  below the smallest value of D, can be used in the solution. The in--rD2  J J - 0 0j 6 verse scattering problem can then be posed: find the values of1 and

Di 6, N and the corresponding V that minimize the magnitude or sum . . -

Ckj = (9) square of the residual error vector 7 defined by

n(D) irD 3 d Sp -CV, (71)

6
Di k Ahere Sexp is the measured scattering signature. The best-fit (in the

least squares sense) Rosin-Rammler parameters were found using a
where the denominator is just the total particle volume in the kih modified Newton-Raphson scheme. The algorithm developed here
size interval. Note that knowledge of the size distribution function gives results that are virtual.: identical to that of the Malvern in-
is required to solve Eq. (9) as formulated. Since again n(D) is not struments. In the simulations that follow we used our inversion
known a priori, it is convenient to assume that the unit volume for algorithm, but the results are indicative of kiahern instrument per-
the ktl size interval is divided into, say, 100 discrete subintervals of formance.
equal volume. Then n(D) is calculated for each subinterval, and E'q. (9)
is evaluated numerically. The -"matrix generated here in this man- 2.3. Optical sample volume: influence of particle position
ner agrees with that used in the Malvern 2200 instruments to better It is often pointed out that ideally the response of laser diffraction
than 1%. Definition of C on a volume basis is not optimal, but is systems is not dependent oti particle position relatise to the receil-
convenient in this case because the Rosin-Rammler distribution itn ing lens. This claim is true only when vignetting is not a factor, that
Eq. (6) is on a volume basis. The predicted scattering signature then is. when all scattering energy leaving the particle strike,, \ithin the
becomes a matrix equation: clear aperture of the receiving lens. laser diffraction instrument

response does, therefore, depend on particle position, lens aper-
S - (C V , (1m) ture, and particle sie as it dictates the angular distribution of scat-

tered energy. Consider Fig. 2 shiowing the important parameters of'
where Vk, the kth element of t'V, is the volume fraction of particles the problem, which include the recciving lens diameter d, and focal
with diameters between D1 k and D( . One problem with Rosin- length f; the receiing lens F# I dl; the inner and outer radii of'
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diFig. 3. Collection efficiency ,averaged over radial positions in an 8 mm cir-
~~ cle for the indicated positions z.P. Predictions assume f = 100 mm and a

Gaussian beam with 1le2 radius of 4.5 mmn.

Fig. 2. Geometry of laser diffraction optical system and parameters of impor-
tance in characterizing vignetting and the optical sample volume. (a) side
view, and (b) end view at principal plane of lens.

Two approaches can be used. First ri can be assumed constant,
assigned a representative value, and taken out of the integral in Eq.

the jth annular ring detector, ri.and ro. respectively; and the parti- (12). This approach introduces significant errors for detector- ' J J' elements where 0i; falls completely within the lens aperture and 19().

cle position represented as a distance rp from the optical axis and ere ap c it
distance z from the lens. Ideally, the receiving lens converts is truncated. A setond approach is to assume that I(0) is nearly con-

angular scattering information to spatial information, as given by stant over the 0 range of each detector element (i.e., thin ring detec-

Eq. (3). Recall that each detector ring collects scattered energy over tors) and take it out of the integral in Eq. (1 2). We have chosen the

a finite conical shell limited by Oi: and 0o., which are related to latter approach and found that for typical size distributions found

ri and ro through Eq. (3). We defilie first tile angular collection ef- in sprays the errors are rather small, on the order of a few percent. -

ficiency j,(rp , z ) as the fraction of energy that is scattered by a For that assumption we obtain

particle at (rp, ztP) between scattering angles 0 and 0 + dO and that 0

passes through the lens' clear aperture and reaches the detection I
plane. We neglect lens aberrations and azimuthal variations in the oj , , dO, (I 3)
scattering for the purposes of this analysis. Under those assump- j -

tions 7,, for any 0 is just the length of the arc that falls inside the
receiving lens aperture divided by the circumference of the circle of where the dependence on rp and z P is agait! implied but not

radius / 0 in Fig. 2(b), shere tano = 0 is assumed. The collection specified.
efficienc Y for the j1 nt model the response of a laser diffraction instrument to par-etllec ,iorheth annular detector element is obtained b., in-

tegrating oer the limiting scattering angles for that ring: titles distributed over a plae normal to the optical axis at i., the
collection clficiency tI (rP , 1r) must be integrated oser all r as
wcighted by the local incident laser intensity. We denote the CoVieC-

00, tion elficiencv averaged oser a plane it this manner as qI/ ). F-or
the calibration studies he- particles on the calibration relicle \%ere

S (randotuls distributed in an 8 mi diameter circle, and the laser
beam is assunied to hase a (laussian intensity profile witlh 4.5 mn

_____ (12) radius at the I c2 intensity points. The resul are insensiti\c to

mi nor dcviations from the assumed (iaussiain profile. Figure 3 is a
plot of plane-as eraged q / or a I(X) mm lenis forwse ral s alues 0)

l(0)d0 'p. Note the expected dependence of collection efficiencv, \h hich is
constant at I.0 until the onset of the igrieting.

\nl indicator for the onset of vignetting at the jth detector of a

w here both Y1 and q, are functions of r and zy. rhus, to determine laser diffraction sltein is obtained from geometrical relations in,J . P• I ig , "  a x tns li 1 1lt s ina ll 1 ,

r for any detector requires itntegrution of the scattering intensity .,at..sl'.

1 ) over 0, which in turn requires knowledge of the si/e distribtition"
for use ir Eq. (2). Since the size distribution is generally riot knowi d1  2r
a priori, it 'i of interest to obtain approximate results for Fq. (12) ,14)

that are of general applicability.
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For example, take r = 4.5 mm, shich is the nominal lI/e 2 radius
of the Malvern 22O'beam. For the f = 100 mm, d, = 45 mm lens RR-50-3.0-0.08-102-CF-#1 11
used in Fig. 3 and the outermost ring detector in Table II, we obtain 1 0
z - 125.9 mm. When there is not significant scattered energy on
the detector element of interest (e.g., due to the presence of only" - Best FitX - 53 20 mLn
large particles), then the effect of vignetting would be negligible N318 -

and Eq. (14) is a conservative indicator. Another criterion that in-
cludes this effect has also been derived 3 : 0.8

- 2rp 3.83X (15) 0
2zp 7D A

2 0.6-
which assumes that energy scattered by a particle D outside the first
minimum in the diffraction pattern is not significant. For the
previous example, the particle diameters of interest would have to
be 5.4 pm or smaller to predict significant vignetting at z = 125.9 E
mm by the criterion of Eq. (15). p

To predict the response of a laser diffraction instrument to a par- > 04
ticle size distribution, the scattering contribution from each particle
size on each ring must be adjusted by the collection efficiency. The
scattered energy collected on the jth detector would then be

0.2
S Cln c  rj(D2

k

(i ij-J)oj-JIoj)M(Dk) (16) 0 25 50 75 100

PARTICLE DIAMETER D (/.Lm)
where M is the effective number of particles of size class k on the
calibration reticle ("effective" here means that each particle is Fig. 4. Cumulative volume fraction R vs diameter D for calibration reticle
weighted by the local incident intensity). RR-50-3.0-0.08-102-CF-#111. The 22 data points are plotted at the volume

mean diameters corresponding to the intervals between the 23 particle sizes
3. FXPERIMENTAL on the reticle. The solid curve is for the least squares fit Rosin-Rammlerdistribution with = 53.20 and N = 3.18.
In order to investigate the theoretical models presented above, a
series of calibration experiments was performed on the Malvern
22(X) particle size analyzer in the Mechanical Engineering Depart- TABLE III. Representative Rosin-Rammler Parameter Values for

ment at Carnegie-Mellon University. Since it is effectively impossi- Calibration Reticle RR.50.3.0-0.08-102-CF-#111
ble to design an actual spray with the definition, stability, and
repeatability required for detailed calibration studies, aiother Least squares
method was necessary. For this purpose we utilized an artificial fit criterion X N D32
"aerosol" composed of an array of chrome thin-film circles on a Cumulative volume 53.20 3.18 40.27
transparent glass substrate. The calibration reticle* used 10,491 of fraction R
these particles randomly positioned in an 8 mm circle to simulate a
Rosin-Rammler distribution of spherical particles, following Eq. dV/dD 52.81 3.18 39.98
(6). Specifically, we used reticle model RR-50-3.0-0.08-102-CF Inversion of predicted 52.73 3.30 40.47
Serial No. Ill with nominal parameters " = 50;tm, N = 3.0, and diffraction signature. f = 300 mm
0.08 as the area fraction obscured by the chronic particles. The con- Actual D32 based - - 40.31
tinuous Rosin-Rammler size distribution is approximated on the on number distribution
reticle using 23 discrete particle si/es ranging from 5.2 lm to 92.7 Average of above 52.91 3.22 40.26
itm. Data points for the cumulative and differential "volume" dis- A
tributimi fr the reticle are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Also plotted in
Figs. 4 and 5 are the Rosin-Rammler curses that describe the best-
fit parameters - and N (in the least squares sense) to the actual reti- -q. (3) and the kno%',i, number distribution on the reticle account-
cie size distribution. The inherent assumption that the IV.o- ing for the intensity distribution and particle o%,erlap. [hese
dimensional circles oin the reticle simulate the forward-scattering predicted signal lesels vere then input to the in'ersion softwsare as
characteristics of spherical particles of the same diameter is Aelf- synthetic data, and the best-fit Rosin-Ranimler parameters %kere
Justified for the size range of interest here. lIhe differences between calculated. The results are summarized itl Table Ill.
best-fit and nominal Rosin-Rammler parameters arc the result of All experiments reported here %%ere performed b\ first taking a
nonideal effects in the reticle fabrication process coupled vitfh the background signal through a clear region of the reticle substrate
discrete nature of the si/e distribution, and then mioing zhe reticle to roughh center I _+ 0.5 min) the 'am-

Another estimate of the most representatisc parameters for the pIe area in the laser beani. The scattering data used b the instru-
si/e distribution on the reticles ,+,as obtained by calculating a nient iniersion soltare are the differences of these to
predicted scattering signature on the Malvern 22W0 detectors using ieas, ,nients at each detector: therefore, to first order, he scat-

tering contribution fron random imperfections and imtpurities in
'1 ;'' I It'.'tt, i t,,. I l . lu c. \r,. the glass substrate are subtracted out. A ne' , background signature
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Fig. 6. Normalized scattered energy S vs detector number predicted tor
PARTCLEDIAMTERD (k m)calibration reticle RR.50-3.00.08102.CF4vlll on Malvern 2200 instrument
PARTCLEDIAETERD (~m)with t = 63 mm and z = 50 mm. The solid line is a spline lit through the cat-

culated values Inegl'ecting lens aberrations). and the experimental data
Fig. 5. Differential volume distribution dV/dD vs particle diameter D for points are averages for each detector over 10 independent runs. Both
calibration reticle RR.50.3.0-0.08.102.CF.#111. The data points correspond to signatures were normalized to01.0, and the standard deviations were less than
the 23 discrete particle sizes on the reticle and the solid curve is for the least the symbol dimensions.
squares lit Rosin-Ramrr.!er distribution with 7 = 52.81 and N = 3.18.

distribution, but detector calibration errors arid nonrideal lens ef-
was taken before each run, thereby. making all experimtents ill- fecls are presetnt as "ell. The predicted values ii-[Table IV indicate
dependent. much smialler changes;. The second major discrepanc,\ in Table IV is

between the absoIlute values of the data anid predictis. This dit.

3.1. Calibration studies feretice is attributable to absolute calibration or sizing errors-
either in the instrumetnt or the reticle. We suspect tfte itistrunictit

* We performed a series of expertments using three standard Malsern because the reticle is extremelk well defined attd becau,e of other
lenses of 63 nm. 100) tn. anid 3(0) trnm focal length. For eachi lents reasons discussed below.
at least 14 independent runs. w-ere ntade with the reticle in a position A better indication of the scattering physics is obtained front

l. khere s ignctting effects are not present. The results of' the ex- Figs. 6 to 8, w~here tte predtcted and mecasured scattering sigtnatutres
perimenits are summarized in Table IV, where T and N are the hest - are shown. i lie mecasured data are averaged separately f-or each
fit parameters determined by the Nialsertt instrument anid D1, is detector after the integrated sigtial os er all 31) detector, is ttornial-
calculated from those. 'The predicted values %%ere determiined by ized to I .0. Discrepancies betis ceo e\periitett and predictiont itt
calculating a scattering signature rising Eq. (4) for the k nov. n size Figs. 6 to 8 are statistically signtificant . The differences arc also
distribution ott the reticle aind their sitnulating the ialvern inver- plotted as calibratiott factors itt Figs. 9 to Il IRayi scattering daldi
sloit process of' Eq. (11). [The (Gaussian laser beamn intletsitv frottt (ie 30t Malsertt detectors muist be tmutltiplied b\ ie ip-
distribution %%ats considered. arid letns aberrations v"ere neglected. propriate calibration factor to brittg ftic ittstrtttenl itto agrceeii

We vkisft to focus on v.0o differettt discrepancies elucidated] b\ v itf the calculated scatteritng sigtaiure for the reticle.
JTable IV, I- irst. te ft Nalsem resportse to the samec reticle varies, An independent cafibrat ott of thle detect ors s\\as obi ai ted Ib\ il

* depending onl tfte letts. Tftis discrepatics is due itt part to thle luttittatittg the etntire arra\ 15 itli to rcceisirtg tlls installcdl e 11 111a
discrete ttature of the Nialern size classes attd the reticle size itncofherent light beamn of' utiilorin ittettst\ profile. 11 1lie uttitoiit i

TABLE IV. Predicted and Measured Response of Malvern 2200 to Calibration Reticle PRR.50.3.0-0.08.102-CF41fll at Positions Where
Vignetting is Negligible (standard deviations of measurements also tabulated)

F-cai No Measured Predicted Adijuistedf rimoa~jr,
* ength of

(min run FSx N D2N DIo N Dt

63 1 4 41 30 t 157 325 t0 15 3606 053 51 54 3 54 405 4 ,1t .4 1(4 38111)
I.100 18 47 91 1 ,04 363 0 015 37 971 0 35 5203 3 46 4062 31 I'll 39 13

300 28 55)19 ,039 300 ± 006 40 76 0 032 52 73 3 30 40 47 "5il 1); 1 012 ' ,
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Fig. 7. Normalized scattered energy S vs detector number predicted for Fig. 9. Calibration factor vs detector number for the Malvern 2200 instrument
calibration reticte RIR-503.0-0.08-102-CF-41111 on Matvern 2200 instrument at Carnegie-Melton University for the f = 63 mm lens. The calibration factors
with If - 100 mm and zp - 100 mm. The solid line is a spline fit through the bring the mean values of the scattering data of Fig. 6 into agreement with
catcul3led vatues (negtecting lens aberrations), and the experimental data predictions for reticle FRR*503.00.08102CF41I1. The uncertainly bars are
points are averages for each detector over 10 independent runs. Both determined from the relative standard deviations for the data in Fig. 6.
signatures were normalized to 1.0, and the standard deviations were less than
the symbol dimensions.
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Fig 8. Normalized scattered energy S vs detector number predicted bor
calibration reticle RR 50 300.08102CF 4111 and #it5 on Malvern 2200 in .. . -. . . . .

strument with F = 300 mm andz -e 300 mm The solid line is aspline Fit Fig 10 Calibrai-n fartor v,, dete( ior number For tie Malvern 2200 instrU
through the calculated valIues (neglecting lens aberrations) and the evx ment at Carnegie Meiloni Utive, -IV for the 1 100 nin lerrs The calibration
perimental data points are averages for each detector over 38 independent factors bring the iedri valiir.O ithe .catterirrg data of Fig 7 into agreement
runs. Both signatures were normalized to 1.0. and the standard deviations with predictions fo eiclie HRt 10 3i 0 0F0F 102 CF tiii 1I he uncertainty bars
were less than the symbol dimensions. are determrined trr tire ,rave staondard dleviations for the data in Fig 7
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RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER DIFFRACTION PARTICLE SIZE ANALYZERS: OPTICAL SAMPLE VOLUME EXTENT AND LENS EFFECTS
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Fig. 12. Mean diameters 7 aind 032 vs reticle tilt angle o (measured from nor.- "
Sr~eal Incidence). The data were obtained on a Malvern 2200 Instrument with "'

Fig. 11. Calibration factor vs detector number for the Malvern 2200 Instru- calibration reticle RR-50-3.0-0.08.102-CF-41111. Four runs were made at each .,,,
ment at Carnegie-Mellon University for the I = 300 mm Ions. The calibration anl;tesidcresapeitonfmEq(1)

.. factors bring the mean values of the scattering data of Fig. 8 Into agreement ane;tesidcres peitonroE.(1)

with predictions for reticle RR.50°3.0.0OS1l2.CF.#lI1 and #115. The uncer-
-'" tainty bars are determined from the relative standard deviations for the data.
- • n Fig. 8.

3.2. Effect of reticle rotation ..

.- One practical problem with glass calibration slides in laser diffrac-
-- illumination calibration data plotted in Fig. I I were obtained using tion instruments is that of reflections. It is helpful to tilt the slides a i
,1 solar illumination. Runs at eight different incident intensity levels few degrees from perpendicular to the laser beam to direct multiple k

were combined using least squares fitting to obtain adequate signal- reflections away from the detector elements. To ensure that this ap-
" to-noise ratio over the large dynamic range of detector areas. We proach does not significantly alter the scattering signature we made-••-]

and others 12 have also used light sources such as dc lamps to obtain a theoretical analysis and performed a series of verification ex-
a similar calibration. Though this uniform intensity calibration did periments.

-.. not simulate either the monochromatic properties of the laser, the Consider first that a circle tilted an angle 0 projects an ellipse
":' variations in angle of incidence of light on the detector surface, or when viewed from the original perpendicular direction. The area-"".

the lens aberrations that will be present in actual experiments, it Ae of the projected ellipse is related to the lengths of the major and
- does provide some useful data. minor axes, which are D and Dcoso,, respectively: -
.. Deviation of the uniform illumination calibration factors in Fig. 11 I

from 1.0 is due to nonuniform responsivity of the detectors or errors.."-
"" in the geometrical parameters in Table 11. Differences between the Ae =-rDcoso . (17) ..

". uniform illumination calibration factors in Fig. I I and the reticle- 4
derived factors in Figs. 9 to I I should then be due to lens aberrations .-
and/or variation- in detector efficiency with angle of incidence. Note Now optical techniques based on forward scatter are to first order'
that the reticle calibrations were performed at only one laser power independent of particle composition and surface characteristics 15. 6  _a -..1

. so that the signal-to-noise ratio varied across the detector as reflected and are responsive to projected area-equivalent size parameters.
".. by the larger uncertainties in the calibration factors for detector For that reason we calculate the area-equivalent diameter D. for•-.,
"' elements that had low signal levels in Figs. 6 to 8. the projected ellipse such that the area of a circle of diameter D, is "
...- To further clarify the sources of error, a column for adjusted equal to that of the ellipse:".""
'." (using the calibration factors measured here) measured data is
D_ shown in Table IV. There the mean measured diffraction signatures r 2 rD DoO(8
" were corrected using the uniform illumination calibration factors of 4 e 4
-. Fig, I11, and the scattering inversion was performed on this adjusted
,". data. The improvement in the adjusted measured values for the.
S shorter focal length lenses is due to the large calibration factors for De =D (cos€)

1,  (19) -.,:-

the inner detectors, where most of the diffraction information in '"- -

, . .'.

.. Figs. 6 and 7 is concentrated. Conversely, most of the diffracted"..-'
energy for the 300 mm lens is in the middle detector elements where As a first-order prediction we then postulate that characteristic """"

the calibration factors in Fig. I I are near unity. Though a substan- sizes measured by laser diffraction particle sizing instruments 0..
,- tial fraction of the calibration errors is due to detector should vary as the square root of the cosine of the tilt angle. In Fig...
!'" nonidalities, it appears that the differences between the reticle- 12 we have plotted experimental data for calibration runs with tilt-.. ."

"" derived factors in Figs. 9 to I I are significant. Our calculations sug- angles up to 45 °. The experimental data are the best-fit Rosin- : :
.". gest that lens aberrations rather than angle-of-incidence effects arc Rammler size parameter 'i and the volume-to-surfac-aea mean -.-

,.. probably responsible. diameter D.32: "-,'
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 Fig. 14. Normalized scattered energy S vs detector number predicted for -

calibration reticle RR-50-3.0-0.08-102-CF-#111 on Malvem 2200 instrument
with f = 100 mm and zP = 254 mm. The solid line is a spline fit through the

DETECTOR NUMBER calculated values after correction by the calibration factor, and the ex-
perimental data points are averages for each detector over 28 independent
runs. Both signatures were normalized to 1.0, and the standard deviations

Fig. 13. Normalized scattered energy S vs detector number predicted for were less than the symbol dimensions.
calibration reticle RR-50-3.0-0.08-102-CF-0111 on Malvern 2200 instrument
with f = 63 mm and zP = 254 mm. The solid line Is a spiine fit through the
calculated values after correction by the calibration factor, and the ex- -.-- :
perimental data points are averages for each detector over 10 Independent
runs. Both signatures were normalized to 1.0, end the standard deviations 55[3
were less than the symbol dimensions. f 63mm

d, 35mm

D3 n(D)dD (20)i cc 45- ; "
0 Ud
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00
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The experimental values of D n, were calculated by numerically in-
tegrating Eq. (20) using the number distribution version of Eq. (6)
with the best-fit values of x and N. The prediction is Eq. (19) 30 ......... i ..... i ...... ......
matched at o = 0. It is clear that the predictions and experiments 0 100 200 300 400
agree very well. Figure 12 demonstrates that tilting the calibration
reticles a few degrees to minimize reflections has no appreciable ef- DISTANCE FROM LENS z, im).
fect on the results.

Fig. 15. Mean diametersi and D32 vs zp for the Malvem 2200 Instrument with
3.3. Effect of retile position I = 63 mm. The solid lines are predictions after accounting for the calibration -

factors, and each data point is an independent run.
The analytical model derived in the section above was utilized to
predict the response of the Malvern instrument as a function of
reticle distance from the receiking lens. The results presented in moved away from the lens (increasing zp), light scattered at large

- - Figs. 13 and 14 are for positions zp far enough from the lens that angles is truncated by the lens aperture and does not reach the
vignetting is clearly present. The predicted curves in Figs. 13 and 14 detector. Since small particles preferentially diffract light onto
were obtained by correcting the Sj predicted from Eq. (16) using these outer detectors, a bias toward large particles is predicted. The
the measured calibration factors in Figs. 9 to 11. Theory and ex- experiments confirm this, although the major effect on the Rosin-
periment are in very good agreement. Rammler parameters is to decrease N rather than increase '. An in-

Another indication of the effects of vignetting are shown in Fig. crease in N narrows the distribution by cutting off volume at both
15 and 16. The theoretical curves here were obtained by performing large and small particle sizes. However, the small sizes lose more
the best-fit Rosin-Rammler inversion on predicted scattering projected area that dominates the diffraction process; therefore in-
signatures such as those shown in Figs. 13 and 14. As the reticle is creasing N at constant T increases the mean diameter, as
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RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER DIFFRACTION PARTICLE SIZE ANALYZERS: OPTICAL SAMPLE VOLUME EXTENT AND LENS EFFECTS

(f = 63 mm, 100 mm, and 300 mm). These variations were due to a
combination of detector calibration errors and nonideal lens ef-

z 4.0 f 63 mm fects. A set of calibration factors for each of the 30 detectors and
cc 40 ,

=  
5m three lenses was developed.

S3mA theoretical model predicting the dependence of instrument
response on particle position was developed and verified ex-
perimentally. The model can be used to characterize the optical
sample volume and the biasing involved when aerosols of large

dimensions are analyzed. Finally, the practice of rotating calibra-
W 0tion slides a few degrees from normal incidence to minimize reflec-

0 tion effects was shown theoretically and experimentally to have
*0 negligible effect on calibration measurements.
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SINGLE BEAN LASER VELOCIMETE? (WV) IN TURBGLNT FLCWS
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and
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ABS-!ACr turbulence measurements from the probebilit7-sfter-

It is possible to determine velocity information on effect for two separated LOV probe volumes.

I iv l poaibles tdrin aelo c rinfothetion fon In this paper we consider the IV cnd its potential

individual particles in a flow by meas-ring the time for performance in diagnostics of tarbulent flow. The LIV.
ach particle to traverse through a single TEMoo Laser which measures the seed particle residence time in a

beam. The advantages associated with tle relatively single locer beam. is interesting because of the" ~ inl opia syte ofll thses single boo intret ecuseofth
simple optical system of this single beam veLocimeter relative simplicity of the optical system. The LIV. L2V

(LIV) are sufficient to warrant further study of its and LDV operated in the conventional single particle

potential performance in turbulent flows. The LIV seanter processor mode are similar in the sense that

transit-time measurement east necessarily be made at a they discretely smple thae velocity of indvdal

constant fraction of the peak scattering signal particles sad then averle over many particles to obtain

maplituds to obtain an uambiguous measure of the veoarity distribtion statistics. ne distinction is

particle speed in the plane naral to the laser beam. the relatively poor velocity ess.rmet precsion of

Unfortunately the precision of individual LIV velocity the transit-time LiV. For typical conditions the

measurements based on the pulse width or tzansit-time intrinsic LIV v cit7 brodenig might be yia hes that

determination is significantly less than generally for UV or [DV would be roughly an order of magnitude

obtained for individual Doppler bursts 
with counter-type

laser Doppler velocimeters. In this paper we consider better. This level of LIV precision generally will
prod%, a negligible error in soon velocity

measurement of turbulence intensity with IV using ptermnation for typical eorb. Of Velocity slis

particle arrival statistics. In particular we derive dete on for to vecity ssmpss

erprssiun or te pobailit desit disribtio of bat could have A very SignIficant impact On estimaes Of
expressions for the probability density distribu tion Of turbulence intensity and higher order a-eats. For that
weiting-times between particle events in isotropic
turbulent flow. The feasibility of obtaining turbulence reson it is important to :oasi.er alternative zthods

information from waiting-time distributions is to obtain acurate e"i- trblenc intensity

discussled, sin& LIV.
As discnssed above an additional form of

INTRO U IiON information available from laser velocimaters is the

time-history of particle srrivsls at the optical sample

Since its inception in the 1960's the field of volume. In this paper we present a theiretical anelysis 0.

laser velcinetry (LV) for flow diagnostics has matured at the poteatiel far san waia t i-tine distributions in -

in A rather traditional icy. Wuch of the emphasis today conju=ctiin eith the transit- tingaL LlV.

concerns the application of LV as S enperimentel tool

in the stuady of couplex fluid mechanics rather than lNDUI1Ds.kL VELOC17Y REXIL[ZAT10145 WITE LIV

further development. Indeed the laser Doppler Aatvo~oimetr (DV) S bcomi I ommu be reativlyA schematic of a general LlV system is shown in.

velocineter (WDV) is becoming a conmon but relatively Fig. 1. A single laser beam is conditioned end focused
sophisticated transducer in fluids ensineering practice.

There re?. however, several facets of the basic science into the opcal sample volme. Light scattered by

ot laser velocimetrT which are still active areas of partices passing thraiih the eam is collected by a

scientific inqui r7 and research. For example th photodetectar and the signals processed for velocityinfirmat'ion. 4jial 4iscreiniation of the probe voLmse. -

problem of velocity bias has been discussed for many informain Ay te tcr minotiLo h p e o

years but is still the focus of recent contributiocs to is performed by the detector OptioS.

the literature by Flack (1982). Stevenson at aL (1932), The symmetry inherent in t - Gaussian intensity

and Edwards and Itnscn (1982.) anong others. Consiler- profile across TE34oo laser beam% )ermkts a velocit
banreme.t with the LIV. Signal processing requires -ab le reo l rc h h s eL se be n d rec ted to rec a t e r s : Ne l 1'mea : of th e tr a niat- ime o f p rtic le s cre ssida -"t

towards less conventional LV methodologies vhich 4o oat the laser beam as reflected by the f p idth of siose

utilize the Doppler effect. The laser two-focus particle scatterin sig ls bytch are GlsSi i time.
veLocimeter (L2V) has been studied by numerous pa

investigators including Shodl (1978), Richards and Brovn gore the transit-time is necessarily measured at a

(1984),* and tns and irwamac (1982). The single-beam constant fraction of pulse height rather than with

treusit-timse laser volocimeter (LIV) his been studied by respect to an obsolete threshold level. The intensity

lirleman (1981) and Solve (1982). Birleman (1979) and profile I across A TEN0 0 laser beam is given by

Ie end Sirleman (1984) have leveloped a plrttcl-sicing 2 -2 (z2 + Y2)/.2

eLocimoter (LSV) which mealsres two veloc',ty components I(aoy) 1(0,0) a

a in$ the LiV concept applied to two Adjacent bems. where w is the beam radius At the I/,2 intensity points.

A rather uniqua approach initiated by Erdmanu end Separating the Cartesian variables e obtain:

Gellert (1976) and Erdm4sn (1980) and uses the particle

arrival eate statistics rcther than individual velocity -2 * (00 a a(2
measurements to obtain turbaleace information. Using a 1(1.Y) " 10.0) a a (2)
related technuiqu Ton and Berman (198Z) have made A pirtc le troveIing across the laser beam parallel to

O..
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the I-axis at a conastant y will arperience a Gaussian studied particle event ratse in laser-twro-foces weloci-
incident intensity history wit!, & constant 1/.2 width metors.

indopeadont Of the Valga of Y. lit that case on17 Z Is a In this pa pe r we consider the distribution of

function of tine as given by: waiting-tines between particle events at a single LV
probe volume. The theoretical analysis is directly

Z . wgLt (3) applicable to single bean later light scattering
instruments for particle size and velocity iuatraoeuta

wheve wj, is the particle speed in the a-y plans and we snch as LIV. However the development can also Ne applied
assume x-O at t-0. Subatituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) to LWV systems under some conditions. The schematic in

obtains: Fig. 3 demonstrates our conceptual model where em
optical probe volume with projected cross-sectional

xt (.)*2 y2v 2~ w.L
2 

t
2 /ea

2  
ore:, . a. nd s, is ahown. We &saem that all
partces wihpass into the optical probe volume will

The first exponential in Eq. (4) is Just a constant and be 'ssen'" by the LV sod registered as single particle
the LIV scattering signatures are Gaussian In time, events. ThlisI assumption implies that particle
Thean measuring the relative pulse width or transit-tine coincidence effects ate negligible and that particle
tt between the 1/e

2  points of a particle scattering residence times in the sample wolume are small compared
signal dsternines the speed in a plane normal to the to both the mean time between particle arrivals and to
laser basin axis as given by: characteristic time scales of the flow. Although the

specific isomctry of the probe volume and the orthogonal

V- w/t1 (5) sensitive areas will in general be complex functions of

particle size end in some cases particle trajectory
Rudd (1974) considered an analog differentiation (LDV) we neglect those affects for the present. We

approach fo: measuring the transit-time tt. Hirleman assume that the LV seed particles are randonly
107) and Holve (1982) have used analog Constant- distributed in spae and *ra swept through a stationary

'fraction discriminator nodules to make the necessary probe volume by the fluid velocity. One might envision
pul so width me asursuent. Birlemaa (197g. 1982) a conveyor belt with randomly distributed particles
developed a digital signal processing algorithm which passing through the sample region with a direction and

Kimproves the precision of the masuarement. The scatter- speed dictated by the local. instantaneous fluid

Ing signal Is digitized and the parameters controlling velocity. The cumber of particles n sampled by an LV
teprecision of the pulse width estimation are: during a ieresent time t Is a stochastic variable.

The probability Pt(n) of sampling a particles dtring t
(1) the number of samples a of the waveform is described by the Poissons distribution (Chaodrssekbhar.

between the 1/e0 points. 1943):

(2) the noise-to-signal ratio (NIS) assuming Pt (l ) )p (6)

where p is the particle number density, V is the volume

Aplot of the relative error in estimating the 11e2 of the fluid sampled (i.e. swept through a., y. S')n

width of a Gaussian signal Is shown in Fig. 2. Note during the time t. sod brackets ( ) indicate the
that with 12 samples on a Gaussian wveform the 1/

2  
expected value over time t. For a given fluid velocity

width can be estimated with a relative standartd constant over t the expected volume sampled is equal to
deiain ouhy qulto the noise-to-signal ratio, the product of the sensitive area, the velocity, and the

Alo ioin i Fg.2are data for LIV mesarements on sampling tine interval. Flere the velocity-tine product

drpltsinth pimrystream from a vibrating orifice represents the length of the fluid filament which passed

dropletEu SarcratrYe t &1 (1984). The actual through the probe volume between time zero and time t.

voisotosinalraioatthe photodetector output for For the general case we can writs.
themeaureent ofFig 2was about 5% and the measured

UV prcsonare reasonably well with prediction.
IiscertaanLIV transit-time measurement is <PV> - (p!.!vtt) (7)

les prcis thn tatpossible with a single Doppler
burt ro a LV. With a sufficient number of where the tilde indicates vector quantities, v is the

paricesth manvelocity cen he estimated with velocity, and a represents the orthogonal projected

adeuae ercaityusngLiV but estimates of turbulence areas of the sample voluxae defined positive pointing

inenit ad igermoments are nore difficult for into the sample volume. The absolute value tn Eq. (7)

re3nbcsapeszs T'he broadening represented by is necessary because the proheblity of registeringa

tS e ordinate o f Fig. 2 will appear as artificial particle event does sot in general depend on the sense

turbulence in LlV measurements. For this reason we are of the velocity components. it is convenient to think

*nvtgaig the use of particle arrival time of tak.-ng the absolute value of each velocity coapotent

statistics to facilitate LIV sesscrerents of tartnlesce separately in Eq. (7).
w ntecsity. Consider starting a t~zer at some random, arbitrary

tine when there is not tecessarily a particle event.

* PARTICLE ARRIVAL STATISTICS IN LASER VELOCI'(EThY T probability F(->t) of waiting longer than a timet
for the next particle is iust the prchahility that there

Statistical properties of particle arrival times in were zero -articles durings t:

indiv~dual :eali-stion laser velocieters have received
rlatively little attention from LV researchers over tie F'-tt) *~ ~t g
-,ears. In :XV work the particle arrival process has
generally been considered a nuisance as the discrete Similarly, the ;rzt0-i:ity of egsrsgzero part~cle
saepling of vel-,city only during the presents of a esnsbfr *Atsgvnby

particle is the source of velocity hiss. Recently some atsbfrt-At-1veby

v~rkrr have considered the arrival process on its own F~ ~ At At))9
Mvents with the intent of identifying and hopefully (9)- d e

extracting useful information. Erdmsun snd coworkers
I '975 .:ttO. OW1 have done extensive work on particle where here the e.pectation is over the tine t *At. Cow

arrivals tosiug statistCcal anslysia of tie number of the prcbalcility of a rarticle esent between t and t *At

~atceevents in a series of fctesampling tines, is the difference between Eqs. (7) and (t6 . 71-t

Tan and Per-nan f19i2) dev-e:cted a ;robability- probability -'eisity distribution P~t) of weitine t~me

after-effect zetbod it which hen er of tarticla for the next eet is thet. chzained in th~e !crit:

noosts from two dis;axced LOV ;r ohe volaxwes were
Pllvloed. Tietse zethons eterT.De t-_,1rce in.telty P(t' .a Fit - .10 St

aid cxthe :a&ttr tech.:;,e tc th Lmgaqrng: anF-i £lr: so At 0 A
; :So scales w-re r-as~rod. 7ie aid Rcrmmran 1*;i)
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Sabstlcktil EV. () sal () we obts'a: where W)(' ea1 2 e6 rfpla-d vih I.

-d g (jqa vI0> Lint~ to. t I< To
(t)- (p. t) - (11) ... .

The tntrodozti a Of the velocity antocorrelation

Phenoceololiclly Eq. (11) can be coasidaie,d in two Lot into the integrals thr-2gh Eq. (12) mnltiplies

pacts. The exponential term indicates the probability of the complexity of the mathomatizs several fold. A

no partlzes arriving between 0 and t and the limitin case of interest is that of .sitim, times small

diffarsmtial coefficient represents the robability of a compared to the flow pecsiste a timy To. Under those

particle arriving dmring the next dt. oh fact that the coalitions the correlatian fnc:io R is 1.0. i.e.

two probabilities are multiplied reflects the logical doring a relatively short wait .i-tine the veloci ty

N .D ntor. of waitiag a time t for the natt eveot; i.e. *ffecctivly does oct change and Eq. (16) simplifies to

there scat be no particle events between 0 and t and (vt\V(O)) v(O)t. Eq. (11) then becoues:

then an event in the met dt.

Equation (11) Is valid for deacribing the waiting P(t'v) -pill P
-'
Z

l
t (191--

time for on particle event following a atart time where . -

the aepectntion can be evaluted. In tmrbalent flow te where siain the notation v(O) for initial veloclty has

expectstion term will depend on the velocity at time been dropped.

zero v(0) and the probability tn Eq. (11) will therefore Consiler mno the rather typical cylindrical optical

be conditional on v(0). The erpectation in Eq. (11) is probe voLme of Fij. 3 where a
z 

(( ai and s a s. If

a complex function of the velocity diatribution the mesa flow is oriented in the *z direction theq Eq.

function. correlation functions. and particle density- (19) becoems:
velocity correlations. Te previoisly assesed that the

particles are randomly diatribsted in spes i.e. that P(t\v) - ('5sxIV " y * psp'Iv!))

there is no correlation between particle density and (20)

velocity. Ferther we seaime that the geometric

cheracteristics of the optical probe volzme are also Since the v, terms drop out then Eq. (18) becomes:

independent of velocity (constant a) which is a very Jmf.

good assumption for single beam laser light sce tering P(t) P(t\W) f( z ) f(Vy) dv dv7  (21)
instruments bet less so for interferometric (LDV)

*eystese. Gnder thoae aalptiona we wite:
where P(t\v) can be obtained from Eq. (20). Assuming

<p.-Ivlt> - ps.<Ivllt> + psy(lvIt> + pat<lvlt> (12) Gansian. isotropic turbulence:

For laminar flow in the + z direction the valnes in c (Va" v,)' (22) A
the expectation terms are constant and: f(y

5
) e 0 -

Pp1Ivlt) , PsVzot (13) and:

where van is the sean flow velocity. Defining a 1 ,oy' 
5 

I2.
particle event rate perimeter X. which for this special

case of laminar flow we subacript ).: where s is the tarbhece intensity. Eq. (21) cam then

be integrated to obtain:

0 ps5v1' 
(14)

For lainar flow Eq. (11) then simptifiea to: Pe 2) " tee2 1 L
P(t) -" 1= t [ a1rfc ( Lt

Pet) - 'o e-;0° 115)

Now for tar'lent flow with the is%'=ption of constia: p X.t- ( ) ' 2

and a the result is %ot so simpe as we ast ater-:ne 0 2,1 erfc () + 0

the expectations in Eq. (12). For isatropic tarcileaoe -2 a

we can express the expectation of the velocity at ao.

time t conditional on the velocity !(I): 1rfc 1,t') orf¢ X ( , ) (-2kot) 1 4

A 2 2 4
-Zot * (v(0) - _vo ) j 1{(t)dr (16)+O) R1) where efr indics !e s the error fcnct , ) e and the

complenent erfcic) - I - erfi) . The absolto valo.e , in

where I is the velocity antocorrelation f=ct i o. -1 11 Eq. (20) were taken into sccct 'y reai,,4 Eq. (21)

the nean velocity vector, ad the bzksslash ;harster Into two inte4rsli for posttive Al Le I iveve':ttes.

is used to denote a coaditias pro!aiihit?. Te The only approecostioa tO arriving at Eq. (Z41 is the:

constraints on the correlation fanztion iactc i. 2-. as erf(().ot, o . 1 - I which fir 0.4 ctrdo'es a

t- 0 and I -0 3s t -. Ags 12 the oa)1 it5Ols va !ie s ma i.. f 0.4% error.

eqiired in Eq. (12) compli:ate the 2se of Eq. (16). The lmitinj ehavir of this eaprusatto is g:sa

An expressi.n for the satjcorrelstin foctis .R by:

is needed ad we adopt one of typical form:
t- P(t) u )'o I) k i.' ('-1

2(t) - a
-
t/Tc (171-

and:

where T, is a flow correlation or perlistence tine.

At this point we can sbs:itate Eq. (13) and its lm Pit) -3 (.6)
doriv ative into Eq. (II) to obtain the watting time

probability denaity P(t,(O)) conditional on YO. To ReallIt that these Els. (.4-:6) are valid for w ting

obtain Pit) for an ensembie of mea:sreveacs in terholent times small onpared to the flow correlat-o time t ,, .- .1

flow we mast integrate over the prohs~tlity distribhtin Tc) with . end I coastat. Noce that -,. -'4) deviatses

of velocities et time zero. For randon starts of the frie the Posssei dlst-t.ut-on 'alId f)r 1lM32: flow as

timer thi s ia just the &a tisl I velocity distri soit Eiosi i I 1 15) in 1 oth ".e ZoeIflc ent e Z3 the

f nc ton (Cv). We can write: esaor:...

P(t P(t v) ( i v 1V) ,"

..... ...... . ... .. - .
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DISCUSSION AC tUU1 LOGEIMNTS

To gain some insight into the structure of the This work was supported in part by the Office of
final expression for the protabslty density Naval Research nder Contract N0O014-,59-C-0363. Dr. Dick
distribution of the waiting-time consider Pig. 4 where Miller program manager, end by the National Science
P(t) for la!isar flow from Eq. (13) and the fell Foundation through Grant CPE-8022433.
expression Eq. (24) for C - 0.4 have been plotted. The
same curves are also shown o a log scale in Fig. 3 I.EFEMCES
where a third curve described by the approximation P(t)
- X'e

- )
't with )6' as defined in Eq. (25) plotted as rhandrsekher. S. 1943. 'Stochastic Problems in

well. Deviation of Eq. (24) for turbulent flow from Physics and Astronomy.'' Rev. Modern Phys., 13. 1.
the Poisson form is rather mall which is significant

since 10 is in general unknovn. There is hc'ver I Edwards. RV.. and Jensen. A.S., 1983, ''Particle
significant change in P(t) with turbulence intensity Sampling Statistics in Laser Anemometers: Simple and
indicated by an increase In the mean particle arrival Bold and Saturable Systems.' J. Fluid Mech.. 133.
rate. Holding the mean velocity ccnstant and increasing 397-411.

the turbaleuce intensity increases the particle avent

rate. Particle events are not conserved because the Erdann. 1.C., and Gellert. R.I.. 1976, 'Particle
diffusive effect of turbulence Increases the nmber of Arival Statistics in Laser Ameanmetry of Tu.rbnlent
particles crossing a In both directions while Flow,'' Appl. Pys. Latt., 29, 408.
maintaining the not particle flux constant. This is
shown in Fig. 6 where the long-tie-aversged snpoctstion Erdm nn. J. C., 190, " Statistics of Landom Flow

of the particle event rate (X for tzrbulent flow was Ansyzed by Optical Techniqes.' Optics Acts. 27. 31.
found by intogratirg Eq. (24) from zero to infinity.Note that (10) is the inverse of the mean waiting-time. Erdmann. 3.C. and Tropes, C.' 1931, '1Tarbulence-induced

Recall that Figs. 4-6 apply to the case where Statistical Bias in Laser Anemometry'', Seventh Biennial

t(<Tc. For finite To ther is no simple closed form SynpoaiO on Turbulence. Univ. of Missouri. Rolla,
ex-prssion for P(t). In Fig. 7 the effect of Tc Is September :1-23. 1911.
indicated for one example with thes flow correlation time
Te equal to the mean weiting-tima. The data of Fig. 7 Flack, .D., 1982. *Influence of Torbulence Scale and

ere obtained by numerically integrating Eq. (18) Structuxe on irdividual Resalization Laser Velocimeter
sczontinu for Bit) in Eqs. (16) and (11). Biases.'' J. Phys. E, Sci. Inst., 13. 1038-1044.

Given the -overall objective of deter=ining
turbrlence intensity from measzrod P(t) it is necessary Birlenan, E. D., 1978, ''Laser Techcique for

to fozxulate a strategy for extracting t from Simultaneous Particle Size and Velocity Measoureaeits.''
en'er~zettal data in the form of Fig. 5 as described by Optics Letters, 3, 19-21.

Eq. (24) for t(CT,• Dnfortumetely )Xo liven in Eq. (14)
is an unknown in Eq. (24) in addition to the unknown Hirlezan, E.D., 1982, ''Not-Doppler Laser Velocimetry:
turbulence intensity 4. We envision three possible Single Beam Transit-time LV.'' AIAA Jocrnal. 20. 96.
approaches to obtain 4 from mensred P(t). First the presented as Paper A.IAA-80-0350. 18th AIAA Aerrspace
deviation of P(t) from the Poisson form .exp(-).t) could Sciences Meeting, Pasadena. CA.
be determined. This general technique which does not

require knowledge of Xo bas been successfully Solve. D... 1982. 'Transit-timing Velocimetry for
demonstrated using another signal ;rocessing method Two-phase Reacting Flows.' Comb. Flame.•. 48, 10.€-108.

which conts particle events in finite time intervals by

Erdmantn (1980) and Tan and Berman (1982). However the Richards, P.R. and Brown. R•G.1.. 1982. ''"Measurements
deviation of Eq. (24) from Poisson is small and in Shear Layers in Transonic Flows with a Laser Transit
erperimental errors will be critical. We bave made some Anemometer.'' J. Phys. D. Appl. Phya.. 15. 1891-1905.

numerical experiments by generating synthetic P(t) data
using assumed values of X, and 4 accounting for typical Rudd. M. 1.. 1974, in Proceedings of the Second
sources of experimental errors and uncertainties. A International Workshop on Laser Velocinetry. Eng. Ezp.

least squares technique was used to datermine best fit Station Bull. No. 144, Purdue Univ., Vol. II. 300.
values of In and C. The parameters in the simulation
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NONINTRUSIVE LASER-BASED PARTICLE DIAGNOSTICS
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Abstract tive of a significant amount of research and

development. Successful applications of this
The evolution of nonintrusive optical technology are being reported with increasing

techniques for particle size analysis has provided frequency.
an array ot powerful diagnostics. The tecnniqmes Optical techniques for particle measurements
either probe the light scattering/attenuation can be divided into three broad areas. First,
properties of the aerosol particles or form photographic and holographic methods analyze
photographic or holographic images. This paper simultaneously recorded images of a number of
discusses the theoretical basis for in-sit individual particles to build a discrete particle
particle sizing techniques and reviews some size histogram. Secondly, ensemble or
practical applications as well. Further. a number multiparticle analyzing methods utilize the light
of subtle considerations which affect the scattering or extinction integrated over the
reliability and interpretation of data from optical contributions from a large number ot particles to
particle sizing instruments are discussed, determine parameters of the particle size

distribution. Finally, single particle counters
Nomenclature (SPC) size and count individual particles

traversing a rclatively small optical sample
volume, and a sequence of particles are sampled in

Csc partial light scattering cross section (Wn) order to build up a discrete size distribution.
d particle diameter (m) The three approaches are complementary in the sense
D32  volume-to-surface area mean diameter (a) that they are optimized for different types of
F differential light scattering cross section applications.
il,i2  scattering intensity functions Single particle counters are the optimum
I intensity or time averaged radiant energy choice for analyzing particles roughly 0.Spm and

per unit area normal to the propagation above in applications demanding high specificity
direction (W/m") and the potential for simultaneous velocity

Isc scattered intensity (W/m) measurements. The existing commercial technology
line intensity incident upon a particle (W/ml) of imaging techniques is generally limited to
11 spherical Bessel function ot first kind and particles larger than a few micrometers with time

first order response longer than a few seconds. Imaging
k proportionality constant in Eq. (7) techniques can provide information on particle
n complex refractive index shape and other characteristics not retrievable
n(u) ,article number distribution function with light scattering methods. Ensemble methods
N exponent parameter for Rosin-Rammler generally require less sophisticated optical

particle size distribution systems for implementation but inherently provide
Psc scattered optical power (W) less information as the optical characteristics of
r distance from origin to observation point in the individual particles are superimposed and can

particle centered light scattering never be totally recovered.
coordinate system (M) This paper first presents a brief discussion

S light scattering signal amplitude of the fundamental principles of light scattering
X mean diameter in Rosin-Rammler particle size which underlie laser-based particle sizing

distribution technology. Then details of some ot the techniques

u particle size parameter nd/k for nonintrusive particle diagnostics are reviewed.
6 fringe spacing (m) For the purposes of this paper an instrument is
X wavelength (m) considered to be nonintrusive if no sampling probes
e scattering angle measured from the incident are involved and the working space between optical

beam propagation vector elements and the optical measurement volume is on
azimuthal scattering angle the order of 10 cm or greater.

II. Light Scatterina by Particles
I. Introduction

An infinite, planar electromagnetic wave can
There are many instances when conventional propagate through a homogeneous. nonabsorbing

batch sampling methods for particle size analysis medium undisturbed. This propagation is rigorously
are either impractical or impossible to implement, described by Mszwell's equations [1]. However it
Further, it is often the case that the intrusive is also useful to consider Huygens' principle [2]

* nature of sampling methods introduce unacceptable which states that each point on a wavefront
levels of interference into the aerosol flow of (surface of constant phase in the electromagnetic
interest. For these reasons the development of wave field) serves as the source of spherical
nonintrusive optical diagnostics for particle size secondary wavelets such that the wavefront at some
and concentration measurements has been the objec- later time is determined by the envelope ot these

*Associate Professor, Mechanical and wavelets. The secondary wavelets propagate with
the same frequency and speed as the primary wave

Member AIAA would at eacn point in spsue. That an infinite

Coptij ,t Amerwan In,,,,ufq i %emnvul-c and
*Avroaic,. Inc.. 1943, %I ghftosresv,ed.



planar wavefront in a homogeneous medium propagates position, and therefore these electrons emit
as a plane wave is readily visualized with Huygens' secondary wavelets which are out of phase. The
construction (2]. formulation for this intermediate case, known as

If we consider the homogeneous medium to be a Lorenz-Mie theory, is the general solution for all
gas, then the secondary wavelets derive from particle sizes. Exhaustive treatises of light
electrons in the molecules comprising the gas which scattering are given by van do Hulst [3] and lerker
are harmonically accelerated by the time-varying [4]. Computer codes for calculating the scattering
E-field in the electromagnetic wave. This occurs characteristics of spherical particles of arbitrary
because eacn accelerating electron, by virtue or size are readily available.
Ampere's and Faraday's Laws [2], produces its own Consider the scattering geometry in Fig. 1
secondary electromagnetic wave (i. e. a scattered with the particle situated at the origin
wavelet) which propagates spherically outward. The illuminated by electromagnetic radiation
superposition of these scattered wavelets with the propagating in the +z direction with incident
unscattered incident wave define the entire intensity Iinc .  The scattered intensity Isc at a
electromagnetic field. From a quantum point or distance r from the origin is given by:
view, the gas molecule absorbs a photon which
causes an electron to be excited up into a virtual
(unstable or disallowed) state for a very snort (< I.
psec) time. In elastic scattering events of sC 54n -r- il (un-G)sin

1
2 + i2 (une)cos20] (1)

interest here the electron then drops back to its
original state emitting a second photon of the same where il and i2 are dimensionless intensity
frequency as the incident photon. This emission or functions for scattered light polarized
scattering process is random in the sense that the perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane
photon can propagate with equal probability in any respectively. The functions i1 and i2 are composed
direction (at least in the plane normal to the of spherical Hessel and associated Legendre
polarization vector of the incident E-field). The functions and their first derivatives, and are
memory of the molecule retains only the phase and integral parts of Lorenz-Mie theory (3.4]. It is
polarization of the incident photon and not the cnent to norl-ize theory the ident
direction of incidence. convenient to normalize Eq. (1) by the incidentIt is also possible for the energy coupled intensity and other constants and define the

It i alo pssibe fr te enrgycouled differential scattering cross section F:

into the electron from the incident photon to be

dissipated by collisions of the excited electron F B il(Qn.)sin'0 + i2(Q.0)Cos20 (2)
with other nuclei or electrons. In that situation
the photon energy would have been absorbed and Some computations or F are shown in Figs. 2. 3 and
converted into thermal (internal kinetic) energy. 4. Figure 2 indicates the angular dependence or
Both the scattering and absorption processes are the scattered light for particle diameters of 0.1,
included in rigorous light scattering theory. 0.5. and 1.0m, and Fig. 3 for 5.0 and lO.0m

Individual Spherical Particles particles as well. Note the lobe structure which

becomes a dominant factor as particle size

The parameters controlling the scattering of increases. Figure 4 indicates the dependence of F

planar electromagnetic radiation by spherical on particle size. In the Rayleigh regime F

particles are the size parameter n, the complex increases as diameter to the sixth power, and then

refractive index n of the particle relative to the gradually changes to a diameter-squared dependence

surroundings, and the polarization state of the in the geometric optics regime. The oscillations
present for e = 45 and 90 degrees in Fig. 4 are

incident radiation. The three scattering regimes typical for off-aiis scattering of nonabsorbing (no
of importance can be delineated as Rayleigh imaginary component of the refractive index)
scattering for a<(l, geometric optics for u)>l. and particles. Forward scattering (small e) properties
Lorenz-Mie scattering for u-l. For visible generally display much less structure as is also
radiation Rayleigh scattering approximations are gen is much lsvalid for particle diameters evident in Fig. 4.

The radiant power Psc scattered into a
d(0.O5Iim. and geometric optics approximations for detector with a finite collection aperture is
roughly d>Sum. In the Rayleigh regime all of the obtained by integrating the scattered intensity
electrons (or charge dipoles) in a particle are obeaine sl ngl e s cathere teor y
subjected to the same E-field by virtue of their over the solid angle subtended by the detector:
close proximity (relative to the wavelength] and ~ , i
therefore oscillate in phase. The properties or Psc = F(u.,n.O,0) sine de d (3)
the scattered radiation are then given in a very
simple form applicable to the harmonic oscillation
of a charge dipole. In the geometric optics limit, The partial scattering cross section fored

the wavelength is much smaller than the particle particular detector is defined as the scattere

* dimensions and the incident radiation can be power divided by the incident intensity*

considered to be a 'undle of rays. The scattered s
* field at any point separated from the particle can Csc = - IF(a.n.0.0) sine de do (4)

be calculated by superimposing refracted and ii
reflected rays with the diffracted field. Individual Nonspherical Particles

In contrast with the Rayliegh scattering and
geometric optics regimes, no approximations are
possible for particle sizes on the order or the It is not possible at present to calculate the
wavelength and the complete set of Maxwell's scattering and absorption characteristics of
equations must be solved for the particle and the particles of arbitrary shape and refractive index.
surroundings. The theoretical difficulties here There has. however, been some progress on theoret-
arise from the fact that the E-fields experienced ical models and calculations for certain
by the various electrons or charge dipoles nonspherical shapes such as ellipsoids (4],

" distributed throughout the particle depend on spheroids (6,71, clusters of spheres (8], and
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increases as well. This phenomenon termed
X multiple scattering, will clearly alter the

Scattering Plane characteristics of the scattered light whichPla I 'SC finally reaches the detector of a diagnostic

instrument. The presence of multiple scattering
complicates significantly the interpretation of
light scattering measurements. The onset of

multiple scattering can be ascertained from the
level of attenuation o the incident beam. It has
been suggested that less than 90% transmission

Z indicates multiple scattering [4], although
probabilistic considerations of an optical mean

free path would suggest that multiple scattering

Ybecomes important at transmission levels less than

about 60.

III. Ensemble (multiparticle) Sizins Techniques

Fig. 1 Light scattering coordinate system. The

functions i1  and i2 are for scattered Optical techniques which analyze the light
light polarized perpendicular and parallel scattering and extinction properties of an ensemble
to the scattering plane respectively. of particles are quite useful in several

situations. First, for measorements o particles
cylinders [9]. The calculations are often valid smaller than about 0.lm, ensemble methods are the
for only limited values of refractive index, only viable options since SPC and imaging

Some experimental work on the scattering techniques generally cannot distinguish smaller
characteristics of nonspherical particles has been particles. The lower size limit of a typical SFC
performed. The use of microwave radiation with is determined either by signal-to-noise considera-
wavelengths on the order of 1 cm permits the study tions. since scattering cross sections decrease as
of scattering by arbitrary shapes [10,11]. Forward d

6 
in the Rayleigh regime but the noise level is

scattering by agglomerates of spherical particles fixed by detector shot noise, or by the large
has also been observed experimentally [12]. particle number densities encountered at small

The results of these studies indicate that the particle sizes which make it impossible to maintain
near-forward scattering characteristics of the presence of only one particle in the optical
nonspherical particles are predicted reasonably sample volume. Imaging techniques are useless for
well by calculations for spherical particles of particles smaller than several wavelengths, and
equal cross-sectional area. The off-axis since visible or in some cases near ultraviolet
scattering characteristics however are strongly radiation is generally used imaging methods are
dependent on the detailed particle shape. Concern- Limited to particles several M and above.
ing extinction, (scattering plus absorbtion), Ensemble measurements inherently contain less
spheres of equal volume and surface area can be information than SPC and imaging data a the
used to approximate these optical properties of scattering or extinction is accumulated over all
nonspherical particles [13]. particle sizes in the aerosol. In some situations

it is possible to mathmatically invert the set or
Scattering by an Ensemble of Particles ensemble measurements and reconstruct or estimate

the size distribution. The resolution possible for~When electromagnetic radiation is incident on

an ensemble of particles the results can sometimes
be calculated by merely summing the contributions 0
from individual particles. However the spacing and :,!,,
the positions of the particles in addition to theD
physical extent of the aerosol can be important. lO b o. iD( .rowe)
For example, it the particles are spaced less than ' 1

about 3 diameters apart they scatter as a single 10,
entity. Further, if the particles are situated in
a regular pattern, say in a lattice, the phases of

the scattered waves emanating from each particle 0 op
. must be considered. In that case the

* ensemble-scattered intensity at some point away '"
- from the aerosol must be found by first summing the -.0

- electrical field (considering phase) contribution

from each particle and then squaring the sum to '61 _71
determine scattered intensity. Conversely, if

there are many particles randomly positioned

*relative to each other then the phases are random 10
as well and the scattering can be found by directly 7 " '4..

1 0-
summing the intensity contributions from each 0  ,
particle. In the latter case we have incoherent o 30 60 90 120 o50 180
scatter, and in the former coherent scatter. SCATTERING ANGLE (degree)

Multiole Scattering
Fig. 2 Lorenz-Kie theory calculations of

As the physical dimensions of an aerosol cloud differential scattering cross-section F as

increase the probability that a scattered photon or a function of scattering angle e for
ray will encounter another particle and be various particle diameters after Hands
scattered again before leaving the aerosol et al. [5].
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Idsr considered measurements on coal ash particles wnich
are weakly absorbing and found a compressed but

10- useful sizing range o roughly Xs/l0(D 32 <1.313 for
X t033n. X. = 0.325 m and Xs = 3.39 pin. Lester and Wittig

[16] and Bro [171 utilized a similar method in

1O
4

p T - shock tube studies ot soot formation. Powell et

with scattering measurements to study smoke
O " .- particle sizes. Although in the works referenced

bove only mean diameters are determined, there

1.01 spectral transmission measurements to determine the
size distribution as well [19]. For optimum

ot~ /sensitivity the wavelengths used must roughly
u-bracket the particle sizes of interest, so thes

techniques are in general useful for intermediate

too partIl sizes near practical wavelengths. t

tar I Multianale Scatterina Measurements

It is clear from Figs. 2, 3 and 4 that the
Its __- angular scattering characteristics of an ensemble

6 /of particles will contain information on the
L0

s  
particle size distribution. For small particles.

S10 1say several ium and below, it is necessary to

measure scattering characteristics over a large

e , range of scattering anles. This can be
0 30 60 90 120 150 ISO accomplished for e from 2 to 178" using a polar

SCATTERING ANGLE ( degree nephlometer as discussed by Hanson and Evans [201.
Hanson then used this technique [211 to estimate
size distributions and refractive indices of an

Fig. 3 Lorenz-Mie theory calculations of atmospheric aerosol. In some situations it is
differential scattering cross-section F as impractical to traverse a detector around the
a function of scattering angle e for aerosol to measure angular scattering
various particle diameters after Hands characteristics, and a few detectors at selected
et al. [S]. scattering angles are used.

Multiangle scattering techniques are utilizedthe reconstructed size distribution is determined in some situations where SPC and imaging methods
by the number of optical property measurements are not applicable. Measurements in solid
(e.g. the number of scattering angles), but propellant rocket exhausts wher the particle
practical considerations often limit here. It is velocities are very high and the run times very
often advantageous to estimate average parameters short have been made by Weaver [22] using
of the aerosol such as a mean diameter rather than multiangle scattering and extinction. Measurements ..-
perform the complete inversion. Similarly the form of soot particle sizes in flames require ensemble
of the size distribution can be assumed and the methods because of the small sizes (<lOOm).
measurements used to estimate the best fit Recent studies on soot by Santoro and Semerjian
parameters for the assumed size distribution. [23] and Chang and Penner [24] have been completed

Several ensemble-averaged optical properties although the presence of nonspherical agglomerates
of aerosols can be used in size analysis. These complicate interpretation of the data. The authors
include spectral extinction, the angular dependence [22.23,24] used an optical system similar to that
of scattered light, and finally for very small
particles the spectral properties of the scattered
light as Doppler-shifted by the Brownian motions ol os
the particles. The following paragraphs discuss in -
further detail these ensemble methods. -

Exti ctio Me hod . . ....3
Exicin ehd -,---- i-. --

The amount of light removed from a beam
passing through an aerosol directly indicates the-. -
extinction cross sections of the particles along -o

the beam path. If the refractive index and the ','

volume concentration of the particles are known, o . "-
then the voime-to-srface area mean diameter D3 2 -

(or Seater Mean Diameter, SlID) can be determined
from a single transmission measurement [141.
Further, the authors [141 studied the ratio of the
transmittance at two probe wavelengths and found
that it exhibited monotonic behavior when plotted P ,o k
as a function of D3 2 for nonabsorbing particles in PAPICLE DIAMETE (
the range X.J/3(D 3 2 "s. Ariessohn at si. [15] also
studied this two-wavelength approach and found that Fig. 4 Lorenz-Mie theory calculations of
the specific form of the particle size differential scattering cross-section F as
distribution, if it was not very narrow, had little a function of particle diameter for
influence on the measurement. The authors [151 various 9. after Handa et al. [5].
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particles of that size in the sample volume. The

LASER diffraction signature of a polydisperse spray is
ASER given by;: 0

I(6) - Iigc a~2. 4 j6, JI(O n(a) do (6)

LENS 0
REAS where n(a)da is the number of particles in the

EXFANERPAYI1AL
laser beam with sizes between a and • do and
truncation of light diffracted at large angles by

the receiving lens has been neglected (26]. A
Eo

O*T*O primary effect of broadened size distributions is

elimination of the contrast in the diffraction
pattern as shown in the diffraction signatures
calculated for several Rosin-Rmmler particle size
distributions in Fig. 7. The two parameters in a

Fig. 5 Generalized Schematic of a Laser-based Rosin-Rammler distribution are the mean diameter x
Single Particle Counter and the exponent N. The width or the distribution

in Fig. 5 but with some detectors oriented in the increases with decreasing N, and as N approaches

backscatter direction because of the small particle infinity the distribution becomes monodisperse.

sizes. Measurement of the polarization state of The basic task in laser diffraction particle

the scattered radiation is also useful in particle sizing is to detect and analyze the diffraction

size analysis by ensemble multiangle scattering, signature 1(0). and then mathematically invert Eq.

One problem for all multiwavelength or (6) to determine parameters of the particle size

multiangle diagnostics for particle sizes of distribution. Chin et al. in 1955 (27] proposed

several micrometers and below is that the several detection techniques, one of which was to

scattering characteristics can be strongly traverse a pinhole/photodetector assembly across

influenced by the refractive index which is in the diffraction pattern. Due to the mechanical

general not known. By increasing the number of traverse this detection approach requires a

measurements and assming that the size significant amount of time to cover the entire

distribution is monodisperse or o some particular diffraction pattern. Further. the large dynamic

form it is possible in theory to determine the range of the diffraction signature given by Eqs. 5

refractive indez along with the size distribution and 6 is another difficulty for such systems.

(21,23,25]. The advantages of real time analysis or the

As particle size increases it can be seen from entire diffraction signature as opposed to

Fig. 3 that the energy is scattered predominantly traversing a detector across either the diffraction

into the near-forward directions. Further, for pattern itself or a photographic image thereof are

particles greater than several plm the dominant obvious. Developments in monolithic solid state

contributor to the forward lobe is diffractive multi-element detector arrays in the 1970's

scatter as opposed to refraction or reflection, improved the situation by allowing the entire

Analysis of the forward diffraction lobe has become diffraction signature to be analyzed" instantaneously. A monolithic detector designed "-
a common diagnostic for particles and droplets instae s.ae mlihceetior d in
larger than several micrometers in diameter, for forward scatterin measurementscis snown in

The generalized schematic of a laser Fig. 8. Note the increasing thickness ot the
diffraction particle sizing apparatus is shown in annular detector elements wich, when coupled with

Fig. 6. The beam from a laser, typically a several increasing length (circumference), result in a

mW He-Ne model, is spatially filtered, expanded2  significant increase in detector area as radius

and collimated to several S diameter at the l/e- increases. This effect compresses the dynamic

intensity points. This collimated probe beam is range of the scattering measurements. A detector

directed through the aerosol of interest and the similar to that in Fig. 8 designed by Recognition

, transmitted (uscattered) portion is focused Systems. Inc. [28] for parts recognition

on-azis to a spot at the back focal plane of the applications is utilized by Malvern Instruments

receiving lens. Light scattered by particles in Ltd. [291 in a commercial laser diffraction

the probe beam which passes through the aperture of
the receiving lens is directed to off-axis points
on the observation or detection plane. A Laser

* monodisperse ensemble of spherical particles large
* compared to the wavelength would produce the

characteristic Airy diffraction pattern shown in Seam Exoander/

Fig. 6 as described by Framahofer diffraction Satial FiIter '-

theory:

a').' 21 (nLO)(-
1
inc )

Paricle Irie l

where J1 is the first order Bessel function of
first kind. The obliquity correction (I + cos

5
O)/2

has been neglected in Eq. (5) and the small angle Receiving Lens
" approximation of sinOO)e has been made.

In practical systems a distribution of part- ." _
Sicle sizes or a polydispersion is generally -

encountered. The composite scattered intensity OetectiontPiano

profile is a linear combination of the
" characteristic profile of each droplet size with a Fig. 6 Schematic of Laser Diffraction Particle

weighting coefficient equal to the number of Sizing Instrument



the refractive judex is diffusion broadening
Sspectroscopy. Light scattered by molecules or
particles is Doppler shifted due to Brownian
motion. The magnitude of the frequency shift
depends on the velocity of the particle and the
angla at which the scattered radiation is

-\\ collected. Light scattered from a large number ot
- 'particles undergoing Brownian motion in a medium

5 -, with a mass mean velocity of zero contains a
distribution of frequencies centered around the

* incident laser frequency. If the light scattered
by these particles is collected and mixed on a

S x250um single detector (homodyne detection) then the

C \ 6 xOum N&2.5 frequency differences between waves scattered fromiNa'O the various particles will be present in the
- 4 \\ "detector output with a resulting spectrum centered

S-2 taround zero frequency. The theoretical analysis
2. for predicting the power spectrum and

autocorrelation function of the homodyne scattered

xWl0Oum \\light signal for particles suspended in a stagnant
NQ. or laminar flow is well known (361. The

. "predictions depend on the scattering angle, the
s' •particle diameter, and the diffusion coefficient

* 1• which in turn depends on temperature and viscosity.
-2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .By measuring the half-width of the power spectra

(37] after Penner t al. or the correlation time

.0 '.0 0 2 0 .03 0 .04 [381 from photon correlation after King at aI. the
diffusion coefficient of the particles can be

T E 7 determined. Introduction of some assumptions
concerning the diffusion coeffiecient then allows

the particle size of a monodisperse aerosol to be
determined.

Fig. 7 Forward scattering signatures calculated The optical system required for diffusion
using Fraunhofer diffraction theory for broadening speotroscopy is rather simple as shown
Rosin-Rammler particle size distributions, in Fig. S. The laser focus diameter is selected to

- 0.
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pu. minimize broadening effects due to finite particle
residence time [38). The output from the detectorparticle sizing instrument based on the work of would then go to a spectrum analyzer or a digital

Swithenbank et al. (30]. photon correlator.
A number of data processing methods have been Diffusion broadening spectroscopy has been

used to extract particle size information from used successfully in flames [36,37,38] and other
measured diffraction patterns, chin et al. (27] particle systems. It is only useful for particle
utilized the integral transform derivation of diameters less than about 100l m because the
Titschmarsh [31] to analytically invert Eq. (6) to frequency shifts become very small as the Brownian
obtain n(a). Dobbins et &1. [321 somewhat diffuaion velocities decrease for larger particles.
paradoxically observed that the diffraction Further, this technique is only independent of
signatures were relatively independent of the form refractive index for monodisperse aerosols, and
of the droplet size distribution and depended successful application in polydisperse systems
primarily on D32. The authors [32] utilized a seems unlikely.
single parameter of the diffraction pattern, the
angle at which the scattered light is down to 10% IV, Laser/Optical Single Particle Counters (SPC)
of the on axis value, to determine D32. Others
[33,341 have since modified slightly this approach A generalized schematic of an optical SPC is
and it is still in uase today, presented in Fig. S. The output beam from a laser

Swithenbank et al. [30] analyzed the diffrac- or other source of radiation is directed (and
tion pattern with the annular ring detector
discussed above and subsequently did a numerical
inversion (as opposed to integral transform) of a
discretized form of Eq. (6) to obtain the volume
distribution in 7 discrete size bins. The
inversion problem is ill-conditioned and as second
approach the authors [301 assumed that the size
distribution was of Rosin-Rammlor form with two
independent parameters. Recent data processing
developments do not require an assumption of the
form of the size distribution [29,351.

Diffusion Broadening Soectroscoov

One problem with spectral extinction and
multiangle scattering measurements of small
particles is the dependence on refractive index
which is generally unknown and might even vary Fig. 8 Reproduction of the photosensitive
between particles. One diagnostic which for elements of a monolithic P on N photodiode
certain applications does not require knowledge of array detector after Birleman (261.
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3 ____________________________ coherent uniphase wave calculated using a
103 1~I' ' I . Lorenz-Mie theory computer code 13] is given in

Fit. 9. The calculations are for an off-axis
f/1.96 collection lens centered at e - 1O* from the

10 2 incident radiation propagation dixection (forward- -

scattering). The oscillatory nature of the plot is
a result of resonance interactions in the
scattering process and results in abiguities in

101 particle size determination from SPC scattering
measurements. Another problem inherent in using
the laser as a SPC radiation source is the

~ O~nonuniform intensity profile across the beam100 (12.39]. Unfortunately, another ambiguity in
signal levels arises for injjit SPC since the

ii particles are free to traverse the sample volume at50- 1a an Isy position. Thus, particles will experience
different peak incident intensities Iinc depending

DIAME ER M)on the trajectory and eveu a monodisperse (uniformDIAM TER /.LMsize) aerosol will generate a broad distribution of
signal amplitudes S.

Fig. 9 Partial light scattering cross sections A number of methods have been devised to
for spherical particles with refractive eliminate the unknown incident intensity effect in
index u-1.47 for f/1.96 receiving optics cross section measuring techniques. The basic
oriented for 10 degrees off axis approaches include: (1) analysis of only those
collection in the plane normal to the particles whica pass through a selected portion of
direction of polarization of the incident the beam of known and constant intensity, (2)
beam. The Loreux-Mie theory calculations analysis of all particles and later correction for
used X - 0.6328 pa. the known distribution of particle trajectories and

corresponding incident intensities. (3) use of thetypically focused) into the optical sample volume, ratio of scattering signals at two or more angles
This sample or probe volume can be thought of as to cancel the incident intensity effect.
that region of space where a single particle can For in-situ measurements various optical

*generate a sufficient detector signal to be mthods of discriminating those particles whica
discriminated or 'seen' over the background noise, pass through a control portion of the beam have
As individual particles pass through the saple* boo usd inldn coincidence detectors at 9 0 0
volume they interact with the incident radiation by Ungut et a1. (40] and in the forward direction
beam (i.e.. scatter, absorb. and/or flu oresce@ by Inollenberg (411. It has also been suggested-
light) and are observed by detection optics tuat a point.r laser beam tightly focussed within a
oriented at some anle(s) S with respect to the larger probe beam be used to discriminate thoase
beam propagation direction. The single particle parties& which pass through the center of the probe
signal obtained at the photodetector(s) are beam (42]. This latter approach does not eliminate.-
processed to provide information on the size and teamiuybtrhrsifs hepolm ote

posibl th veociy o eah prtile. The pointer beam where the effect is less significant.
various SPC approaches to particle sizing are It is also possible to change the intensity profile
discussed below. across the laser beam from Gaussian to something -'

approximating a tophat using intensity filters.
Light scatterina cross section messnrins techniques Hfowever any beam degradation due to windows or

The ostcomon pprachto artcla siing refractive index fluctuations would spread the
Themos comonappoac toparicl siing profile and reintroduce the intensity ambiguity.

involves the principle that the mount of the light
scattered by a particle is a nominally monotonic
increasing function of particle size. It follows 1.0
that measurement of a scattering or extinction C e f
cross section can be used to infer particle size. ~
T'he SPC scattering signal response S to a particle
in an incident radiation field (uniform over the a=

*particle) of intensity linc is given by: C
Z 0.5

S - k line Csc (7) C
LU

* where k is the system gain in transducing radiant-
* energy to voltage using a photodetector and Csc is

the partial light scattering cross section as
determined from Eq. (4). The partial cross 0.0
sections. as opposed to total cross sections, .05 .1 .5 1 5 ;0 50
depend on the specific finite aperture detector D IAME T ER (,M
configuration in us$. A response function SWd
relating measured signal levels to the dianeters of Fig. 10 Response functions for ratio-type SPC.
spherical particles of known refractive index The data apply to spherical particles with
passing through a SPC sample volume of known n-1.56-0.471 (soot) and X. 0.6328mm. The
incident intensity linc can be determined from scattering angle .pairs 2 e a)48' /24*,
theoretical calculations of Csc(d). Here the b)24*/12', c)12 /6 * d)60/3'. )3* /1.5'.

*factor k must be determined by calibration. f)l /0.5', g)0.51/0.250. All but the
A plot of partial light scattering cross 480/24* curve were truncated after the

*section for spherical particles illuminated by a first minimum.
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Particle-Laden counters can be similar to that in Fig. 5. although
Gas Flow annular detection schemes are often csed [12,471.

Sample Volume A set of response functions for a ratio SPC is
plotted in Fig. 10. One problem evident from Fig.
10 is the multivalued response function plotted for
the largest angle pair. Outsize particles, or
those larger than the first minimum in the ratio
response functions in Fig. 10. will be incorrectly
sized by ratio instruments whica utilize only a
single pair of scattering angles. The multiple
ratio concept (MRSPC) developed by Hirleman and

PM.T. coworkers 112.47] was designed to eliminate this

ambiguity problem.
Bean pitr- Ratio counters still have an optical sample

volume which depends on particle size and
Argon-Ion Laser corrections for this effect nest be considered

[12l. Also, since forward scattering is generally
used, ratio counters are relatively insensitive to
particle shape and refractive index (121.

Fig. 11 Schematic of optical system for particle A possible advance for ratio schemes may be to
sizing interferometer after Rouser DO5 integrate photodiode array detectors to allow more

scattering data to be collected without simply
It appears that no definitive studies on the use at adding photomultiplier tubes. Bartholdi et al.
tophat profiles have been reported. [41 used a linear photodiode array in an SPC

Another somewhat similar technique proposed by application and we are studying the us of
Hirleman [431 involves the use of signals generated intensified versions of the detector in Fig. 8.
by particles traversing two adjacent laser beams. Ratio SPC are applicable in the nominal size
The dueal peak signature is used to determine two range of 0.3 - 1O.O0m for practical laser sources.
velocity components and the trajectory of each They have been successfully applied in engine
particle. Given known laser beam properties the exhausts [471, flame studies [49]. fluidized bed
incident intensity history for a particle is then off-gas [501, and in several other applications.
completely determined which permits a real-time
correction for the intensity ambiguity. After Iinc Particle Sizina Interferometrv
in Eq. (7) is determined a calibrated response
function prediction such as Fig. 9 would be used to Another approach whicA can provide particle
relate signal amplitudes to particle size. This size information independent of incident intensity
technique [431 has been proposed for light is particle sizing interferome try (PSI). A
scattering, extinction, and fluorescence cross schematic is shown in Pit. 11. As a single
section measurements although experiments to date particle passes through the intersection region of
have used only light scattering, two nonparallel laser beams, Doppler-shifted

A second general approach to the ambiguous scattered light waves from each beam emanate from
incident intensity problem is to correct after the the particle. Heterodyning the two contributions
fact. One implementation of this approach proposed of scattered light at a detector will produce the
by Holve and Self [44] is to first consider the Doppler-difference frequency which is directly
distribution of scattering signal pulse heights related to the particle velocity and the angle
generated by particles of one size passing with between the laser beam propagation vectors. This
equal probability through all portions of the laser principle underlies the laser Doppler velocimater
beam focus region. The optical system required (V). A particle crossing the LDV beam
again is like Fig. S using a single near-forward intersection region will produce an approximately
off-axis detector. The signal height distribution Gaussian signal (pedestal) with the modulated
from a polydispersion is then a linear combination Doppler-difference component written on the
of the monodisperse particle response pedestal (511 as shown in Fig. 12. The ratio of
distributions. A numerical scheme was developed the modulated signal amplitude to the pedestal
[441 to invert the resulting system of equations amplitude, which is termed the visibility, provides
and solve for the linear coefficients which are a measure of particle sze as shown by Farmer [51]
proportional to concentrations in the discretized and others [52,531 who used a scalar description of
particle size intervals. This approach [441 has the process. For large apertures which collect all
been successfully used for sizing burning droplets of the forward scattered (diffracted) light the
and particulates emitted from a coal combustor. visibility V as a function of particle diameter d

and fringe spacing S was shown by Robinson and Chu
Scattering Intensity Ratio Techniques [531 to be:

The final method to eliminate the incident V - 1l1(wd/6) (8)
intensity ambigui- in SPC is to utilize the ratio ffd/6
of scattered light signals from two or more

* scattering angles to determine particle size. This where 1, is a first order Bessel function at first
approach is often used in ensemble ultiangle kind. A plot of V is given in Fig. 13.
scattering measurements where the relative Calculations considering the complete problem
scattering profile rather than the absolute of scattering by a sphere simultaneously in two
scattering at some angle is used. Rodkinson (451 coherent, collimated laser beams [541 predicted a
suggested and Gravstt (461 implemented an SPC based strong dependence of the visibility on particle
on the ratio technique whicn used scattering ratios refractive index, the detector aperture, and
from near-forward scattering angles where the detector position relative to the beams. A number
sensitivity to particle shape and refractive index of experimental studies have confirmed the
is minimized. The optical configuration of ratio importance of careful receiving optics design
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intensity ambiguity is then reintroduced and a
correction must be made. Those particles

1AAX  traversing the center of the intersection region
I M X can be discriminated uasing coincidence detection

with small aperture detectors or using an
additional, tightly focused pointer beam.
Unfortunately the latter approach merely shifts the
trajectory ambiguity problem from the PSI beams to

MIN the Gaussian pointer beam.

TIME

(A) DOPPLER BURST SIGNAL
V. Photographic and Holoaraohic Methods

Several different imaging methods have been
used for particle and droplet sizing. These rely
on a short light pulse to 'freeze' the particle

images so that direct measurements of size may be
-'made. In the case of double flash photography two

closely spaced light pulses are used to obtain
double images of saca droplet so that velocity can
also be determined. Single and double pulse

TIME holography have been used as well, with the
(3) PEDESTAL COMPONENT advantage that a volume of the aerosol can becaptured rather than the limited depth of fieLd

afforded by photographic methods. The problem with
both photographic and holographic methods is the
tedious and expensive post processing needed to
etract the data. Also, quantitative measurements
of particle size distributions with imaging
techniques are realistic only for particle sizes
greater than Spa at best.

The data processing problem for particle
photography has been automated by Simons and
Lepera [58] and Fleeter et al. [59]. In the Parker

TIME system [58], a strobe light is used to temporarily
(C) DOPPLER COMPONENT 'burn' an image onto the a vidicon tube. The image

is scanned to obtain drop size information and then
Fig. 12 Signls Iran particle sizing reased, and the cycle repeated roughly 10 times perinterf.r1m2tar after Bachalo s57n. second. The data is processed using appropriate

computer programs. Mean disaters, size

(54,55] although conflicting observations have also
been made (56].

Another related approach is the off-axis PSI I.0"
proposed by Bachalo [57] which utilizes the FORWARD SCATTER PSI
interference of refracted or reflected light
scattering contributions rather than the- OFF AXIS PSI
diffractive scatter of a conventional PSI [51]. .8"

This method is applicable to particles
significantly larger than the wavelength and is
based on the difference in optical path length
traveled by refracted rays from the two crossed > 6
beams which pass through the particle and arrive
coincidently at the detector. The visibility -
response function for a typical off-axis PSI 4 -
collection angle [57] of 200 is also shown in Fig. "
13, and the expanded d/b sizing range for this >
concept is apparent.

Although the visibility is a relative 2
measurement, absolute light scattering cross 2

sections still control the PSI. Only those
particles which scatter enough light to be detected /
above the background noise level can be sizea. V
Whether or not a particle produces a scattering 0 1 .0 2.0 3.0 40 5.0 60
signal large enough to be discriminated against the

background depends on the size and incident d/8
intensity. Thus a PSI will 'size' the particles d

using a relative measurement but the frequency at
which particles are 'seen' or counted is biased Fig. 13 Calculations for the fringe visibility V
toward large particles. as a function of particle diameter to

Another problem with PSI type instruments is fringe spacing ratio d/5 for particle
the limited applicable particle size range. It has sizing intereferometers (PSI). The data
been suggested to utilize the amplitude of the apply to a PSI collecting all of the

*Doppler bursts from PSI instruments to size forward scattered light and to an off-axis
particles in what basically is a scattering PSI with an f/2 collection lens oriented
cross-section measurement approach. The incident at 0 = 20 degrees.
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LASER stof liitations and rans of applicability. It
RVIICONORis imperative that the subtle factors waich control

-SPHERICAL CAMERA the accuracy and reliability of data obtained with
LENS laser/optical instruments be understood by the
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Fig. 14 Schematic of imaging particle sizing ,D1s Fiter

system after Pleeter at al. [591. ,-p
Object Coiustot. -

distributions, and concentration information can be oo" teal,
obtained at each point in the spray [581. Fleeter s ection [
7t al. [591 utilize a pulsed ruby laser as shown in Lena Refebeam
Fig. 15 to illuminate the particles which are

subsequently imaged onto a 512z512 diode array
solid state camera. The image is then digitized nLw ,

[591 and transfored to a computer memory for ---- f- He
processing. Knollenborg [411 analyzes individual Expandrksllgmnent
particles by projecting images onto a linear co"knto yae
photodiode array.

One correction factor required in the data
analysis of incoherent imaging techniques is the --"- --e
effective depth of field vs. droplet size. (Large
particles are visible over a larger axial distance
frm the exact object plane than small particles.) Fig. 15 Schematic of holographic particle sizing

This correction is analagous to sample volume system after Qiier [61]
corrections required with SPC and is mandatory
before useful data can be obtained.
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Abstract Taking the natural log of Eq. (2) for linearization purposes
R ECENTLY the theoretical development of a laser-based

particle sizing selocimeter (LSV) was presented.' The ,S, =t.S, -2(t, -to) lwI V . (3)
LSV is a non-Doppler laser velocimeter which determines two
velocity components and size from scattering signatures of and expanding results in the form
single particles passing through two adjacent, nominally
parallel beams. Inherent to the LSV is use of the single beam C.S, = a + bt, + ct (4)
transit-time laser velocimeter (L IV) concept. A recent paper, 2 where
a summary of which is presented herein, discussed some of the a = 1',S -2(t, V /vw)2  (5)
practical aspects of using the LIV including data acquisi-
tion/signal processing and presented some experimental data. b= +4to/( V, 1w) (6)

Contents c= -2( V, 1w) 2 (7)

LIV Signal Processing Minimizing the sum-square error results in the system of

It has been shown .3 that the scattering signature from a normal equations
particle traversing a single TEM,,, mode laser beam can be
used to determine the particle speed in the plane normal to the EfS, n Et, 1t2 a
laser beam. This is true for particles significantly (4-10x)
smaller than the beam diameter at the exp(-2) intensity Et,f.S, Et, E12 Lt. b (8)
points. The time dependence of a scattered light signal S
generated by a particle traveling at speed V. in the plane Et2,S, E1

2 
Et; I 

r
, C

normal to the beam is given by
where n is the number of samples. Equation (8) can be solved

S(t) =Soexp(-2( V1 (t-t 0 )/W) 2 ) (I) fora. b, andcusing Kramer's ruleand inturn for V. to, and
So using Eqs. (5-7). This algorithm has been implemented

where w is the Gaussian beam radius at the exp( -2) intensity using a Nicolet digital oscilloscope with sample rates to 2
points and time to represents the center of the Gaussian peak MHz (12 bits) and to 20 MHz (8 bits) in conjunction with a TI
corresponding to a maximum signal amplitude So.Here w is 9900 16-bit microcomputer system. By implementing the e.,
known independently and V, is to be determined from S(t). operations in a ROM look-up table and calculating and

Analog signal processing methods have been proposed '2  storing the elements and determinant of the 3 x 3 matrix prior
and utilized 1.4 but our efforts have been directed toward high- to the experiment, the curve fit and subsequent estimation of
speed analog to digital (A/D) conversion of the signal V. can be completed using 2n+ 10 multiply/divides plus a
followed by microprocessor-based digital signal processing square root. For reasonable values of the number of samples
(DSP). In the discrete time domain Eq. (1) becomes n per Gaussian peak an LIV throughput rate of 10 kHz is

attainable easily with present microelectronic technology. For
S, (t,) = Sexp(- 2(t, - t) 2 / (WI V ) 2) (2) a noncustom system using for example a stand-alone transient

digitizer interfaced to a standard microcomputer (without
and the LI V problem becomes one of the estimation of signal parallel or multiprocessing) a throughput of more than I kHz
parameters to, So, and the pulse width wIV, from the is possible.
discrete samples S, at times t,. There are several digital signal
processing methods applicable to this problem including the LIV Sample Volume (haracterization
discrete Fourier transform (DFT), least-squares curve fitting A primary concern for the LIV is the need for accurate
methods, and other simpler but less accurate estima- characterization of the exp( - 2) beam radius v at the optical
tion/reconstruction algorithms. High-frequency noise on the sample volume. We use a calibrated microscope assembly
signal precludes simple digital peak sensing/constant-fraction coupled with a 1000 element linear photodiode array (25 um
discrimination algorithms, and this noise can be rejected by centers) mounted at the image plane to perform beam
least-squares curve fitting or by digital filtering of the DFT diagnostics. To analyze the beam profile, the peak output
spectrum. The following logarithmic least-squares algorithm salues from each diode are digitized and fit to a Gaussian
seems to optimize the tradeoff between processing speed and profile using the logarithmic least-squares technique. The
accuracy, curve fitting is performed by the TI 9900 microprocessor

system which controls the diode scan, the A/D conversion.

Presented as Paper 80-0350 at the AIAA 181h Aerospace Sciences transferring the data into microcomputer memory, and,
Meeting, Pasadena, Calif., submitted Feb. 6, 1980; synoptic receicd finally, performs the curve fit calculations. Beam diameters
May 22. 1981. Copyright © American Institute of Aeronautics and are analyzed for several positions along the laser beam (z axis)
Astronautics, Inc., 1980. All rights reserved. Full paper a~ailable and a least-squar% curve fit of the axial data to the predicted
from AIAA Library, 555 W. 57th Street. New, York, N.Y. 10019. Lorentzian form' for w(z) near a diffraction-limited TEM,,,,
Price: Microfiche. $3.00; hard copy. $7.00. Remittance must ae- laser beam waist is used to estimate w at the waist. The tin-
company order. leram in a se mestme t

Professor, Mechanical and Energy Systems Engineering Depart- certainty in a single measurement of w at one axial location

ment. can he 10-200'o in worst caes depending on the bean quality.
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o .... rms basis to F1 (21 12 -) where F is the full-scale signal value
N/S • 005 and b the number of bits of A/D resolution. This number is

2 typically 0. 11% or less and is, in general, negligible compared
to other rms noise contributions.

02A computer simulation of L IV signal processing has been
b used to evaluate the accuracy. Figure I indicates predictions

of the normalized or relative uncertainty o./w for recon-

001 structing a Gaussian peak from discrete digital samples as a
function of the number of samples n and the rms noise/signal

0o, ratio. The values for o were estimated by: I) assuming a set
of Gaussian peak parameters; 2) taking n A/D samples of the

2' assumed signal and perturbing each sample by adding a
arandom noise contribution using a normal distribution
a random number generator; and, finally, 3) applying the curve

fit algorithm to the signal + noise samples. The width
parameter of the reconstructed Gaussian less the initially
assumed value is then the error in w (and velocity) deter-
mination. This process was repeated 1000 times using dif-

000 .ferent random noise perturbations for statistics of the error,
o, 3 . . 0 10 "and the standard deviation of these errors is reported as a,, in

NUMBER OF SAMPLES (n ) Fig. I. The mean values of the errors were effectively zero and

lig. I Relatise error for estimating the Gaussian signal width the data are valid for a 12 bit A/D converter with a full-scale
parameter K- from n discrete digital samples (within I/e

2 points) with peak signal level.
normall% distributed random noise contributions. The predictions are Figure I confirms what one would expect, :hat the un-
for the indicated salues of rms noise to signal (amplitude) ratio /S certainty in determining w decreases with the number of
with least.square fits of Gaussian curves to the data, and assume a 12- samples n and increases with the noise level. Three is the
hit k I) comerter. minimum number of samples required for the three parameter

curve fit. Increasing the number of samples for a gisen

diode-to-diode response variations, and aberrations in the particle velocity involves higher speed A/D conversion and

objective system for small beam waists (s20 pm). By the tradeoffs of cost, fewer bits of A/D resolution, and in-

measuring the axial w(z) profile this uncertainty can be creased data analysis time. In the limit of large n the slope for

decreased significantly since the measurement accuracy is any noise level in Fig. I approaches -0.5 which agrees with

better in larger portions of the beam. For Ile' beam classical statistical sampling theory. The acceptable LIV

diameters of roughly 50 pm or greater the technique is ac- uncertainty would depend on the turbulence intensity levels of

curate to about 10. interest since data processing errors ultimately appear as
velocity broadening. Accuracy comparable to that of LDV

Ill Aecurac% seems attainable with the LIV concept.
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ABSIt(ACT: Optical. nonimaging techniques for sizing liquid particles of diameters
greater than I am are reviewed. Nonimaging optical diagnostics separate into twko classes.
ensemble or multi-particle analyzers and single particle counters (SPC). A discussion and
analy sis of the theoretical basis, performance characteristics, and calibration considerations
t~r the %arious methods in each class is presented. Laser diffraction ensemble techniques.
crossed-beam dual-scatter interferometric SPC. and finally single beam SPC based on
the measurement of partial light-scattering cross sections of the particles are considered
in detail.

KEY WORDS: liquid particles, particle sizing, nonimaging techniques, light scattering.
optical techniques

The myriad of methods for sizing liquid particles (droplets) presents a signifi-
cant problem for both the potential user and one trying to review the technology
as well. The scope of this paper includes optical. nonimaging diagnostics for

liquid particles with diameters greater than I jm. These particle dimensions also
correspond to the nominal sizing range of photographic and ho )graphic imaging
techniques. The reader is referred to previous reviews 11-3 1 or a discussion of
optical diagnostic techniques outside the scope of this paper.

The techniques for sizing particles and droplets can be divided into two generic .... N.
approaches: optical in situ (or in vivo to use medical terminology) methods;
and batch sampling, with subsequent in vitro or external analysis. In the latter a
hopefully representative sample of the aerosol is extracted from the original
environment and transported to a remote artificial site for either on-line or off-line
size analysis. Quite often a laser/optical particle sizing instrument is used for the
remote size analysis. With batch sampling the possibility of size segregation or

'Associate professor. Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. Arizona State Unisersity. Tempe. . .
AZ 9527
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biasing in the sampling process and condensation. depos'-tion or coagulation in
the samnling lines are always of utmost concern. In contrast, in situ methods
attempt to perform the sizing in place without removing an aerosol sample.

The significant advantages accruing from the nonintrusive nature of in situ
methods must be discounted to varying degrees as the measurements are gener-
ally less direct and more equivocal. For example, a solid particle sample might
be extracted, analyzed by optical microscopy, and then stored with the possibility
for analyzing it again at a later time. In contrast an in situ laser light-scattering
single particle counter (SPC) collects scattered light from individual particles
which traverse an illuminated optical sample volume in microseconds. If the
scattered light deriving from the particle is significantly larger than the back-
ground noise level during the transit time across the sample volume the sizing
instrument will recognize it as a particle and attempt a size classification based
on the amplitude or the time dependence of the scattered light signal. Unfortu-
nately several potential sources of error are present since pulses at the output of
a photodetector can derive from a number of phenomena other than scattering
from particles or droplets in the sample volume. Despite some potential and
demonstrated problems optical in situ methods are desperately needed in those

0 applications where batch sampling techniques are impossible due either to lack
of probe access, for example between blades in a steam turbine, or due to
survivability problems as in gas turbine combustors.

Laserioptical methods for particle sizing can be subdivided into three main
classes:

1. Ensemble or multi-particle techniques.
2. Single particle counters (SPC).
3. Imaging techniques, photographic or holographic.

The former two do not involve the formation of optical images of the particles or
droplets and will be discussed here. For a discussion of imaging methods the
reader is referred to the paper by Thompson 111 in this volume.

Ensemble techniques analyze the aggregate effect that a distribution of par-
ticles or droplets has on incident laser radiation. In contrast to SPC a large number

of droplets are in the optical sample volume at any particular time. Since a
multitude of droplet sizes contribute to the interaction of radiation with the
aerosol, several properties of the radiation exchange process must be studied to -,

determine a droplet size distribution. For example. the attenuation of radiation by
the aerosol as a function of wavelength (dispersion quotient) might be measured
121. For useful precision with these dispersion quotient methods probe wave-
lengths which bracket the size distribution of interest are generally required. In
the case of sprays where droplet sizes may be several hundred microns it be-
comes very impractical to utilize such methods. Generally for sprays the light
scattering pattern as a function of scattering angle 0 (measured from the forward
or light beam propagation direction) is utilized for .;ize distribution mea-
surements. The maximum information content of the scattering from an ensemble

.I41
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FIG. I.- Schematic of laser diffraction particle sizing instrument.

of particles larger than several microns is in the near-forward scattering angles.
and since the dominant contribution to forward scattering is diffraction, laser
diffraction techniques have become the most common diagnostic for multi-
particle size analysis in this size range. The optical configuration (less detector)
for a laser diffraction droplet sizing instrument is shown in Fig. I. This technioue
will be described in detail later, at this time note that the optical sample volume
comprises the entire collimated beam between the exit lens of the spatial filter and
the receiving lens. and the technique is an ensemble, line-of-sight diagnostic.

Single particle counters serve a complementary purpose to ensemble methods.
A generalized schematic of an SPC is given in Fig. 2. In SPC the characteristic
dimension of the optical sample volume is made small compared to the mean
particle spacing by using focused probe beams and by optically limiting the axial
extent of the sample volume with the detector field(s) of view. Thus only one
particle at a time is present in the optical sample volume, and these are sited
individually. A statistically significant number of particles is then analyzed as the
aerosol flows through the probe volume. Either a single beam or two intersecting
probe laser beams can be used, and one advantage of SPC over ensemble methods
derives from the fact that particle velocity can be measured simultaneously with
size. Particle size analysis using SPC for sizes >1 Aim has generally been per-
formed using one of two light scattering properties. First, a partial light scattering
cross section can be measured and related to particle size. and. secondly, the
phenomenon of interference between the two scattered waves produced by a
particle traversing the intersection region of two crossed laser beams can be used.
Regardless of the specific analysis technique an SPC must accomplish two things
in order to measure a meaningful size distribution. First and rather obviously.
those particles "seen" by the instrument must be sized correctl%, and. second. all
particle sizes must either bc sampled in an unbiased (with respect to site) manner
or a correction for size-selective sampling bias must be made. In the folloing

• I _ ~3SN.-dX.-l J.a _-A9{ LX l11'l'~i
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FIG 2 - Generalized schematic of a laser-based single particle counter.

paragraphs a discussion of the specific SPC methods used in particle sizing
applications will be presented. A recent and somewhat more comprehensive
review directed solely toward SPC has been published elsewhere [31.

The balance of this paper addresses the theoretical basis of the laser diffraction
and SPC techniques most commonly used for sizing liquid particles > I tim. In
addition, calibration methods and the absolute accuracy of the various techniques
are discussed.

Laser Diffraction Particle Sizing Techniques

The generalized schematic of a laser diffraction droplet sizing apparatus i'S,
shown in Fig. 1. The beam from a laser, typically a several mW He-Ne model.
is spatially filtered, expanded, and collimated to several millimetre diameter at
the l/e2 intensity points. This collimated probe beam is directed through the
aerosol of interest, and the transmitted (unscattered) portion is focused to a spot
at the back focal plane of the receiving lens. Light scattered by particles in the
probe beam which passes through the aperture of the receiving lens is directed to
off-axis points on the observation or detection plane. A monodisperse ensemble
of spherical particles with diameter d significantly greater than the wavelength A

-, would produce the characteristic Airy diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 1 as
described by Fraunhofer diffraction theory

a 4A
2 I2J(a )\)21 (0) = i,1lrr (I /1)

16 72  aO 0

where
I, = intensity incident on the particles (assumed constant),

a = 7TD/A the size parameter,
J, = first order Bessel function of first kind, and
0 = scattering angle measured from the incident beam propagation direction.

A small angle approximation has been invoked in Eq I by dropping sin
functions and the obliquity correction. The receiving lens in Fig. I converts
angular scattering information into a spatial distribution at the detection plane as

3SN3dX:1 .LN3NUi3AOD LV G3 kGO:Id3k
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dictated by 0 = r/f where r is radial distance measured from the center of the
diffraction pattern andf is the receiving lens focal length. The diffraction signa-
ture is independent of droplet position for all scattered light which actually passes
through the receiving lens (that is, neglecting vignetting). However, the fraction
of diffracted light truncated by the receiving aperture is a function of particle
position, and the diffracted light actually detected is biased toward larger particles
as distance from the receiving lens increases.

In practical systems a distribution of droplet sizes or a polydispersion is
generally encountered. The composite scattered intensity profile is a linear

:--1 combination of the characteristic profile of each droplet size with a weighting:
coefficient equal to the number of particles of that size in the sample volume.
The diffraction signature of a polydisperse spray is given by

where n(a) da is the number of droplets with sizes between a and a da and
the small angle approximation has been made. A primary effect of broadened ,,ii-
distribution is elimination of the contrast in the diffraction pattern.

A common two-parameter size distribution form which often adequatel) de-
scribes liquid sprays is the Rosin-Rammler distribution given by

F e' t

where
F = cumulative volume fraction greater than the particle diameter 1),
X = mean diameter such that 36.8% of volume is in sizes greater than . . and

N = width parameter.
As N increases the distribution becomes more monodisperse, and typical lui:,
nozzles produce sprays with N in the range 2 to 3. The scattering signatures h
for Rosin-Rammler distributions with some representative parameter %alue, arc
plotted in Fig. 3.

, . .. The basic task in laser diffraction droplet sizing is to detect and anal% /c the
diffraction signature 1(0), and then mathematically invert Eq 2 to determine
parameters of the particle size distribution. Chin et al in 1955 [4] proposcd-
several detection techniques, one of which was to traverse a pinhole photo-
detector assembly across the diffraction pattern. Due to the mechanical tra cr e
this detection approach requires a significant amount of time to cover the entire
diffraction pattern. Further, the large dynamic range of the diffraction signature
seen in Fig. 3 is another difficulty for such systems. Thus application to transient
sprays is not very practical although Peters and Mellor [5] have reported dat
using a multiplexing technique that assumes the transient spray injection chara.-
teristics do not change appreciably between injections.

The advantages of real time analysis of the entire diffraction signature as

opposed to traversing a detector across either the diffraction pattern itself or

"-" ' -':' .'. . " '" ." . . .: -" - - - . ' ." ".' " ". '- . .- - . "- . . " ,. -.. -. . -. -- .. . -. . .i.
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photographic image thereof are obvious. McSweeney and Rivers [6] developed
an optical fiber faceplate assembly which collected the diffracted light in a
number of annular concentric rings and transferred the energy from each ring to
a separate photodetector using fiber optics. Comillault [7] designed a rotating
circular mask to be placed at the detection plane which had a series of aperture
situated at various distances from the center of rotation. The optical system of
Wertheimer et al [8] involved an additional field lens behind a detection plane
mask which directed the diffracted light onto a single stationary photodetector A
second mask was also used [8] to effectively time multiplex the diffraction
contributions at the various angles onto the photodetector. A commercial instru-
ment based on this concept is available [9].

Developments in monolithic solid state multi-element detector arrays in the
1970s improved the situation by allowing the entire diffraction signature to be
analyzed instantaneously. The detector designed by Recognition Systems, Inc.
[/0] for parts recognition applications was utilized by Malvern Instruments Ltd.
[11)] in a commercial diffraction particle sizing instrument based on the work of
Swithenbank et al (12]. The original circular detector [10] was comprised of 31
semicircular annular ring detector elements on one half, 32 wedge elements on
the other half, and a small circular detector in the center. The dimensions of the

...... :.. r elemt4 of this detector are given in Table 1. Note the In-
.S N3dx:J i&N AO9 VtyaAWHAD
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TABLE I - Dimensions of the annular ring detctor elements
on the Recognition Systems Inc., Model WRD 64W0 photodiode

4 ". "'.arraY 110/. These dimensions are virtually identical (within
• .0.00) mm) to those for the Malvern Instruments Ltd. detector

as reported / 541. The only discrepancy is the inner radius of
Ring No. I which has been reported 154/ as 0. 124 mm. How-

ever, the corresponding elements of the scattering matrix used in
the Malvern 2200 instrument I I II are consistent with the value
of 0.149 mm shown here. Note however that the area correcitn

factors (ratio of photosensitive area to geometric area) due
to the conductor leads are different for each element o

the t'o detectors.

Detector Inner Radius. Outer Radius,
Ring No mm mm

I .149 .218
2 .254 .318
3 .353 .417
4 .452 .518
5 .554 .625
6 6N) .737
7 .772 .h56
8 .892 .986
9 1.021 1.128

10 I 163 1.285
II 1321 1.461
12 1.496 1.656
13 1.692 I 880
14 1.915 2.131
15 2.167 2.410
16 2.451 2.738
17 2.774 3.101
19 3.137 3.513
19 3549 3 978
20 4.013 4.5)1
21 4.536 5.085
22 5 121 5.739
23 5.773 6.469
24 6.505 7.282
25 7.318 8.18-4
26 8.219 9.185
27 9.220 10.287
28 10.323 11501
29 11.537 12.837
30 12.873 14.300
31 14.336 15.900

creasing thickness of the annular detector elements which, when coupled .th
increasing circumferential length, result in a significant increase in detector area
as radius increases. This effect compresses the dynamic range of the scaterini"

measurements as indicated in Fig. 4.
A number of data processing methods have been used to extract particle ,i,

information from measured diffraction patterns. Chin et al [4 utilized the integral
transform derivation of Titschmarsh [13] to analytically invert Eq 2 to obtain

..................... ,... ."W......v
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FIG 4- For-ward scattering signature as indicated by relative outputs of the annular ring de-
teor geometr% of Table 1. The data were calculated using Fraunhofer diffraction theory, with
A = 0 6328 pin for Rosin-Rammier particle size distributions with the indicated parameters.

n(u). Dobbins et al [14] somewhat paradoxically observed that the diffraction
,signatures were relatively independent of the form of the droplet size distribution
and depended primarily on the volume to surface area mean diameter D32
(Sauter mean) defined as

f n(D)D 3 dD

D32 =(4)

n(D)D 2 dD
fox

The authors [14] utilized a single parameter of the diffraction pattern, the angle
at %khich the scattered light is down to 10% of the on axis value, todetermineD 32.

% ° . . . .. . . . . . ... . .
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.thers j15.16] have since modified slightly this approach and it is still in use

S\,ithenbank et al 1121 analyzed the diffracted pattern with the annular ring -

d:tector just discussed and subsequently did a numerical inversion (as opposed
to integral transform) of a discretized form of Eq 2 to obtain the volume distribu-
lion in 7 discrete size bins. There were some problems with that approach, and
thc authk)rs 1121 also assumed that the size distribution was of the Rosin-Rammler
:,oi of Eq 3 and estimated the two parameters. The early commercial instru- 3
trlcfItN, Of Malvern Instruments Ltd. III) adopted the same data processing algo-
rithm \ here the . and N parameter values which produced the best least squares ,
Iit between the measured and calculated diffraction pattern were determined. An
cxaiiple of the error surface for a calibration run from the present study on a
Mialvern 220W instrument is given in Fig. 5. For each value of i and N the
annular detector scattering signature predicted from the Rosin-Rammler distribu-
tion was compared with the measured scattering signals at each of 15 detector
pairs and the sum square error calculated. This was repeated for the range of
parameter values indicated in Fig. 5, and the values i = 56 and N = 2.04 were

.• ..**
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TABLE 2 - St:e clss himnis jor Malvern 2200
laser diffraction particle si:ing in.irument
with 300 mm jf(al lengrh recei ing lens

Lower Size Upper Size
Size Class No. Limit. jum Limit. jAm

1 5.8 7.2
27.2 9 1

3 9.1 11.4
4 11.4 14.5
5 14.5 1K.5
6 18.5 23.7
7 23.7 30.3
8 30.3 39.0
4 39 0 50.2

W0 50 2 N ()
I1 646 84 3
12 84 3 112.8
13 1128 1fI.4
14 160.4 261 6
15 261.6 564.0

found to minimiic the error. Note that the scattering data are normalized to a
maximum value of 2047 11/1 and minimum log error in Fig. 5 was 4.3h. Recent
developments in "'model independent" software I I II do not require an assumption
of the torn of the size distribution but provide a 15 parameter least squares tit to
the scattering data using the 15 discrete size bins of Table I.

One unfortunate property of the Mialvern instruments is the poor resolution for
the large particle sizes as shown in Table 2. The size limits in Table 2 arc
determined I!, 121 by the detector geometry of Table I and the property that a
given particle size a has a maximum in the function I(0)0 (the so-called "ener,,
distribution" 1121) at Q0 = 1.357. To improve the resolution in Table 2 for large
particles ,ould require a redesign of the detector.

A series of papers 117-191 have focused on the integral transform suggested
by Chin et al 141. One problem with inverting Eq 2 is the fact that the diffracted
intensity 1(0) can be measured only for a finite range of scattering angle,, and the
inversion integral is truncated. The authors t17-191 have addressed some o the
theoretical and experimental problems in this general inversion approach

In practical applications of laser diffraction particle sizing. tyro phen,,mcn.,
often lead to erroneous results. First, if either the particle number densit, or the
optical path length become too large multiple scattering becomes important and
Fraunhofer diffraction theory no longer applies. The importance of multiplc
scattering effects is indicated by the obscuration or attenuation of the inci'cnt
laser beam. The second problem arises in systems with refractive inde\ grakdint,
due to evaporation or thermal gradients present, for example, in combutiln2,.

: ". sprays. In this situation significant steering of the probe laser beam can o,.,:ur
causing the diffraction pattern to shift off-center at the detection plane and

~j.IN3irNUj3AO IV WJ0C08d
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thereby invalidating the scattering data for the smallest angles. In order to extract
meaningful data under either of these conditions it is necessary to first detect
the problem and then hopefully correct the data accordingly. The calibration
reticles discussed below offer the potential for on-line detection and correction
(or these effects.

Laser/Optical Single Particle Counters (SPC)

A generalized schematic of an optical SPC Is presented in Fig. 2. The output
beam from a laser or other source of radiation is directed (and typically focused)
into the optical sample volume. This sample or probe volume can be thought of
as that region of space where a single particle can generate a sufficient detector
sienal to be discriminated or "seen" over the background noise. As individual
particles pass through the sample volunc they interact with the incident radiation
beam (that is, scatter, absorb, or fluoresce light or all three) and are observed by
detection optics oriented at ,ome angle(s) 0 with respect to the beam propagation
direction. The single particle signal obtained at the photodetector( s) are processed
to pro,.tde information on the ste of each particle.

Lig,ht-Scattering Cro.vs.-Section Measuring Techniques

The most common approach to particle sizing in the range of interest here
involves the principle that the magnitude is a nominally monotonic increasing
function of particle size- hence, measurement of a scattering cross section can be
used to infer particle size. The SPC signal response S to a particle in an incident
radiation field (unitorm o, er the particle) of intensity I. is given by

S = klm C, (5)

where
k -= ssstem gain in transducing radiant energy to voltage using a photodetec-

tor. and
', =appropriate partial light-scattering cross section for the radiation process

under study.
Thc partial cross sections,. as opposed to total light-scattering cross sections, -
depend on the specific finite aperture detector configuration in use. For light
,cattcring and extinction by spherical particles the cross sections are functions
of the particle diameter D. the complex refractive index n, and the radiation
wV\Clcngth A as predicted by the Lorenz-Mie theory 121. Thus, a response
tuncljon SOD) relating measured signal levels to the diameters of spherical par-
tclc, of know n refractive index passing through a SPC sample volume of known
incident intensity /,,,, and given k can be determined from theoretical calculations
ofI (',1I)). '

A plot of partial light-scattering cross section for spherical particles illuminated
\ a ,oherent uniphse wave calculated using a Lorenz-Mie theory computer

codc 121 is given in Fig. 6. The calculations are for an off-axis]/ 1.96 collection

'' "-"-" . - -' . - -
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lens centered at t 10' from the incident radiation propagation direction (for-
\kard scattering). The oscillatory nature of the plot is a result of resonance
Interactions in the scattering process and results in ambiguities in particle size
determination. Another problem inherent in using the laser as a SPC radiation
source is the nonuniform intensity profile across the beam 131. Unfortunately, an
ambiguity in signal levels arises for in situ SPC since the particles are free to
traverse the sample volume at any position. Thus, particles will experience
dilicrent peak incident intensities /,,, depending on the trajectory and even a
monodisperse (unitorm size) aerosol will generate a broad distribution of signal
amplitudes S.

A number of methods have been devised to eliminate the unknown incident
inlensit effect in cross section measuring techniques. The basic approaches
include: ( I ) anal% sis of only those particles which pass through a selected portion
of the beam of known and constant intensity, (2) analysis of all particles and later
correction of the distribution of particle trajectories and corresponding incident
intensities,. (31 use of the ratio of scattering signals at two or more angles to
cancel the incident intensity effect. The ratio technique, which has been reviewed
else here 13.28,291, is difficult to apply for particles larger than several micro-
meters and will not be discussed here. The early laser light-scattering SPC of
llcvder et al 1201 aerodynamically focused the aerosol sample through a small
region ai the center of the laser beam of known and constant intensity. For in situ
measurements various optical methods of discriminating those particles which -.

pass through a control portion of the beam have been used, including coincidence
detectors at 90' by Hirleman 1211 and Chigier et al 1221 and in the forward
direction by Knollenberg 1231.

A second general approach to the ambiguous incident intensity problem is to
correct after the fact. One implementation of this approach demonstrated by
lhIohe and Sell 1241 is to first consider the peak signal height distribution gener-
ated by particles of one size passing with equal probability through all portions

. .. C " " .' " , ,.
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ut" the laser beam focus region. The signal height distribution from a poly-
dispersion is then a linear combination or the monodisperse particle response
distrbutions. A numerical scheme was developed [241 to invert the resulting

*,, , stem (f equations and solve for the linear coefficients which are proportional
to concentrations in the discretized particle size intervals.

Another somew-hat similar approach proposed by Hirleman 1251 involves the
use of signals generated by particles traversing two adjacent laser beams. The
dual peak signature is used to determine two velocity components and the tra-
jccto.r\ of each particle. Given known laser beam properties the incident intensity
hiStory for a particle is then completely determined which permits a real-time
correction for the intensity ambiguity. After n,, in Eq 5 is determined a calibrated
response function prediction such as Fig. 2 would be used to relate signal ampli-
tude to particle size. This technique 1251 has been proposed for light-scattering,
rxtinction, and fluorescence cross-section measurements although experiments
to date have used only light scattering.

Particle Sizing InterferometrN

Another approach which can provide particle size information independent of
incident intensity is particle sizing interferometry (PSI). As a single particle
passes through the intersection region of two nonparallel laser beams, Doppler-
shifted scattered light waves from each beam emanate from the particle. Hetero-
dning the two contributions of scattered light at a detector will produce the
)oppler-difference frequency which is directly related to the particle velocity and

the angle bctween the laser beam propagation vectors. This principle underlies
the laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). A particle crossing the LDV beam inter-
section region will produce an approximately Gaussian signal (pedestal) with the
modlulated Doppler-difference component written on the pedestal 1301. The ratio
of the modulated signal amplitude to the pedestal amplitude (that is, the visibility
or contrast) provides a measure of particle size as shown in Farmer [301 and
others [31,32J who used a scalar description of the process. For large apertures
which collect all of the forward scattered (diffracted) light the visibility V as a
function or particle diameter D and fringe spacing 6 was shown by Robinson and .
Chu 1321 to be

2 (TrD'6)
(6)

V-- rD/, 6 6: ~:I

A plot of V is given in Fig. 7.
Calculations considering the complete problem of scattering by a sphere simul-

taneously in two coherent, collimated laser beams 1331 predicted a strong de-
pendence of the visibility on particle refractive index, the detector aperture. and
detector position relative to the beams. A number of experimental studies have
confirmed the importance of careful receiving optics design 133,34] although
conflicting observations have also been made 1351.
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Another related approach is the off-axis PSI proposed by Bachalo (361 which
utilizes the interference of refracted or reflected light-scattering contributions
rather than the diffractive scatter of a conventional PSI 1301. This method is
applicable to particles significantly larger than the wavelength and is based on the
difference in optical path length traveled by refracted rays from the two crossed
hcams which pass through the particle and arrive coincidently at the detector. The
si.ibility response function for a commercial [371 off-axis PSI with a collection

angle 1361 of 20' is also shown in Fig. 7, and the expanded D/8 sizing range for

this concept is apparent.
One problem with PSI type instruments is the limited applicable particle size

range. It has been suggested to utilize the amplitude of the Doppler bursts from
PSI instruments to size particles in what basically is a scattering cross section
measurement approach. The incident intensity ambiguity is then reintroduced and
a correction must be made. Those particles traversing the center of the inter-
section region can be discriminated using coincidence detection with small aper-
ture detectors or using an additional, tightly focused pointer beam. Unfortunately
the latter approach merely shifts the trajectory ambiguity problem from the PSI
beanis to the Gaussian pointer beam. 'I- I

Calibration

Optical nonimaging techniques for mc.t,,uring droplet sizes are inherently in-
direct and without exception require calibration in some form. As the terms
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calibrate or calibration can be somewhat ambiguous we quote the three applicable
definitions from the ASTM Standards Compilation 140]:

1. Calibrate - General - to determine the indication or output of a measuring
de ice with respect to that of a standard.

2. Calibration - Determination of the values of the significant parameters
by comparison with values indicated by a reference instrument or by a set of
reference standards.

3. Calibration -The process of comparing a standard or instrument with one
of greater accuracy (smaller uncertainty) for the purpose of obtaining quantitative
estimates of the actual value of the standard being calibrated, the deviation of the
actual value from a nominal value, or the difference between the value indicated
by an instrument and the actual value. These differences are usually tabulated in
a "Fable of Corrections" which apply to that particular standard or instrument.

Now to define the term introduced previously we refer to the same source [40]:

1. Calibration Standard- Any of the standards of various types having ac-
cepted parameters. The calibration standard may be used to adjust the sensitivity
setting of test instruments at some predetermined level and for periodic checks
of the sensitivity.

Now there are a number of unknowns and uncenainties in optical, nonimaging
particle sizing instruments including relative detector sensitivities in multiple
detector instruments, absolute detector sensitivities in single detector SPC, and
the background noise level which determines the lower threshold or sizing limit
of the instrument, to name but a few. Since these are generally very difficult if
not impossible to quantify independently, calibration with particles of known size
is the necessary approach.

Single particle counters must perform two operations correctly, (1) sizing of
particles in the sample volume, and (2) counting of particles in an unbiased
manner to provide valid concentration data. Thus, primary calibration of a single
particle counter requires both size and concentration calibration standards, the
latter of which appears to be often overlooked. Ensemble analyzers have some-
wAhat different requirements as concentration calibration is less critical. Finally, -, ,
imaging techniques are relatively easy to calibrate for size determination, but it
is considerably more difficult to account for sample volume effects due to depth-
of-field variations with particle size.

The fundamental problem in calibration is the generation of monodisperse, ., - ,
,phcrical particles or droplets of known and preferab!y controllable size and
concentration. As an alternative, one might utilize a poly disperse particle system
of known concentration and size distribution as a primary calibration standard for
droplet sizing instruments. Unfortunately, in the words of an ASTM Standard
lest Method for particle sizing and from the experience of this author and
countless other researchers, there is no totally acceptable particle size and

,/-~~~~~~~~................... .......-...-......-..... ... ,.. ..... .... ........ ..,,.-,-.,.....,-.,-......
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concentration standard available. There are however some possibilities which
include:

1. Pol- vsnrene Latex Spheres-These polystyrene spheres are generally very
Inonodisperse for sizes below about 5 jim (0. 1 'r relative standard deviation
tvpic., , but have significantly broader distributions for larger sizes. Polystyrene
,pheres are subject to size changes with age and steps must be taken to prevent
a,_hlomration. Polystyrene spheres larger than about 5 Jim cannot be reliably
aomied and must be used in suspension which requires a mechanical pumping
or stirring system [421. Polystyrene spheres are commercially available 1431.

2. G./as Mirojpheres -Distributions of glass microspheres are commonly
uNed as sedimentation standards and in other industrial applications. A sample of
these spheres could be size analyzed using a calibrated imaging system, and then
in turn used to calibrate SPC or ensemble analyzing optical instruments. These
ii-icrosphercs have been utilized for calibration while attached to glass slides [8.
and in liquid ,spension as well 142]. The difficulties of differential settling,
deposition, and differential separation in flow systems and associated problems
n reproducibility make glass microspheres in suspension a very poor candidate

as a primary calibration standard. Glass microspheres deposited on a glass slide
', ould appear better suited, but the difficulties of manufacturing calibration slides
,., ith thousands of glass spheres of identical sizes and positions are formidable.

3. Photomask Calibration Reticles An interesting property of light scatter-
i;,g is that near-forward scattering or diffraction signatures from spherical par-
TiJe,. opaque disks, and circular apertures of the same diameter are equivalent.
Thu, it has been suggested that carefully designed arrays of circular apertures
2i0ototched into a chrome on glass substrate be used to calibrate optical non-
ijaging Instruments which utilize diffractively scattered light or optical imaging.
These calibration reticles, which 144,45] have been used successfully in both
Ie,,, of instruments, provide a stable, practical, and highly reproducible cali-

bration standard. Unfortunately the reticles cannot be used to calibrate systems
',khich utilize reflective or refractive (off-axis) scattering. The applicability of
ricles for calibrating instruments for particle sizes below several microns is
questionable.

4, Droplet Generators-Mechanical approaches for generating a stream or a
clhoud ol nearly monodisperse droplets involve the systematic breakup of cylindri- " "
ol or planar liquid jets. The natural frequencies or instabilities of the cylindrical

Jet, arc s nchronously excited using a piezoelectric crystal to break the liquid
stream into a series of droplets of constant diameter (to within typically I c). This
concept has been exploited using a jet forced through an orifice in a vibrating thin
plate 146,471 and a syringe jet 1481. The vibrating orifice technique [46,471 is
theoretically capable of producing droplets ranging from 10 aim to about
150 Aim. and syringe jets have reported 1481 to be capable of generating droplets
in the 15 to 500 jm diameter size range. Spinning disk droplet generators have
been also utilized but generally are limited to relatively small droplets. Un-
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fortunately there have apparently been no developments which allow genera-
tion of specified distributions of droplet sizes as would be useful for the cali-
bration of ensemble scattering instruments. The possibility of utilizing a vibrating
plate with an array of orifice sizes to generate controlled droplet size distribu-
tions has been discussed, although this author is not aware of published results

on this approach.
Droplet generators based on the breakup of cylindrical liquid jets can theo-

retically be used to calibrate both single particle and ensemble analyzers. For
SPC the optical sample volume has been placed very near the jet breakup point

1UT J4A;-. ito provide a spatially constrained stream of droplets with constant size and
velocity. In this way it is possible to map out the SPC response as a function of
droplet trajectory and size. Although this mapping exercise would satisfy both the
size and concentration calibration requirements, most instrument manufacturers
using this technique have only reported results obtained by directing the droplet
stream through the center of the sample volume which constitutes only a size
calibration. The potential for droplet deposition and coagulation introduce some
uncertainties into the concentration calibration.

Another powerful calibration application would be to disperse monodisperse
droplets of low vapor pressure by diluting the stream with known and controlled
amounts of air to generate practical 2-D flows with monodisperse droplets of
known concentration. This flow stream could then be used to calibrate either SPC
or ensemble instruments. Unfortunately the very low droplet concentrations pro-
duced by these generators make calibration of laser diffraction instruments rather
impractical. Some problems with jet breakup droplet generators concern que-
tions about long term droplet size stability, the susceptability to orifice clogging.
and difficulty in day-to-day reproducibility of stable operation conditions.

5. Polydisperse Sprays-A final approach to droplet size calibration is to
standardize on a particular spray nozzle or other spray source. Presumably manu-
facturing tolerances could be maintained so that the spray characteristics could be
at least as good as the instrumentation. This concept has been tested with mixed
success by the ASTM Subcommittee E29.04 on Droplet Sizing. Problems con-
cerned with the liquid supply system reproducibility and test position definition
must be addressed in the future.

SPC Calibration
As an example of SPC calibration some work performed by this author and

co-workers on the Multiple Ratio Single Particle Counter (MRSPC) will be
discussed. Calibration studies by numerous other researchers could have been
discussed as well (see for example 1241 and 1271) but are not in the interest of
brevity.

The details of the MRSPC have been exhaustively covered elsewhere 13,281.
for our purposes here it is an instrument in the general form of Fig. 2 but with
multiple detectors. A focused laser beam of typically 50 to 200 jm diameter is-

- . q
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,-.-d to illuminate individual particles. The ratios of scattered light signals at three
17 more detectors oriented in the near-torward direction are used to determine
x mr'le siics in the nominal range 0. 1 to 10 jim. Since incident laser beam has

(,auslian radial intensity profile which drops off well inside the detector fields
1i , the optical sample volume is a function of particle size. A large droplet
Sin: through the shoulder of the Gaussian bean may still scatter enough light

o he detected above the noise, but a significantly smaller particle must pass
i) )uch the very center of the Gaussian intensity peak to be detected over the
,.nmc noise level. For this reason SPC typically have a bias toward large particle
izes. that is, since the optical probe volume is larger for large particles they are

1-retercntially sampled. This size-selective sampling bias can be predicted ana-
i'cail,, but it vas necessary to perform some concentration calibrations to

',alidatc the model.
The MRSPC calibration was performed using polystyrene microspheres which
cre atomized from a dilute ethanol suspension and then dried before passing

through the sample volume. Size calibration was done using the polystyrene
ipanicle sizes provided by the manufacturer, but concentration calibration was a
problem as a significant but unknown fraction of the particles in the solution
rover reached the sample volume due to deposition or other losses. For that
reason it was necessary to design an independent sizing instrument to characterize
the size-selective sampling bias. This was done by overlapping the sample vol-
umes from the 90' scattering white-light particle counter shown in Fig. 8 and the
MIRS PC. The intensity profile at the optical sample volume of the 90' white-light Iia. I k
particle counter is shown in Fig. 9. The approximately "tophat" profile eliminates
the incident intcn.sity ambiguity for all but the edges of the sample volume which
c.omfpriscd a relatively small portion of the cross section. Thus the 900 SPC
pro), ided an on-line measurement of absolute concentration of the particles used
to calibrate the MRSPC. Data for the sensitive area (projection of the sample
\ulume) of the %IRSPC are given in Fig. 10, where experiment and theory agree
reasonably Aell. Unfortunately the sensitivity of the 900 counter was not suf-

cil ent to permit concentration calibration for particles sizes smaller than
l I /am. This experiment provided both the size and concentration calibrations

nc', ssary to ,alidate all single particle counting and instruments.
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FIG 9 .i an t' the output Irom 1024 tlement linear photodiode arrB ta% tin r pl ',.
at the AamphC volume o, the, SPC , t ' S 1he diodei are on 25 4 0m enter% and hdi i..,

m idth show n iA about 1 mm alter Rej 491

('alihration of la. er )iffra cion In.%iruments

We consider here laser diffraction instruments which utill/c multipi: det
elements to measure the diffraction pattern including commercial i,,rumevit r'\

CILAS 1501. Malvern Instruments Ltd. 1151. and Leeds and NorthruLp [I !1 i1
been incorrectly stated by some manufacturers that laser ditraction lnstruucwl .

need no calibration. This statement is true onl% for instruments which travcr'
single detector across the diffraction pattiL., but Lven then it I,, rather ill-,td'. 1.
to trust data from an instrument %.hose performance has never been vcrified \\ ',h
respect to the commercial instruments %,hich have detector arr,\, the ,tdt
concerning unnecessary calibration is incorrect. Clearl, an, \aratln "."
detector responsivities or pre-amplifier gains will change the meiurCd ,,,.:''
signature, and there is no rational justification for assuming a prirti ttlit.'
quantities are constant. [yen manufacturers of solid-,tate Phot ditdc
specify _ I0(1, variation in responsivity between detector clement, on a ii on -
lithic array 110,511. Furiher. the potential problems of dctc,:tor c haii 1itwil.
optical element contamination, thermal degradation, and amnplIticr drift ."h .i--
not be ignored. A laser diffraction instrument user should requc, ca1ibratiii 1-j'1
from the manufacturer and periodically verify the instrument pcrtorian c .,,r.e
one of the secondary calibration techniques just discussed.

Most users have tried one or more of these calibration methods to \ crH\ thL . .

. performance of laser diffraction particle sizing instrument,,. Publishcd dait,i .on
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paring the performance of several instruments on the same particle field are
sc.ar.e, but some data for comparison between instruments have been obtained
1451 using photomask calibration reticles on Malvern 2200 instruments I//] as
shown in Fig. Ii. The commercially available reticles [52) were fabricated by
photoetching arrays of randomly positioned opaque circles of chrome thin film on
a g lass substrate. This reticle configuration is designated clear field (CF), and the
photographic negative thereof with circular apertures in an opaque background is
designated dark field (DF). The calibration sample area of the reticles was 8 mm
diameter and provided a discrete approximation (using 23 different circle sizes)
to a Rosin-Rammler droplet sizes distribution with nominal mean diameter of
50 j.rm and nominal Rosin-Rammler exponent of 2.0. The standard Rosin-
Rainmler software supplied by the manufacturer was used in the size distribution
inversion. Results from a series of runs on three different commercial instruments
aje plotted in Fig. 12. The data points in Fig. 12 are independent as both back-
ground and scattering signature measurements were taken each time. The ellip-
tical patterns of the data points for each reticle on a particular instrument are .,t.-

consistent with normally distributed fluctuations (noise) in scattering mea-
surements with standard deviations in the range of I to 2% of the peak signal
level. The curves in Fig. 12 correspond to equal error contours at 1, 2, and 3%
of peak signal level RMS from Fig. 5, which was calculated using the scattering
signature averaged over all runs for the clear reticle on Instrument A. The

A.......
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FIG. I I -Schematic of laser diffraction particle sizing instrument w'ith clear field calihraL.
reticle.

instrument-to-instrument variations are statistically significant when compared
the run-to-run variations discussed previously. Differences between instruinei
responses appears to be on the order of 20% as expected from sensitivity vat:
tions between monolithic detector elements. In order to obtain absolute accur,,
better than 20% %ith the Malvern 2200 or similar laser diffraction instruments 0)
sensitivity of each element in the photodiode detector array must be calibrd..:"
using reticles or uniform illumination.

Optical Sampling: Spatial (Concentration) Versus Temporal (Flux)

Optical sizing instruments operate in one of two basic sampling niode. In th;:
first mode an optical instrument samples all droplets in a volume of space. r_1
therefore might be considered a concentration-sensitive diagnostic. Laser dil ra(-
tion droplet sizing instruments in which the detector resolvin time is much l,,.
than a typical droplet residence time in the laser beam operate in this con ce 4 -
tration diagnostic mode. Size distribution parameters determined with these tech-
niques would be volume-weighted, for example, a D32 consistent with Eq 4 c. -Ad
be obtained. There is, however, another weighting technique of interest in sp;a,.,
that of flux weighting.

Define here a particle-flux-weighted mean diameter D32. 1

- n(D)U(D)D dD. D ,2,f - fo 7) '' -

.- '.3SN 3dX i J-N 3. .H-. -- -- -3WO- ':dd-. .. . . . .

7,

:::: ... :::: : :. : : .. : .:.. . . .... : .. :: : . -.- : ..:/ .:.: " . .:-:: .. : .L : - -. .: , . +.. .. , - '' . .- : . ,
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RR-50-2.O-0.03-I0I-xF- *n

LAB A-CF *21
VLAB A-OF * 2

22- LAB B-CF *2 I
* LAB B-OF *2

YLAB C-CF *2
4LAB C-DF*2

21
V%

N

2 0 77

45 0 5 60 65

* 1--RM. 12 - Lyifewrutal data from three difJerent labs with Malven 2200 instruments anaINzing
o* .ai trnc o c ahbratwn reilsRR.S-2.0-0.03-10I&CF- #2 (clarfield) nd RR-502.0-0.3- /oi-

,r qua! erro'r cuflivurs from Fig. 5 corresponding io 1. 2, and 3' of peak signal RMS error for
rtjt a.uraytd (arrerjn .signature for the clear field reticle at Lab A.

* where the additional subsciript f indicates a quantity determined by a flux-
sensitive diagnostic, and U is the velocity of particles of diameter D. Note that
this < may be the most relevant one in some situations, say for example in-
-he idealized case of thin, one-dlimensional spray flame front. In that case the
171.portarn quantity controlling the combustion would be the flux or n(D)UD) -

Product rather than just the concentration or number density.
The second mode of instrument operation is one which actually measures this

flux ot particles across a surface during some finite measurement time. Optical
~.ingle particle counters which utilize input beam focusing, and the detector field
Wf viewk to optically define a relatively small optical probe volume are an example

*of a flux-sensitive diagnostic. The sensitive surface or sensitive area would be the
projected area of the optical sample volume (projected into the direction of the
diroplet velocity vectors).

*Results obtained with concentration-sensitive and flux-sensitive diagnostics
arc related through the velocity, which may be a function of droplet size.- The rate
J(D) at which particles with diameters between D) and D + AD are sampled by
an SPIC is given by

J(D) n(D)U(D)A,(D)AD (8)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . -.
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vhere A, is the optically sensitive area. The sensitive area A, is a function of
Iroplet diameter as controlled by the light-scattering properties and the threshold
,r droplet signal validation electronics.

It Is seen from Eq 8 that for velocities independent of droplet size both concen-
ation and lux-sensitive devices measure equivalent quantities. However, for

ypical sprays where velocity is a function of droplet size the differences in the
two dugnostics can become quite significant. Data from flux-sensitive diagnos-
tics ,,'h as single particle counters which do not simultaneously measure droplet
velocity as well as size cannot be used to determine particle concentration or
number density. Such instruments would directly measure J and have a known
,cnsitl\ earea correction factor A, so that

J(D) = n(D) U(D)AD (9)
AJD)

A hure the left-hand side would be measured/known in order to deten'ine the right
hand side of Eq 9. Then since n and U cannot be separated mean quantities
%Would be calculated using J(D)/AdD) or equivalently n(D)U(D) as in Eq 8.

I hc siimllarit\ between these effects and velocity bias in laser velocimetry (LVI
,hould be noted. Considering Eq 6, the rate of particle events or observations by
SPU and counter-based LV systems is biased toward high velocities, or in other ' "
\'ords particles ,%th high velocities are sampled proportionally more often than

article,, tra',elling at low velocities. Several methods have been used in LV to
,orrcct for velocity bias and obtain an unbiased velocity estimator. One method
i, I( ,ample IV signals at equal time intervals rather than sample every particle
,ent and thereby perform time-averaged rather than particle averaged statistics.
Similar methods might be adopted for droplet sizing instruments which measure
\clocitv in addition to size, but again it depends on where spatial-averaged or
tlux-avcraged information is more relevant.

Note also that as the velocity field changes so does the concentration in a spray
%th differential velocities and a constant initial droplet size distribution. There-

to,:c. asuming that a concentration measure is of interest, measurements of
droplct sie distributions on a laboratory spray into a stagnant gas will in general "- -J
w ,t he indicative of concentration-size distributions present under other condi-

!S rs %here the dependence of droplet velocity on size has changed due for
.i.mplc to a change in the velocity of the gas surrounding the spray as discussed

. ittig et al 1531.

Conclusions

Optical nonimaging methods for droplet sizing have been reviewed. Single
droplet analyzing instruments as well as ensemble analyzing techniques using
multi-angle scattering or diffraction were discussed. Calibration of single particle
counters must include both size and concentration measurement standards. Laser

p . . i-!I
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diffraction instruments, despite suggestions to the contrary, require calibration as
demonstrated by a series of experiments using calibration reticles. Finally, de-
tailed characteristics of each droplet sizing instrument concept must be consid-
ered before attempting to reconcile data obtained with different instruments. This
is particularly true when comparing spatial or concentration-sensitive techniques
-such as laser diffraction with data from temporal or droplet flux-sensitive instru-
ments such as single particle counters.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN NON-DOPPLER LASER VELOCIMETRY

E. Dan Hirleman*
Mechanical Engineering Department

Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 852B1

Abstract

Alternative concepts in laser velocime'- with very limited experimental results published
which in some applications demonstrate sign ,ant on the LIV 5 and none available for the LSV. we
advantages over conventional laser Doppler veloci- are actively investigating these new techniques,
meters (LOV) are discussed. The non-Doppler tech- and the principles of operation and an analysis of
niques discussed here are particle-counting velo- recent experimental results are presented.
cimeters which measure the time for individual
particles to traverse a known distance to deter- I. Non-Doppler Laser Velocimetry
mine velocity. The methods considered include the
two-spot or time-of-flight velocimeter L2V, the The non-Doppler LV techniques considered here
single beam transit-timing laser velocimeter LIV, involve measurement of the time for a particle to
and a recently proposed hybrid of these, the LSV, traverse known distances, either the distance be-
which measures two velocity components using the tween two laser beams or the distance across a
L2V optical system. The principles and relative single beam. A real fringe differential Doppler
advantages of these non-Doppler LV techniques will LDV counter system can be interpreted as measuring
be discussed in addition to some of the first ex- the time for a particle to traverse fringes of
perimental results obtained with LIV and LSV sys- known spacing, but this LDV configuration depends
tems. on radiation scattered from coherent, intersect-

ing beams. In contrast, the non-Doppler methods do
I. Introduction not require either beam intersection or coherence.

Laser velocimeter methods for nonintrusive The principles for the LV techniques of in-
flowfield measurements are routinely utilized in terest can be illustrated using the optical sys-
many research establishments. The velocity diag- tems of Figure 1. It is desired to form two laser
nostic technique most widely applied is the laser beam waists or foci separated by a known distance
Doppler velocimeter (LDV or LDA); indeed, nearly in the optical sample volume. This can be accom-
every research lab has a laser Doppler system. plished using birefringent optics which angularly
Extensive literature is available on LDV princi- separate the polarizations of a circularly polar-
pies and applications with comprehensive reviews ized laser beam (e.g. Rochon or Wollaston prisms),
by Stevenson' and Durst et. a1z . The application followed by a lens placed one focal length behind
of laser Doppler velocimeters in combustion en- the beam separator as shown in Fig. la. A lens
vironments is discussed by Self and Whitelaw3 . placed in front of a calcite beam displacer will

accomplish the same results as in Fig. lb. The
This paper discusses some alternative non- beam expander is used to control the beam waist

Doppler laser velocimeters which in some situa- sizes in the measurement volume and a \/4 wave-
tions have significant advantages over the more plate is required for linearly polarized lasers.
common LDV. The advantages can include simplified
optical or electronic system configurations, high- The laser focus characteristics of the sample
er sensitivity, and better rejection of background volume are shown in more detail in Fig. 2, with
scattering from surfaces adjacent to the sample some illustrative particle trajectories. Assuming
volume. The non-Doppler laser velocimeters con- a trajectory in the x-y or focal plane (,-O) which
sidered here are: the two-spot or time-of-flight projects to Fig. 2b, and for light scattering and
laser velocimeter L2V; the single beam transit- detection processes which are effectively instan-
time laser velocimeter LlV; and finally the two- taneous, detector output as in Fig. 2c would be
component, two-spot laser velocimeter LSV, recent- obtained. The maxima in the output signals occur
ly proposed by Hirleman.4 when the particle is at the points of closest

proximity to the laser beam axes. The time-of-
Of these methods, only the L2V has been used flight tf between the peaks of these signals is

by enough research groups in diverse applications given (for ,=O trajectory) by:
to permit a reasonable evaluation of its effec-
tiveness. A brief review of the principles of
L2V, some of the past experimental results, and a
comparative analysis with LDV will be presented tf 2xbcOsa/Vi (1)
here. In contrast, the LIV and LSV concepts which
may improve on the L2V are relatively untested

*Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering where V.L is the Particle speed in the x-y plane.

Member AIAA Now the x-component of VL is given by:
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Fig. 1. Schematics of a L2V optical systems in forward scattering receiving configurations.
Beam separation with a) Rochon or Wollaston prisms and b) calcite beam displacer.

VX = V.L COs (2) accurately. In practice LDV probe volume beam
diameters are about lOum or greater at I/e2

Rearranging Eqs (1) and (2) gives: points. Conversely, the L2V has no such con- 0
straint since the temporal characteristics of

V, laser light scattered during the transit of a
2xb = particle through a beam is of little interest;
T- -'sa (3) thus the L2V focus spots in the sample volume are

typically made as small as possible, subject to
which indicates that for small a (cosla=l), mea- the diffraction limit. L2V beam diameters as
surement of the time-of-flight tf between the peaks small as lOum are not unreasonable and this re-
directly indicates the particle velocity component sults in a laser power density of lOOx greater
in the plane containing laser beam axes. This than for the above LDV example. Then for a given
simple time-of-flight concept was apparently first laser and equivalent receiving optics, the peak
porposed for laser velocimetry by Thompson 6 in scattered flux from a specific particle will lOOx
1968, several years after the earliest LDV papers' ,  be greater in the L2V system than in LDV, result-
Z. Tanner' suggested the present day version of ing in a similar improvement in L2V signal/noise
the L2V which utilizes a large beam spacing/beam ratio. This higt<r L2V sensitivity can be ex-
diameter ratio 2xb/2w to ensure that only particles ploited in various ways in terms of smaller and
following trajectories of small a scatter enough less expensive lasers, smaller seed particles, S
light from both laser beams to be detected as a measurements closer to adjacent surfaces, or
dual peak event. Acceptance of signal pairs from measurements at higher velocities.'' ,' s, 6 Addi-
particles with large a results in a broadening of tional advantages of L2V relative to LDV include
L2V velocity data. Ratios Xb/w of typically 20 or less complex data processing requirements and
greater (2xb=O.5nhn) have been used in L2V appli- potential insensitivity to beam steering since the
cations in rotating turbomachiner by Shodl ,' and L2V beams are practically coincident until just
Smart ", in free jets by Lading' , and in the at the focal plane (see Fig.l) and turbulent dis-
atmosphere at up to 70m range by Lading et al1, 12  turbances in the path should affect both beams S
and Bartlett and She". simultaneously. Conversely, the 2 beams in LDV

take completely different paths to the fringe
The major advantages of L2V over LDV are high- volume and separate disturbances on the beams

er sensitivity and better signal/noise ratios which may cause fringe shifting or prevent beam
which derive from the possibility of using smaller intersection are more likely.
beam focus diameters in the L2V sample volume.
The laser beam diameters in the LOV fringe volume The advantages of L2V over LDV for some spe-
are constrained by frequency requirements for the cific applications have bee, well established. ,

processing electronics. Typical LDV counting pro- 5s,' However, there are some significant pro-
cessors need on the order of 10 fringe crossings blems with the conventional L2V. First, the L2V
minimum per Doppler burst (e.g. within the l/e, has a highly directional sample space due to the
points) for an accurate velocity determination, large beam spacing/beam diameter ratio required
Thus, the minimum required fringe spacing decreases by accuracy considerations discussed earlier, i.e.
linearly as the beam diameter is decreased and only particles with very small traverse angles
hence the Processor frequency requirements become a in Fig. 2b will generate two peaks. It is,
more stringent. To illustrate, a particle moving therefore, necessary to rotate the spots to get S
at lOOm/sec through a lOum beam with 10 station- information for more than one flow direction,9
ary fringes (lum spacing) will generate a 100MHz and simultaneous measurement of 2 velocity com-
Doppler burst which is difficult to process ponents is not possible with the L2V systems.

2



I(r)=Ioexp(-2r
2
/w

2
), (4)

where I(r) is the intensity at a radial distance
r from the beam or optical axis, 10 is the peak
intensity at the beam center (r-O), w is the beam
radius at the I/e2 intensity points, and these
quantities can vary along the optical axis. For
Cartesian coordinates X2+ y2= r2, and a particle
traveling in a plane normal to the beam and par-
allel to the y axis at some x traverse position
xt as in Fig. 3 will experience an incident in-
tensity history:

I(xt,y)=Ioexp(-2xt2 /w2 )exp(-2y2 /w2 ). (5)

Note that any linear particle trajectory will fit
Eq. (5) since the orientation of the x-y coordi-
nate system is arbitrary. For a constant velocity
V_ in the perpendicular (x-y) plane, the temporal

Xb-' Xb- incident intensity (and therefore scattered-light
detector response, assuming the light scattering
and detection processes to be effectively instan-

i taneous and particle diameter much smaller than
the beam diameter) will then be

SIGNAL I(xtt)-loexp(-2xt
2
/w

2
)exp(-2V 

2
t/w

2
). (6)

I Since the first exponential is time independent,
scattered-light signals from parti-les moving
linearly at constant speed will always be geome-
trically similar Gaussians (same dth), as
indicated in Fig. 4. Then measurement of the
transit-time .tt between the I/e2 points of a
scattering signal uniquely determines the magni-

Fig. 2. L2V sample volume, a) laser focus tude of the particle velocity component in the
properties indicating I/e2 intensity plane normal to the beam axis by' ,s

contours along laser beam axes. Sample
particle traverse indicated with double (7)
arrows. b) cross-section of sample vol- .t
ume in a) along z or optical axis. c) regardless of the traverse position xt. Although
detector output from particle traverse this property of Gaussian beams has been known for
indicated in b) with ~ 0. some time, the electronics required for accurate

measurements of the transit-time have been a pro-Also, the quality of optical components becomes blem.5  However the rapid advances in high speed
more critical for L2V applications where use of
diffraction limited spots are desired. Finally, electronics are finally making suc,; a measurement
there is the question of possible degradation of
L2V performance in highly turbulent environments'8
These relative advantages are discussed in more Particle Traverses
detail elsewhere", but additional experiments

6 directly comparing L2V and LDV systems are neces- 2

sary to further delineate the overlap in ranges o
of applicability for these laser velocimeter tech- Contour
niques.

III. Single Beam Transit-Time . I
Velocimeter (LIV) -

A non-Doppler velocimeter concept used even W
less than L2V is the single beam transit-time

velocimeter proposed by Rudd5 and discussed by (r)22
Hirleman'. A typical optical system for LlV would -:exp

be similar to that in Fig. 1 with forward, back- 0 H
scatter or off-axis scattering geometry possible.
However, beamsplittlng optics would be unnecessary
since this method uses a single TEMpo laser beam.
Referring to Fig. 3, the intensity distribution
in any plane perpendicular to the beam propagation Fig. 3. Laser beam properties and linear particle
vector is given by: traverses in a plane normal to the laser

beam axis.
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either beam in Fig. 2c determines a velocity, the
measured time-of-flight tf between beams then can
be used to determine the traverse angle a through

1/10 Eq. (1). The values for V.L and a can be easily
dtlO transformed into two velocity components using:

xt 0
Yx = ±Y.,cosa Vy . tV sina (8)

where the sign uncertainty in Vx can be eliminated
- xp(.2xtl/w2 ) by determining which beam the particle passed

through first. The ambiguity in the sign of a in
Vy can only be eliminated by rotating the beam
orientation until the flowfield character pre-

,_ _ i_ _ cludes many particles with trajectories at both
time ±a. Thus combining the principles of LIV and L2V

t permits the measurement of 2 velocity components
with an L2V. This hybrid system is termed the LSV
here since the concept is also the basis for a

Fig. 4. Time dependence of laser intensity in- particle-sizing scheme proposed by Hirleman .

cident on particle traverses of Fig. 3. The next LSV consideration is the beam

practical and our lab is currently making a com- spacing/diameter ratio which was large in the L2V
of the LlV concept. due to errors or broadening introduced by nonzeroprehensive study ot trajectories. However, in LSV the particle tra-

For the measurements it is assumed that the verse angle a is measured and the problem dis-
beam diameter w is knowna Priori and is effec- appears. In fact the optimum beam spacing/diame-
tively constant in the particle-ampling region. ter ratio for LSV is on the order of one, i.e.
This condition can be satisfied either by utiliz- with the two beams partially overlapped. The
ing a collimated beam (constant w) or by optically beams would be of different wavelengths or polar-
defining the axial extent with the detector field izations to prevent interference and for the over-
of view as certain axial length of the laser-focus lap case two detectors would be required, with

region that has approximately constant w. Laser- each detector sensitive primarily to light scat-
focus intensity contours are elongated along the tered from only one of the beams. The LSV hasoptical axis for typical systems with relatively optics as in Fig. 1, and a sample volume similar
high (>4) f number opticsy and the rle the to Fig. 2 but with the beams of Fig. 2b and the
highnd techniefr optisi nd therefrthe Gaussian pulses of Fig. 2c overlapped. Data ac-
second technique for defining w is practical. quisition can again be either analog or digital.

The LIV data processing system must determine The LSV concept eliminates several important
the width parameter w of the Gaussian detector L2V disadvantages while maintaining some L2V ad-
output pulses for each particle. Possible analog vantages and potentially providing the measurement
techniques include the differentiation method sug- of two velocity components simultaneously with
gested by Rudd s and a delay line/peak sensor/dis-
criminator/timer concept we have utilized.'

6  For the optical 5ystem complexity of a single compo-
moderate speed applications we have found a digital nentLDV. For example, LSV sample times would be
approach to be advantageous. This microprocessor- comparable to LDV and much less than for L2V since
based system uses high speed A/D conversion and a the percentage of invalid particles crossing only
procedure to fit the data to a Gaussian peak as one of the beams would decrease drastically. Some
discussed later, tradeoffs would be required as the closer beam

spacing would increase the frequency response re-
The major advantage of the LlV is the rela- quirements of the conventional L2V. However, the

tively simple optical system necessary to measure sensitivity advantage over LDV would still remain
one velocity component. Also, the LlV is not de- since the LIV measures transit-time across onependent on spatial coherence of the laser beam (as beam whereas LDV again needs roughly 10 fringes

is LDV) which could be important for measurements across the beam. Again however, the data acqui-
in highly turbulent environments. On the other sition system is relatively complex and accurate
hand, the LIV requires more sophisticated electron- characterization of the beam properties at the
ics than L2V or LDV, requires detailed knowledge sample volume is essential.
of the beam properties at sample volume, and gives V. Experiments
erroneous velocity measurements for particle dia-
meters significant (d/w 0.1) compared to the To Investigate the LlV and LSV concepts an
beam diameter. However, the digital curvefitting experimental program is underway. Our analysis can
approach discussed later has the potential for be divided into three areas: laser beam property
identifying and rejecting signatures from large measurements; data acquisition and processing con-
particles. siderations; and flow measurements on an axisymmet-

IV. L2V Revisited: The LSV nc laminar jet.

Returning to consider the L2V in light of the Laser Beam Characterization at Sample Volume
previous LlV development, it is clear that the As discussed earlier, accurate characterization
output from an L2V detector such as Fig. 2c con- of the beam properties in the LIV or LSV sample vol-
tains more information than just one velocity com- ume is essential. For beam diagnostics we use a
ponent. Since the width of the Gaussian peak from calibrated microscope assembly coupled with a 1000
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element linear photodiode array (25um centers)
mounted at the image plane to perform beam diagnos-
tics. This microscope assembly is shown in Fig. 5.
The position of the objective relative to the
photodiode array was calibrated by imaging an il-
luminated aperture of known radius. For small beam
waists as used here the objective system obeys
standard geometrical optics relating the magnified

Gaussian beam diameter at the image plane to that
at the object plane (not true in general for
Gaussian beams"). A sample output from scanning
the diode array of Fig. 5 with a Gaussian laser
beam incident at the object plane is shown in
Fig. 6. Each peak represents the radiation inten-
sity integrated over a 25um square diode and over
some sample time; the radial laser beam intensity
profile covering about 70 diodes is indicated.

MAGE P.ANE AT

PkOTOOIOOE ARRAY

MICROSCOPE I Fig. 6. Scan of photodiode array outputs.

PLAN0 OTZIOD A5AS Data Acquisition System

... ...A .CThe data processing technique we are present-
X - TRANSLATION ELECTRONICS ly using for the various non-Doppler LV is primar-

ily digital as shown in Fig. 8. High speed A/D
z conversion (2-20MHz) of the photomultiplier out-

I I Z X- TRANSLATION put(s) is performed by a Nicolet Digital Oscillo-
X ;scope. The digitized data such as that shown in

Fig. 9 is clocked out of the Nicolet through a
parallel interface into the memory (RAM) of a TI
990 16-bit microcomputer. A multiple variable

Pig. 5. Schematic of Microscope Ojbective linear regression routine is used by the micro-
Photodiode Array Assembly used for laser processor to determine a logarithmic least squares

beam diagnostics. fit of Gaussian peaks to the data. The three para-
meters in the Gaussian curvefit algorithm based on

To analyze the beam profile, the peak output linearizing Eq. (4) are (see Fig. 4): the meanvalues from each diode are digitized and fit to a (time) value or time of maximum signal amplitude;Gaussian profile using a logarithmic least squares the peak height; and finally the variance or trans-G a us i a n p ro il e usi n a og a i th i c l ast sq u re s it -t im e tt  a nd w h ic h d irec t ly ind ica te s the ve lo -
technique (See next section). The curvefitting is ittim tt and w h diely fii t s the
performed by a TI 990 microprocessor system which city from Eq. (7). The time-of-flight tf is the
controls the diode scan, the A/D conversion, trans- time between successive peak centers. An example
ferring the data into microcomputer memory, and curvefit to digital LSV data performed by the

finally performs the curvefit calculations. A microprocessor is shown in Fig. 10.

number of traces such as Fig. 6 are analyzed for A major concern with the LV concept is
each position along the laser beam axis. A plot
of the measured l/e

2 beam radius at several axial accuracy. The parameters controlling the accuracy

positions along a laser focus are shown in Fig. 7.
The data of Fig. 7 are for a He-Cd laser beam at
441.6nm which was spatially filtered and expanded
6x, focused using a 96mm lens, and analyzed with 20.
a 40x microscope objective using the apparatus of
Fig. 5. Also plotted in Fig. 7 are the beam radius Ur)
profile predicted assuming diffraction-limited-
optics" and a least squares curvefit of the axial C:/
data to the predicted Lorentzian form for w(z) near
a diffraction-limited TEM laser beam waist. 0.

To use the LIV or LSV concepts it is necessary
to know the Gaussian beam waist radius w at the 0

sample volume. The uncertainty in a single mea- OFT
surement of w using the apparatus of Fig. 5 can be - FIT-• -DATA
10-20% in worst cases depending on the beam qual- 40X -- PRED
ity, diode-to-diode response variations, and aber- 0. 0 " " " -I-I

rations in the objective system for small beam 0 

waists ( um) as in Fig. 7. By measuring an ax- 0 . 5 0. 0 0. 5
ial w(z) profile this uncertainty can be decreased Z ( M
significantly since the measurement accuracy is
better in larger portions of the beam. For I/e2

beam diameters of roughly 50um or greater the
measurements are probably good to better than 1%. Fig. 7. Laser beam radius at I/e2 points.
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of the curvefit and of the LlV velocity determina-
tion include: the number of A/D samples during a
Gaussian peak n; the ratio of RMS noise to the
peak amplitude; and the ratio the A/D resolution
or digitizing error to the peak amplitude. A
computer simulation of the LlV digital data pro-
cessing system has been utilized to investigate
these effects. Table I indicates the normalized
uncertainty ow/w in reconstructing a Gaussian peak
from discrete digital samples predicted by the
simulation as a function of the number of samples
n and the RMS noise/signal ratio. The values for
a were estimated by: assuming a set of Gaussian
peak parameters; taking n A/D samples of the as-
sumed signal and perturbing each sample by adding
a random noise contribution using a normal dist-
ribution random number generator; and finally
applying the curvefit algorithm to the signal +
noise samples. The width parameter of the recon-
structed Gaussian less the initially assumed value
is then the error in w (and velocity) determination.
This process was repeated 1000 times using differ- Fig. g. Digitized Photomultiplier output from
ent random noise pertubations for statistics of L2V displayed on Nicolet Digital Oscil-
the error, and the standard deviation of these loscope.
errors is reported as a in Table I. The mean
values of the errors we~e effectively zero and the utilized. Optical and electron microscopy studies
data of Table I are valid for a 12 bit A/D con- were undertaken to verify the monodispersity of the
verter with a full scale peak signal level, aerosol generated by atomizing polystyrene/isopro-

pyl alcohol solutions. A 12.5wn I.D. glass pipe
100 diameters long with a constriction at the en-
trance was used to provide fully developed laminar
flow. Our measurements were m4de 1/2 diameter
downstream of the pipe exit in stagnant air.J 2 channel

L ovFigure 11 is a plot of the mean axial velocity
PhotoultipCier (Ncolet Para e profile measured across the jet. The data were

hTomulti~es (oDigtl corrected for biasingl0 and were taken with an op-
Oscilloscope) tical system similar to Fig. lb using a 15mW He-Cd

laser but with receiving optics at 900 to the laser
beam. A 0.1 mm slit in front of the photomulti-
plier tube was imaged 1:1 at the beam waist to de-

Ti ggen 1 9900 fine a sample volume of constant beam diameter w.
t microprocessor/

Lab microconsuter The baseline data were taken with the conven-
enmi na e1 tional L2V concept using a O.Smm beam spacing and

the beam foci mapped out in Fig. 7. This beam
spacing/diameter ratio of greater than 50:1 coupled
with a high threshhold setting for peak acceptance
ensured minimal velocity broadening due to nonzero

Fig. B. Schematic of Digital Data Acquisition a traverses (Fig. 2b). This fact was supported by
System for LIV, L2V and LSV. turbulence intensity measurements which averaged

less than 0.7% for positions within one-half radius
Table I confirms what one would expect, that of the centerline (R/RO < 0.5). This figure

the uncertainty in determining w decreases with
the number of samples n and increases with the
noise level. Three is the minimum number of Table I: Standard Deviation of
samples required for the three parameter curve- Gaussian Reconstruction Errors a /w
fit. Increasing the number of samples for a
given particle velocity involves higher speed

A/D conversion and the tradeoffs of cost, few-
er bits of A/D resolution, and increased data an- Number Noise/Signal Ratio
alysis time. The acceptable LIV uncertainty would of
depend on the turbulence intensity levels of inter- Samples
est since data processing errors ultimately appear n 0. 0.01 0.02 0.04
as velocity broadening. Accuracy comparable to

that of LOV seems attainable with the LIV concept.
3 .001 .016 .030 .062

Flow Experiments
6 .001 .013 .026 .053

We have made and are continuing experiments to
verify the LIV and LSV simulations and hardware. 12 .001 .010 .020 .043
A laminar. axisymmetric free jet (Re = 1200) of
air seeded with l.099um polystyrene spheres was 24 .001 .008 .05 .032

6
.S.
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Acomparison of measured RNS velocity components

1 .0 ,, (or apparent turbulence intensity) on the laminar
.DATA jet centerline is given in Table II. The contrib-

ution of nonzero a traverses to L2V broadening for
Fxb/w > 50 was more than an order of magnitude lowerr- than the measured L2V RHS component, and the ob-

served distribution of velocities was due to flow
system fluctuations and inaccuracies introduced in

0.5 the electronics. The measured RMS velocity for the
L1V was considerably higher than for the L2V due
to the additional errors introduced in the Gaussian
curvefit data processing. The LIV data were taken

M at 3 digitizing rates to give nominally 5, 10, and1- 20 samples per particle signature as indicated in

0. ,L , . . 1 Table II. The actual number of A/D samples above
50 100 50 the noise threshhold depends on the peak height

which varied somewhat for each sampling rate, butT I ME (4 SEC ) the average values for n are indicated. It appears
that the data of Table II would fit into the pre-
dictions of Table I between N/S ratios of 0.02 and

Fig. 10. Gaussian curvefits to digital LSV data. 0.04 with reasonable agreement. However, the actual
N/S ratio was close to 0.01 which should give lower

compares with the 1% centerline turbulence intensity RMS values, and we are presently unable to fully
measured by Owens and Rogers21 for internal fully-
developed laminar flow at Re-1800.

Table II: Measured RMS velocity normalized to
Flow measurements with the L1V were made on centerline velocity in laminar jet.

the same laminar jet and the results are also
presented in Fig. 11. The LlV optical system was
identical to that used in the L2V measurements LV L2V LIV LIV LIV
except for the focal length of the collimating system
lens in the spatial filter which was decreased by
half. This modification doubled the beam waist n 5 5 10 20
radius at the sample volume to 9.8um which made
axial adjustments of the receiving optics less
critical and gave longer transit times through the VRMS
beam so that the effects of the number of samples 0.006 0.044 0.030 0.022
n could be investigated experimentally. The mean VO
velocity profiles measured with both the LIV and
L2V are in good agreement with the predicted para-
bolic profile. We observed discrepancies between explain this discrepancy. It was also found that
measurements and predictions near the jet boundary by rejecting those Gaussian peaks with low curvefitmeasee ts .andpreditin ne es jere bnegli- correlation coefficients the apparent turbulence*due to shear effects. Biasing effects were nel- intensity was lowered; however, for the data ofgible since the dimensions of the optical sample teithis ret how as ot sed. o
volume here were about 0.1% of the pipe diameter. Table Il this rejection method was not used. Also
These experiments are conclusive in proving the the logarithmic least squares technique weights
LIV concept with digital data processing to be those samples near the baseline quite heavily which
a viable alternative for laser velocimeter ap- can adversely affect the curvefit process if a high
plications. threshhold level is not selected. Unfortunately

an ordinary least squares fit would require a non-
linear curvefitting algorithm. We are continuin9

1 .0 experiments to gain further insight into the accur-
acy and limitations of the LlV concept.

We have also made preliminary investigations of
LSV performance on the laminar jet. The two beams
were oriented at some predetermined angle (250
typical) relative to the known preferred flow di-

0.5 rection. The standard deviations of LSV measure-
ments to date are considerably higher than for the

LlV or L2V since errors in the LIV measurement pro-L2V C pagate through the LSV calculations. However, the
-L I V measured mean flow angles agree reasonably with the
PRED - known flow angle. Improvements in the accuracy of

0.0 LlV measurements will be important in the practical
0. 0 o. .0 success of the LSV concept.

R / R O Conclusions

Fig. 11. Measured mean axial velocity normalized Several recent developments in non-Doppler
to centerline velocity VO as a function laser velocimeters show the potential for substan-
of radial position for a laminar jet, tive advantages over conventional LDV. The LIV uses
Re-1300 where RO is the inner radius of a single laser beam for a velocity measurement and
the pipe. has the obvious advantage of a simple optical system.

The LSV is a hybrid two-spot velocimeter L2V which
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uses the principle of the LIV to measure two veo- 12. Lading, L., Jensen, A.S., Fog, C.. and Ander-

city components with essentially the hardware of a son, H. "Time-of-Flight Laser Anemometer for
single channel LDV. Velocity Measurements in the Atmosphere",

Applied Optic:s 17:1486 (1978).
We have designed and tested L1V and LSV sys-

tems on a laminar jet and found the results to be 13. Bartlett, K.G. and She, C.V. "Single Particle
quite encouraging. A microprocessor-based, di- Correlated Time-of-Flight Velocimeter for
gital data acquisition and processing design proved Remote Wind-speed Measurement", Optics Letters
quite advantageous, and future developments in 1:175 (1977).
electronics will continue to make this approach
more viable. Further experiments and detailed com- 14. Lading, L. "The Time-of-Flight Laser Anemo-
parisons of LDV and non-Doppler LV systems in meter versus the Laser Doppler Anemometer",
identical flow systems is warranted. p. 26 in Laser Velocimetry and Particle Sizing,
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Laser-based single particle counters for in situ
particulate diagnostics

E. Dan Hirleman Abstract. Optical techniques for particulate analysis have inherent and
Arizona State University significant advantages over those conventional methods which involve
Mechanical and Energy batch sampling and subsequent analysis. Optical particle diagnostic

Systems Engineering techniques can be divided into three broad categories: ensemble
Tempe, Arizona 85281 methods which analyze the integrated optical properties of an assembly

of particles; single particle counters (SPC) which analyze individual par-
ticles; and, finally, imaging techniques based on photography or
holography. This paper is primarily concerned with laser-based single
particle counters applicable to in situ sizing of particles and droplets in
the diameter range 0.1 Am to 1 mm. Theoretical principles of the various
single particle counter designs are discussed with emphasis on compar-
ing performance characteristics and relative advantages. The effects of
size-dependent sample space, nonspherical particles, unknown particle
composition, and applicable size ranges are considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION is, however, considerable research in progress on nearly real-time
The inherent advantages of optical techniques for particulate analysis of particle field holograms.' Ensemble methods are also
analysis have been responsible for considerable research and difficult to apply to submicron particles, may give erroneous data
development over the past years. Optical methods, as compared to for bimodal particle size distributions, and are generally line-of-
conventional batch sampling techniques with external particle sight methods with relatively poor spatial resolution.
analysis, are closer to real time, eliminate handling of the sample, This paper is directed to those applications where in situ, SPC " '
and generally do not interfere with the aerosol processes of interest. measurements are advantageous. An overview of SPC techniques is
In-situ optical techniques are not without disadvantages as they re- presented, and the relative advantages and regimes of applicability
quire optical access, require relatively sophisticated instrumenta- of the various SPC concepts are discussed.
tion, and are presently unable to provide detailed information on
the chemical composition of the particles. The optical diagnostics 2. LASER/OPTICAL SINGLE PARTICLE COUNTERS
also, because of their remote nature, suffer from an additional (SPC
uncertainty not present when a particulate sample, however biased,
is physically in hand. Furthermore, optical methods are still for the A generalized schematic of an optical SPC is presented in Fig. I.
most part in the development or demonstration phases rather than The output beam from a laser or other source of radiation is
being widely accepted methods for particulate monitoring in am- directed (and typically focused) into the optical sample volume.
bient or stack gases. This sample or probe volume can be thought of as that region of

Optical techniques for particle measurements can be divided into space where a single particle can generate a sufficient detector
three broad areas. Ensemble analyzing methods are so described signal to be discriminated or "seen" over the background noise. As
because the light scattering or extinction integrated over the con- individual particles pass through the sample volume they interact
tributions from a large number of particles is used to determine with the incident radiation beam (i.e., scatter, absorb, and/or
parameters of the particle size distribution. In contrast, single parti- fluoresce light) and are observed by detection optics oriented at
dc counters (SPC) analyze individual particles traversing a relative- some angle(s) 0 with respect to the beam propagation direction. The
ly small optical sample volume, and a sequence of particles are single particle signatures obtained at the photodetector are pro-
sampled in order to build up a discrete size distribution. cessed to provide information on the size of each particle.
Photographic and holographic methods analyze simultaneously One family of particle counters, designated here as sampling SPC
recorded images of a number of individual particles to similarly as opposed to in situ SPC, has been commercially available for
build a discrete particle size histogram. Single particle counters are many years. These sampling SPCs direct a batch sample of the
the optimum choice for sizing micron and submicron particles in aerosol of interest through a well-defined optical sample volume in- .. ."

applications demanding high specificity and the potential for ternal to the instrument. The reader is referred to the accompany- . .

simultaneous velocity measurements, with requirements for tem- Ing paper by Lieberman' for more discussion of sampling SP('.
poral resolution of a few seconds and spatial resolution on the
order of I mm 3 . The existing commercial technology of imaging 2a. Radiation cross section measuring techniques
techniques is generally limited to particles larger than a few The most common approach to particle sizing involes the principle - -
micrometers with time response longer than a few seconds. There that the magnitude of radiation-particle interaction is a nominallh

monotonic increasing function of particle site; hence, measurement9i',t of a radiation cross section can he used to inter particle size. Ihe
198o) 'oictn- of I'lo'o-{ptial I, errnirtiiiiaion I gincci S PC' signal response S to a particle in an incident radiation field -
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LASER-BASED SINGLE PARTICLE COUNTERb FOR IN SITU PARTICULATE DIAGNOSTICS

the diameters of spherical particles of known refractive index pass-
ing through a SPC sample volume of known incident intensity 10

LASER , and given k can be determined from theoretical calculations of
Ci(d).

A plot of partial light scattering cross section for spherical par-
tides illuminated by a coherent uniphase wave calculated using a

LENS- Ioren/-Mie theory computer code is given in Fig. 2. The calcula-
BEAMAEPANDR /SPTIALtions are f'or an offt-axis tf/2 collection lens centered at 6 = 20' from

I , F TLE~R Athe incident radiation propagation direction (forward scattering).
The oscillatory nature of the plots is a result of resonance interac-
tions in the scattering process and creates the common uniqueness
problem of multivalued SPC response functions. The use of broad-
band radiation in a scattering SPC can damp out these oscillations
as shown in the paper by Lieberman.' Knollenberg' has shown that

Fig. 1. Optical techniques for particle or droplet size measurements, use of a multimode laser (nonuniform phase) can also significantly
decrease these oscillations. Extinction coefficient plots are
qualitatively similar to that of Fig. 2 as indicated in the papers by
Knollenberg' and Faxvog.'

On-line applications for in situ particle analyzers require working
101 ''l I n spaces up to tens of cm, which places practical limits on the detec-

48 8. 0 NM tor collection aperture. In order to generate sufficient signal levels

100 0-5.5-6. 5 from individual submicron particles in these applications it is in-
" J variably necessary to use a laser for sufficiently high incident inten-

sity. Unfortunately, lasers introduce some problems not present
10-1 with incoherent, broadband (white light) radiation sources.

10 Another problem inherent in using the laser as a SPC radiation

source is the nonuniform intensity profile across the beam. Unfor-
10-2 tunately, an ambiguity in signal levels arises for in situ SPC since

c'' 1 0 -the particles are free to traverse the sample volume at any position.
Thus, particles will experience different peak incident intensities 1o

Si0-3 and even a monodisperse (uniform size) aerosol will generate a
broad distribution of signal amplitudes S.

A number of methods have been devised to eliminate the -.
Io-4 - unknown incident intensity effect in cross-section measuring

techniques. Two basic approaches include: (I) analysis of only
those particles which pass through a selected portion of the beam of

S0 5  
known and constant intensity and (2) analysis of all particles and
later correction of the distribution of particle trajectories and cor-
responding incident intensities. The early laser light scattering SPC

10-6 of Heyder et al.' aerodynamically focused the aerosol sample
through a small region at the center of the laser beam of known and

0-7 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 constant intensity. For in situ measurements various optical -4

1 o methods of discriminating those particles which pass through a
5 1 5 0 control portion of the beam have been used, including coincidence

detectors at 90 " by Hirleman' and Chigier et al.' and in the forward
.I ,ME E LIuL M ) direction by Knollenberg."' This approach becomes very difficult

for small laser focus diameters and another approach utilized by
Knollenberg' and laser by Faxvog" involved the use of single parti-

Fig. 2. Response function for a SPC collecting all forward scattered light be- tie extinction and the TEM 0 1 * or "donut" mode laser beam. With
tween, - 5.5 and 6.5 .The data were calculated from Lorenz-Mie theory for this concept those particles passing through the "donut hole"
scattering by spherical particles. The solid line corresponds to the refractive which generate double pulse signatures all experience the same
index of a liquid hydrocarbon (n - 1.40) and the dashed line is for soot (n = ,ainttn incident intensity. The instrument of Faxvog then
S.56-0.47i). discriminates and analyzes only particles signatures with this dou-

ble pulse and thus fixes 1o in Eq. (1). This concept of determining
Io could also be used with light scattering or fluorescence in addi-

(uniform over the particle) of intensity Io is given by: lion to extinction although apparently neither has been tried to
date.

S -k 10C i  (I) A second general approach to the ambiguous incident intensity
problem is to correct after the fact. One implementation of this ap-

where k is the system gain in converting radiant energy to voltage proach demonstrated by Holve and Self" is to first consider the
using a photodelector; ('i is the appropriate partial cross section for peak signal height distribution generated by particles of one si/:c
the radiation process tinder study. The partial cross sections, as op- passing with equal probability through all portions of the laser
posed to total cross sections, depend on the specific finite aperture beam focus region. The signal height distribution from a
detector configuration in use. The cross sections of interest here are polydispersion is then a linear combination of the monodispere
designated by the subscripts: sc for light scattering, ex for extinc- particle response distributions. A numerical scheme w~as
lion, and f for fluorescence cross sections. For light scattering and developed': to invert the resulting system of equations and solve for
extinction by spherical particles the cross sections are functions of the linear coefficients which are proportional to concentrations in
the particle diameter d, the complex refractive index n, and the the discretiicd particle si/c intersal,. The method of Holhe and
radiation wavelength X as predicted by the Lorenz-Mie theory. Sell"' has been tested only for light scattering measurements
Thus, a response function S(d) relating measured signal levels to although the concept is readily extendable to either extinction or
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fluorescence systems.
Another somewhat similar approach recently proposed by

Hirleman" involves the use of signals generated by particles traver-
sing two adjacent laser beams. The dual peak signature is used to
determine two velocity components and the trajectory of each par-
ticle. Given known laser beam properties the incident intensity
history for a particle is then completely determined which permits a
real-time correction for the intensity ambiguity. After 1o in Eq. (1)
is determined a calibrated response function prediction such as Fig. '
2 would be used to relate signal amplitudes to particle size. This
technique" has been proposed for light scattering, extinction, and
fluorescence cross section measurements although experiments to " .
date have used only light scattering.' 14

2b. Scattering ratio techniques

A second method of eliminating the incident intensity ambiguity
which is applicable to light scattering techniques is to analyze the • I
angular scattering pattern and effectively normalize out the inci- .
dent intensity factor. This approach is commonly used in light scat- __
tering ensemble analyzing techniques (nephlometry) since the scat- Fig. 3. Response function for a ratio-type light scattering SPC. The data were
tering pattern on the average is constant in time and a single detec- calculated for spherical particles with n = 1.56-0.47 (soot) and x = 0.488 pm.
tor can be rotated around the sample to different scattering angles The scattering angle pairs are a) 48o/24', b) 24°112

°
, c) 12°16

°, 
d) 6°13

°, 
a)

3"11.5 ', f) 1 '10.5", and g) 0.5 o/0.25 o. The latter curves were truncated at the
relative to the incident laser beam. Phillips and Wyatt" have first minimum although all of the response curves have oscillations after the
discussed a similar instrument for single particles suspended in a first minimum similar to the data for 48 °124'.
laser beam although in situ analysis with this concept" is impossi-
ble. To observe the normalized scattering pattern in real time re-
quires an array of detectors placed at strategic scattering angles.
Hodkinson" suggested and Gravatt17 tested the use of ratios of I
signals at two scattering angles for single particle sizing. A response\3, - - - FORWARD SCATTER PSI
curve for the ratio technique as calculated by Lorenz-Mie theory in- - OFF AXIS PSI
dicates multivalued response problems as shown in Fig. 3 and the .8'
addition of more angles providing additional signal ratios
eliminates the ambiguity as discussed by Hirleman.' The multiple
ratio single particle counter (MRSPC)' concept has been used with > .6-

four angles although it becomes less practical as the number of It.
ah

angles increases. Bartholdi et al." have used a photodiode array to M
get a finely resolved measurement of the angular scattering pattern 0 .4.
from individual particles. This diode approach for SPC has con- J
siderable promise and will probably be used in the future.

.2
2c. Interferometric or crossed-beam techniques

A third approach which can provide particle size information in- v/ , ---,. -- - '
dependent of incident intensity is particle sizing interferometry 0
(PSI). As a single particle passes through the intersection region of 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
two nonparallel laser beams, Doppler-shifted scattered light waves d/8
from each beam emanate from the particle. Heterodyning the two L
contributions of scattered light at a detector will produce the Fig. 4. Calculations for the fringe visibility V as a function of particle

Doppler-difference frequency which is directly related to the parti- diameters to fringe spacing ratio dih lor particle-sizing interterometers (PSI).
cle velocity and the angle between the laser beam propagation vec- The data apply to a PSI collecting all of the forward-scattered light" and to an

tors. This principle underlies the laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). off-axis refractive scatter PSI with an f/2 collection lens oriented at" t 20'.

A particle crossing the LDV beam intersection region will produce
an approximately Gaussian signal (pedestal) with the modulated
Doppler-difference component written on the pedestal. " The ratio index, the detector aperture, and detector position relative to the
of the modulated signal amplitude to the pedestal amplitude (i.e., beams. A number of experimental studies have confirmed the im-
the visibility or contrast) provides a measure of particle size as portance of careful receiving optics design,-"',' although conflict-
shown by Farmer" and others"-' who used a scalar description of ing observations have also been made."
the process. For large apertures which collect all of the forward Another related approach is the off-axis PSI proposed by
scattered (diffracted) light the visibility V as a function of particle Bachalo:' which utilizes the interference of refracted or reflecteddiameter d and fringe spacing , was shown by Robinson and Chu" light scattering contributions rather than the diffractive scatter of a

to be: conventional PSI." This method is applicable to particles
significantly larger than the wavelength and is based on the dif-

2 (2) ference in optical path length traveled by refracted rays from the

xd/h two crossed beams which pass through the particle and arrive coin-
cidently at the detector. The visibility response function for a

%N here JI is a first order Bessel function of first kind. A plot of V is typical off-axis PSI collection angle-' of 20' is also shossn in Fig. 4.
given in Fig. 4. rhe expanded d/h sizing range for this concept2 ' is apparent.

Calculations considering the complete problem of scattering by a The use of the Doppler-difference laser %elocimeter for sizing
sphere simultaneously in two coherent, collimated laser beams'" fluorescent particles using the modulation (visibilit.) of fluorescent " ..- ,

predicted a strong dependence of the visibility on particle refractise radiation signals has been proposed by dos Santos and Stevenson.:'
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LASER-BASED SINGLE PARTICLE COUNTERS FOR IN SITU PARTICULATE DIAGNOSTICS I ]

TABLE I. Diameter of a spherical soot particle (n = 1.56-.471) with TABLE II. Size range characteristics for single particle counters
partial light scattering cross section equivalent to that of Indicated using visible radiation. Dynamic range Is defined here as the ratio
background contaminants in a scattering volume of 7r x 10-7 cm3. of upper to lower size limits for a single system configuration; i.e.,
Data for X = 0.488 prm. interchangeable optics and cascading systems were not con-

A 1sidered. Values taken from the literature are referenced.
Molecules 40nmSoot 40 nmSoot Lower Limit Upper Limit Dynamic Range

(1 atm. 300 K) Particles Particles Ratio Counter
f14 lens (MRSPC) 0.1 Pm 10 pm 20:12

at90°  .028 pnm .048 pm .106 pm PSI 1 Pm 200 1m 10:11"

f/4 lens Refractive/Ref lective
at 10' .028 pm .048 pm 102 pm Scattering PSI 3 pm

23  5 mm' 10:11"

Annular Scattering
Receiver .028 pm .048 pm 103 pm Cross-Section SPC 0.1 pm 100 Pm 16:112
5.5°-6.5' Extinction

Cross-Section SPC 0.04 Am" 10 pAm 25:1

The nature of the nonresonant fluorescence process makes the
W fluorescent radiation nominally incoherent and isotropic. The bitrarily defined as that size where the derivative of the ratio

fluorescence visibility is claimed to be independent of detector con- response function with respect to particle diameter (i.e., sensitivity)
figuration" although recent calculations by Kratohvil et al." in- drops to 50% of the maximum value. This estimated threshold size
dicate some nontrivial effects. Detailed experiments on of 0.1 Am for the response sensitivity-limited case (rather than the
fluorescence visibility for different detector orientations have not signal/noise-limited case) is reflected in Table 11. In practice the
been performed, although calibration experiments were typical lower limits have been about 0.3 Am

2 , 2' for maximum
successtul.- 12'/6' ratios. However, Bachalo and Hess2" discuss ratio

measurements at 60'/30' down to 0.1 Am.
3. DISCUSSION The practical lower size limit of PSI particle counters is a subject

The theoretical principles of the various in situ single particle of conflicting opinions in the literature. Bachalo and Hess' suggest
counters were developed in the previous section. In this portion of 3 Am as a lower practical limit. Farmer" reports independently
the paper some practical aspects of SPC applications are addressed. verified backscatter PSI measurements of water droplets of 2 Am to

Important SPC performance characteristics including: applicable 30 Fm diameter in addition to noncalibrated measurements2 2 of
particle size range; particle shape and refractive index effects; size- 0.1 Fm to 7.0 Fm particles. However, data for the submicron
selective sampling bias or sample space; and resolution are dis- range22 were taken with only four particle size intervals.
cussed. The extinction SPC of Faxvog" was designed with the objective

of measuring very small particle sizes. This configuration is advan-
3a. Size range tageous because small particles (a !! 1) have extinction cross sec-

tions which are generally larger than the light scattering cross sec-
The three important characteristics for evaluating the performance tions. FaxvogI reports lower size limits of 0.04 Fm for absorbing
of a SPC in terms of the applicable particle sizing range are: the particles (e.g., soot) and about 0.1 Fm for nonabsorbing particles as
lower or threshold size limit; the upper size limit; and the dyamic determined by signal/noise considerations.
range of a particular SPC configuration. A controlling parameter The fluorescence methods in general have significantly lowerin all optical particle diagnostics is the ratio of some particle length background noise because fluorescence is predominantly at

wnallotie prlent diag/nosc isterumtiofsoare ptcieegher laserowaelngt nos beblockedlout.sHowever, thedfluorescencescale to wavelength, typically the particle circumference to wavelengths longer than the laser line and scattered radiation at thewavelength ratio a = 7-d/X. SPC instruments are considered here laser wavelength can be blocked out. However, the fluorescence

in detail followed by a discussion of possible future advances, cross sections and hence fluorescence signals will generally be
The lower particle sizing limit of a SPC can be controlled by smaller than elastic light scattering signals. This technique has no

either signal/noise considerations or insensitivity of the response response function limitation, and any estimate of the signal/noise
function at small particle sizes. constrained lower limit would require information on the amount

Consider a volume of ir x 10-7 cm3 determined by a laser focus of fluorescent species in a given particle and the noise contributions
waist diameter of 20 pm at the 1/e 2 intensity points and truncated other than laser light scattering. Unfortunately, no experimental
to an axial length of I mm by the detection optics field-of-view. studies on fluorescence cross section have been made, the value of
This volume is representative of the sample volume for a forward 0.5 Fm in Table II was estimated.
catter SPC with a working space of tens of cm. The data of Table I The fluorescence visibility concept2 ' has a response function

indicate the soot particle sizes with equivalent light scattering cross identical to that for forward scatter PSI as in Fig. 4. Therefore, the
,ections tor several examples of background scattering which might response sensitivity limitations of the PSI will also apply to the
be encountered in practice. Thus a single soot particle of diameter fluorescence visibility approach. The signal/noise limit will be
0.106 pim when illuminated with 0.488 pm radiation would scatter similar to that imposed on fluorescence cross section, and thus, the
the same amount of energy into f/4 receiving optics at 90' as visibility response function considerations will limit this method as
I09,cm 3 40 nm soot particles in a ir x 10-7 cm 3 sample volume, indicated in Table II.

Particle diameters as indicated in Table I would be indicative of
threshold size limits for scattering cross section SPC and would be
lower bounds for ratio-type and interferometric devices. The latter Dynamic range
devices may be further constrained by a decreasing sensitivity of the The data in Table II are for a single SPC configuration; i.e.. neither
response function to particle size for small particles. For example, alterations in the optical system nor cascading of systems was con-
the 12 '/6 ' ratio response of Fig. 3 flattens out for sizes below 0.3 sidered. The multiple ratio concept as discussed by Hirleman' uses
Am. For larger scattering angle pairs the sensitivity to small particles only one laser beam and multiple, simultaneous detectors and as
increases; and taking a generous largest scattering angle of 30 ' for a such was considered in Table II as a single configuration. Dynamic
30 /15 ' ratio (f/1.4 receiving optics) results in reasonable sensitiv- range of the PSI and ratio techniques are inherently response-
ity for soot particles down to about 0.1 pm. This lower limit was ar- function-limited as a result of si/c insensitivity for small particles
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and multivalued oscillating response function behavior after the
first minimum. The light scattering methods in particular are af- 2 7 -

fected by the large range in cross section; e.g., for particles from
0.1 Am to 10 Am diameter Csc varies over about 8 orders of .

magnitude for the system of Fig. 2. This puts very difficult re- iO
quirements on the electronics and thereby limits the ranges as in- n 1 605 ,I dicated. The fluorescence visibility method would have the same
dynamic range limitations as light scattering PSI, but fluorescence

_ 08
cross section methods fare better in some cases since the E087 I
fluorescence signals would go as d 3 (volume) as compared to scat-
tering which varies as d6 in the Rayleigh regime (ird/X4 1) with a 4 '
transition to a d2 dependence in the diffraction regime (,rd/X*. 1). 06 - .

Future advances 4/

The upper size limits of SPC are adequate for most applications 0 /
which might be encountered. The dynamic ranges are reasonable,
and improvements will most likely come at the expense of increased
complexity, probably by cascading instruments. There is, however, Z/ E XP E ,TA FOR n:1605
a clear need to lower the sizing range of SPC as far as possible into 02

the range .01 Atm to 0.1 Am where a number of important /
phenomena take place. The nucleation and growth of combustion
particulates such as soot and flyash occur in this range along with 003 0 I0 20 0
some important atmospheric aerosol processes.

One approach is to lower the laser probe wavelength to analyze
smaller particles. Unfortunately, wavelengths below about 200 nm PARTICLE DiAMETER (,um) X :0488/Lm
are highly absorbed by the atmosphere and 10 cm or longer
pathlengths would be a problem. Also, continuous wave (CW) laser Fig. 5. Plot of sensitive area As vs particle size for 12 *16' ratio pair." Plotted

14 power in the ultraviolet is not presently available at reasonable with the theoretical predictions are experimental data for polystyrene calibre-
power due to the inefficiency of frequency doubling crystals at low tion spheres (n = 1.605) taken at X = 0.4416 pm. One undetermined calibra.

power densities. The use of pulsed lasers or excimer lasers may pro- tion factor for the experimental data (the same factor for all 3 data points)
vide some advances in small particle sizing, although only about a was fixed by optimizing the lit between theory and experiment.
factor of two. Other problems are the increased background scat-
tering from molecules in the scattering volume (oc 1/ 4 ) and the
high number densities of these small particles which may be as great ally discretized into diameter intervals of finite width.high nu0 mer densamles of ue mall paticls ic a mae a eat To utilize Eq. (3) for size distribution measurements it remains toas 1010 cm-3. A sample volume of 10-10 cm3 (approximately a reaeamsudhitgmofinllvlsopriceizie.
5 Am cube) might be possible using microscope objectives, but the relate a measured histogram of signal levels to particle sizes. i.e.,working space would be severely limited. Improvements in lower for each discrete signal level interval or "bin" there is a

~soringspae wold e sverly lmitd. mprvemets n lwer corresponding range of particle diameters which generate signals of
size thresholds of greater than about a factor of two for in situ SPC thes l i ding re e fnic alclatins as ... -measremets sem rtherunlielythese levels. This is done using response function calculations as .
measurements seem rather unlikely, plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Then the number density N can be deter-

3b. Sample space considerations mined by correcting the raw data rate N for the size and velocity
biases using the weighting factor I/V±As. Note that A s and the

The optical sample volume or probe volume of a SPC is defined as response function relating signal levels to particle sizes are actually
the locus of points in space where a particle can generate a signal of functions of the shapes and refractive indices of the particles as
sufficient magnitude (i.e., a valid signal) to be resolved over the well. Eq. (3) also indicates the necessity for simultaneous size and
background noise. The sample volume therefore, depends upon velocity measurements if significant variations of velocity with par-
both the laser beam intensity distribution and the fields of view of ticle size are present. Computer predictions of As(d) for a ratio
the SPC detector(s). Typically the axial extent of the sample counter are presented in Fig. 5 for a 12'/60 ratio and two refractive
volume (in the laser beam direction) is controlled by the detection indices.' The data of Fig. 5 accounted for the laser beam intensity
optics, and the radial extent by the laser focus intensity distribu- distribution, the light scattering properties of spheres, the fields of
tion. This radial extent is often defined solely in terms of incident view of the detectors and threshold-type signal processing. The
laser intensity levels, e.g., the I/e 2 points for single beam SPC or dependence of As on refractive index is clear, with the oscillating
the I /e 2 modulation contour" for LDV/PSI type instruments, behavior for nonabsorbing particles similar to light scattering
However, this approach leads to serious errors when attempts are response functions. In practice, As(d) for the absorbing particle, i,
made to interpret valid signal data rates in terms of particle size used to correct for size-selective sampling bias when particles of
distributions. This is due to a strong data rate bias toward particles unknown refractive index are being analyzed. A similar dependence
with large radiation cross sections. This is, for a given background of PSI sample space on refractive index is expected although de-
noise level and associated signal processing threshold a large parti- tailed calculations have apparently not been reported to date.
tie can generate a valid signal at points farther off-axis (lower inci- Also indicated on Fig. 5 are some recent experimental data for
dent laser intensity) than can a smaller particle. The sample volume A,. The salue of A, was determined experimentally using Eq. (3)
for particles smaller than the lower threshold limit is zero as they b indepcndentl, measuring N(d) with a 90 white light scattering
cannot generate signals of sufficient amplitude even at the SPC Ahich has a well defined A. that is (except for edge effects) in-
geometric laser focus center of highest intensity, dependent of particle size. The few data points shos reasonable

An expression for the sample rate N (valid particle signals/sec) agreement with predictions; swe are continuing these experiments,. It
for particles with diameter d is given by: seems that similar but more detailed sample space measurements

for both PSI and cross section measuring SPC are warranted.
N (d) V (d) - A, (d) - N (d) (3) The technique of Holve and Self" is unique %kith respect to san-

ple space considerations; correction for size-selective sample space . -

where: V, is the particle ,elocitv component normal to the laser bias is inherent in the data inversion method. The %alues of' A, are
beam; and N is the number density (particles/cm 3). Flq. (3) is usm- cffectisels' calibrated concurrentl\ with the particle size calibration.
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LASER-BASED SINGLE PARTICLE COUNTERS FOR IN SITU PARTICULATE DIAGNOSTICS

This method has only been calibrated for large droplets of known TABLE Ill. Predictions for 12'/6' ratio-type single particle counter
refractise index, and for the analysis of particles with unknown response to nonspherical particles. The projected partic!e cross-
properties the A, correction will be uncertain with this method as sections indicated were scaled to various area-equivalent
well as with the SPC techniques discussed previously, diameters dae, and the particle diameter predicted as the ratio

counter response is tabulated. Thus, according to the predictions,
a doublet particle with da = 093 pm (made up of 2 primary par-
ticles of diameters 0.66 ,m) would be sized at 1.00 prm diameter bya

The response of a single particle counter is generally related to par- 12'/6' ratio counter. Predicted responses are based on a diffrac-
ticle size using a combination of calibration experiments and tion theory approximation', and are independent of particle orienta-
theoretical predictions. Since the prediction of light scattering by ir- tion in the plane of the paper.
regular particles is in general impossible, most SPC response curves dae
are based on spherical particles. Unfortunately, many of the cur-
rently relevant applications for in situ particulate analysis (e.g., 0.47 pm 0.93 pm 1.40 pm 1.86 ,m-
combustion exhaust) involve aerosols containing highly 0
nonspherical particles. Thus, questions concerning SPC response 0.54 pm 100 pm 1.42 pm 1.71 pm
to nonspherical particles are clearly of importance.

When analyzing a nonspherical particle a scattering SPC would
measure a light-,cattering equivalent particle diameter, or that
diameter corresponding to a spherical particle of the calibration in- 0.69 1.19 1.34 1.43

dex of refraction which would produce a signal identical to the one
observed from the nonspherical particle. Unfortunately, a
radiative-interaction-equivalent diameter is not always of direct in- 0.47 0.87 1.30 1.75 0
terest, except possibly for visibility and radiation studies. Relating
this diameter to the measure of interest, e.g., aerodynamic
equivalent or mass-equivalent diameter, is then imperative, but in
general uncertain. This is true because SPC response to 0.54 1.01 1.49 1.84
norspherical particles can be highly dependent on the instrument
configuration and the unknown particle surface characteristics.

Very few detailed studies of nonspherical particle effects on the .
In situ SP( discussed here have been made. One exception is the
ratio counter for which some predicted responses to nonspherical
particles are presented in Table Ill. The calculations were made 0.60 1.07 1.49 1.79
using a diffraction theory approximation' and relate response
predictions to cross-sectional area equivalent diameters for the par-
ticles shown. Here area-equisalent diameter is defined as dae
2(,A 7r where A is the projected cross-sectional area of the parti-
cle. lie \IRSP(" does a reasonable job of measuring a projected
payticlh sizc with typical errors on the order of 20%0 for small aspect this curve. Detailed calculations of response functions for a large
ratios. Note also, however, that the response is independent of the number of collection optics geometries published by Oeseburg "

third diniension (into the paper) of the particles in Table Ill, and also show the general behavior indicated in Fig. 4 including the
determination of the mass of highly unsymmetric particles with a multivalued response regions. In situ measurements in applications
ratio dounter is uncertain. where there is no a priori knowledge of the aerosol refractive index

A l,.ss in site single particle counting experiments with will typically incur maximum sizing uncertainities of 50 to 100% for
nonphcric.I particles have been made. Moon and Hirleman2"' light-scattering cross-section SPC.' Refractive index effects for
are using the sibrating orifice generator method to generate par- ratio-type SPC have been studied extensively' , "," and it was found
tiIc,, as done by Pinnick et al.' to characterize the ratio counter that maximum sizing errors in a similar application will be 20 to
response. Hokle and Self ' analyzed coal particles and found 30%. The PSI has a comparable dependence on refractise index if
rcasonable agreement %kith independent C'oulter counter data. the complete wave solution is considered. If a forward scatter PSI

In no,,t studies of nonspherical particle effects it appears that geometry is utilized, uncertainties on the order of 20 to 300'o are at-optik~tl SP1(. measure a diameter which is reasonably close to some tributable to unknown refractive index. -2' However, for a backscat-
gcometnc particle length scale such as cross-sectional area. This is ter geometry the errors can become much larger" , '' (more than
Cnicoura itg, but it seems that additional careful experiment"ts I(X)%) which is understandable since back-scattered light (retlec-
should he done to further justify this conclusion, tion and refraction) is highly dependent on the optical properties of

the particle. A refractive scatter PSI is somewhat setisitive to refrac-
3d. Refractit- index effect, tive index, and a measurement uncertainty of - 60'o is reported"

1h :lfie:icl prohlem of sizing particles of unknownt refractive in- for a range of nonabsorbing liquids typical of sprays. However, if
d sc\ hi heen imipora t ince the first generatiot of optical particle tle droplets have some absorption the errors in a refractise scatter " -

icr.tet. It h, eeii kmi w n for sortie tirme that lie tirward skcatler- PSI can becomne extremely large; in that case a rel ectiic scatter

SJ.tr.. Cr ,~,1 of particlcs and droplets arc rclatisels indepeli- geonietry would be required."
dcim ,t the retractike ilide\ sincc diffractisc scatter rallier thain Ixtinction SP( are highly sensitise to retractise iidex, ,  iith
!L'rJ..l .r,r . oic,.ni'c ,caite dtomiinatc. Ior this reason, nils1 (1 errors of' 5t0'o possible for unkno\n particle composition,,. It it i,
te- M ", N "-sl'( d,,,.u.SCd rerc are operated in a torward ,caticiing know~n that the aerosol is either absorbing or ioli, these crrors call -.

ti ,. he reduced considerably. dow n to the range l (I il t) l , lie t
I Wtl£k 2 All lldl.ltiont ol tile sariation li light ,caittcring dependence of extinction .otitter respti s1e on the C I t :ra,.-

r .- .el~fiii 
, 

%,ith rclt ,,e indcx. \ SP( response cur e for part- ll c titde\ i, much sirongcr than lor tatio or r.l-
,

cdlhli; light t- I
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4. 1980.
CONCLUSIONS .15 Phillips, D. T. and Wyatt, P. J., Single-Particle light-scattering

Laser-based single particle counters show excellent potential for ap- measurement: Photochemical aerosols and atmospheric particulates,
plications requiring in situ, nearly real time sizing of particles in Appl. Opt. 11, 2082 (1972).

hostile en ironments. A number of instrument concepts have been 16. Bartholdi, M., Salzman, G. C., Hiebert, R. D., and Seger, G., Single-
Particle Light-scattering Measurements with a Photodiode Array,

proposed and they are generally in the advanced development or Opt. Lett. 1, 223 (1977).
early application stages. Several successful field tests have been 17. Farmer, W. M., Measurement of Particle Size, Number Density, and
made and it is clear that in situ particle analyzers will have a very Velocity Using a Laser Interferometer, Appl. Opt. II, 2603 (1972).

18. Fristrom, R. M.., Jones, A. R., Schwar, M. S. R., and Weinberg. F.
S., Particle Sizing by interference fringes and signal coherence in Dop-
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Second, further laboratory research should be directed toward Spherical Particle by Two Crossed Coherent Plane Waves, Appl. Opt.
characterizing and modeling the instruments' in situ performance 16, 619 (1977).
in these real environments where nonspherical, polydisperse par- 21. Yule, A. J., Chigier, N. A., Atakan, S. and Ungut, A.. Particle Size

and Velocity Measurement by Laser Anemometry, AIAA Paper No.
ticles of unknown refractive index will be encountered. 77-214, 1977.
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